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UNIT 1 Time for cultureUNIT 1 Time for culture

 5 

INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS REAL WORLD?

Real World is the portal to a wider world of English language knowledge and resources 
specially designed for Spanish secondary learners. It provides teenage students with  
the ability to communicate well in English and to pass exams at a good level. Just as 
importantly, it boosts their confidence to participate as educated citizens in the global  
community, with all its unique challenges and opportunities.

Real World is the fruit of a collaboration between two leading companies in the fields of 
media and education: the BBC and Pearson. The BBC brand is synonymous worldwide 
with the concepts of trust and quality in their news and entertainment programmes, while 
Pearson is the world’s leading education company for all ages and stages of learners. 

Real World is the direct result of extensive research and analysis of learners’ needs and 
wants, translated into a comprehensive set of authentic, interactive and reliable materials 
in both print and digital formats. This wide ranging research revealed three key learning 
objectives that were common to all learners, their teachers and parents:
1  Success at school – students can move to the next level of their careers by  

passing exams.
2  Motivation – students can continue their English learning beyond school.
3  Confidence – students can acquire the skills which will help them make sense of the 

ever more pressurised digital world.

WHAT IS THE REAL WORLD METHODOLOGY?

We all know that teenagers can present a special challenge for teachers and parents. 
They are transitioning from children to adults, at the same time as they are dealing with 
the competitive pressures of exams. They are coping with parental expectations as well 
as the distractions of social media and the digital age. This is a time when they need 
security and support as well as encouragement and inspiration. Bearing all this in  
mind, we designed the course to be: 

Authentic: language is presented through relevant and intriguing real-life content, from 
the humorous situations in the drama videos, through the real people interviewed for  
the videos to the clips taken from actual BBC programmes to create the BBC Culture 
videos. Content has been carefully chosen to inspire and challenge teenagers, and the  
style in which it is presented reflects the way that today’s teens access information and 
entertainment: from the internet, using personal devices such as tablets, laptops and 
mobiles.

Interactive: moving to a much more personalised and adaptive approach, Real World 
does not just provide static content but also multiple opportunities to investigate and 
interact with that content through productive activities and projects. By interacting with 
the content rather than merely practising the target language, students acquire the 
language at a deeper cognitive level. English becomes the tool through which they 
access a wider world of knowledge, skills and experience rather than just another  
subject on the curriculum.

Reliable: ‘It’s all very well to be inspired and have fun, but our students need to pass their 
exams!’ we can hear teachers say, and passing the exam with a good score is the key 
learning outcome of Real World. The rigorous syllabus built around the Global Scale of 
English (see page 15) provides the right language, at the right level, with the right amount 
of practice and the right sort of assessment along the way to bring students up to the 
level required to pass their end-of-school exams.  
Organised on the principle of Assessment for Learning (see page 15), the in-course 
testing and assessment package provides over 600 test activities per level, covering  
both language and skills.  
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1 CLASS VOTE Do you take photos with your mobile phone? What 
do you take photos of? People? Places? Other things?

2 Match photos 1–6 with sentences a–f. What do the photos tell you 
about the person’s life?
a sunny01 She’s up to mischief again! 
b jacko999 Friends + chocolate cake #agreatday!
c ninab98 Come on rain! We’ve got the right boots. 1
d singingboy98 Dan’s singing again! ;)
e robbie2 It’s film time … yay! 
f paul13 Ready for our trip!

battery cable charger earphones plug selfie stick speaker tablet

Vocabulary A  Everyday technology P. 148

3 1.14 Listen and repeat the words in the Vocabulary A box. 
Which of these objects can you see in the photos?

4 I KNOW! Can you add more words to the Vocabulary A box?

1

That’s my 
world!

14

Culture video: 
Addicted to screens

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1 32

Vocabulary: everyday technology, 
adjectives of opinion, time

Grammar: verb + -ing, 
verb + to-infinitive, relative 
pronouns, defining and 
non-defining relative clauses

In this unit, you will learn

Read a report about gadgets.

Listen to a radio programme 
about technology.

Make and respond to 
suggestions.

Write a description of your 
dream home and lifestyle.

In order to

Project

A presentation for or against 
smartphones

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology
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9 In pairs, ask and answer these questions. 

1 How many instant messages do you send 
and get in a day? 

 I send about ten instant messages in a day 
and I get about twenty.

2 Do you know somebody who reads 
e-books?

3 When do you listen to music?
4 How often do you download songs?
5 Would you like to make a video with friends 

in your school?
6 What games do you play on the 

computer?
7 When do you usually text your parents?
8 What type of photos do you usually 

upload?

all right amazing  awesome awful  boring
brilliant cool disgusting exciting funny
lovely nice noisy OK old-fashioned 
perfect strange terrible useful

Vocabulary B  Adjectives of opinion P. 148

 10 1.18 Study the Vocabulary B box. Copy 
and complete the chart below. There can be 
more than one possible answer. Listen and 
check.

amazing
awesome
(…)
(…)
(…)

cool
funny
(…)
(…)

all right
nice
(…)

boring
noisy
(…)
(…)

awful
disgusting
(…)

 11 Write two things that are:

1 useful
2 awesome
3 old-fashioned
4 strange

5 terrible

5 1.15 Listen to speakers 1–4 and write the 
presents. Use the Vocabulary A box to help you.

Speaker 1: (…)

6 Which object would be the best present for you? 
Why?

I’d like a selfi e stick because my friends and l love 
taking photos.

7 1.16 Read the text. Choose the correct 
option. Listen and check. Is it the same in your 
house? 

8 1.17 WORD FRIENDS Listen to some people 
talking about using technology. Write down the 
expressions you hear from the list.
● chat with friends  ● download songs 
● go online  ● listen to music 
● make/film a video  ● play games 
● read e-books  ●  send/get instant messages 
● share photos  ● text friends/parents 
● upload pictures  ● watch music videos

Discuss with a partner. Who 
in your family uses technology the 
most? What do they use it for?

My brother loves his gadgets. 
He’s older than me and he’s got 
a really good tablet. He shops 
online, watches fi lms and he 
uses it for studying.

YOU
And

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology

I want to listen to music, but I can’t find my 
1 earphones / plugs because my brother is using 
them! ‘They’re better than mine’, he says. ‘It’s OK,’ 
I say. I can use my new 2 battery / speaker that 
plays music really loud. However, when I look 
inside, the 3 plug / battery isn’t there because it’s 
in my brother’s digital camera and guess what? 
His friend’s got it at the moment. In the end, 
I decide to watch a funny film on my 4 cable / 
tablet, but I can’t find it. I look in my brother’s 
bedroom. On his desk there’s a pile of 5 earphones /
cables that are all different lengths. I finally find 
the short black one with the right 6 plug / selfie 
stick on the end of it for my tablet. ‘OK, where is 
it?’ I ask him again. Then I hear Mum’s voice. ‘Are 
you looking for this, love?’ she asks. ‘I’m just buying 
some shoes, but it’s nearly dead. Can you get me 
the 7 battery / charger, please?’
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UNIT 1 Time for cultureOVERVIEW OF THE COMPONENTS

STUDENTS’ BOOK WITH ONLINE AREA

• Nine units with 80–100 hours of teaching material, including a Starter Unit
• One lesson per page with one skill focus on each
• Clear lesson objectives described using simple language (‘Talk about …’,

‘Use have got to …’) and drawing from the Global Scale of English (GSE)
• Video (drama and BBC Interviews with every unit; plus six BBC Culture clips

after Units 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 and 8)
• Three Real English sections of functional language for real-world

situations after Units 3, 6 and 9
• Language Summary summarising key vocabulary and grammar and

Revision after every unit
• Six extra lessons about the Andalusian culture
• Grammar and Vocabulary Time sections with additional grammar and vocabulary 

practice at three levels of di�  culty for every Grammar and Vocabulary lesson
• Pronunciation practice for a range of pronunciation areas

Online Area (powered by MyEnglishLab)
• Extra online practice to review and recycle what has been learned in 

every unit
• All Students’ Book videos
• The audio from the Workbook
• Reference material for self-study
• Students access the activities and the supporting material through a code 

printed on the inside front cover of the Students’ Book

ETEXT PREMIUM

• The full Students’ Book and Workbook in digital format
• All audio and video embedded into the exercises

• Reference material such as Grammar References, glossaries, tips 
and strategies for self-study

WORKBOOK 
• Additional practice to consolidate and extend course content
• Grammar and Vocabulary practice at the three levels of di�  culty 

to cater for mixed-ability classrooms
• Check Time section to encourage students to refl ect on their 

own learning
• Reference material plus additional practice to reinforce 

the content learned in the units

VOCABULARY APP

• Vocabulary practice of each unit using fun and motivating activities

Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  
Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  

Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  

Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  

Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  
Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  

Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  
Alisha: Alisha: Alisha: Alisha: Alisha: Alisha: 

Skye: Skye: Skye: 
Alisha:  Alisha:  Alisha:  

Skye: Skye: Skye: 

Tommo:  Tommo:  Tommo:  
Alisha: Alisha: Alisha: 

VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO WHO’S THE GUY AT THE BACK?
WHO’S THE GUY AT THE BACK?
WHO’S THE GUY AT THE BACK?
WHO’S THE GUY AT THE BACK?
WHO’S THE GUY AT THE BACK?
WHO’S THE GUY AT THE BACK?

6.66.66.6 SPEAKINGSPEAKINGSPEAKING Explain who I am talking about
Explain who I am talking about
Explain who I am talking about
Explain who I am talking about
Explain who I am talking about
Explain who I am talking about

SPEAKING TIMESPEAKING TIMESPEAKING TIME

B B B 

A: What’s your person doing?
A: What’s your person doing?
A: What’s your person doing?
A: What’s your person doing?
A: What’s your person doing?
A: What’s your person doing?B: He’s/She’s eating …/looking at …/sitting …
B: He’s/She’s eating …/looking at …/sitting …
B: He’s/She’s eating …/looking at …/sitting …
B: He’s/She’s eating …/looking at …/sitting …
B: He’s/She’s eating …/looking at …/sitting …
B: He’s/She’s eating …/looking at …/sitting …A: Where is your person?A: Where is your person?A: Where is your person?
B: She’s/He’s in front of/behind …
B: She’s/He’s in front of/behind …
B: She’s/He’s in front of/behind …

3 3 3 

Speaking Speaking Speaking  Identifying people Identifying people Identifying people

4 4 4 

Vocabulary Vocabulary Vocabulary  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding  People at a wedding P. 153P. 153P. 153

111

2 2 2 
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CHECK TIME

Check Time

Check Time Answer Key pages 71 - 72

UNIT 1

Vocabulary
1 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 My phone has no power – I need to find my 
c

.2 This s
s

 is great for 
taking photos of yourself.3 Do you usually s

 photos with your 
friends online?4 I love music, so I d

 a lot of 
songs.

5 I hate that TV show – it’s a
!

6 It’s really hot and sunny today – it’s a 
p

 day to go to the beach!
7 When I listen to music on the public transport 

I use my e
.

8 I usually t  my parents when I know I’m 
going to be late for dinner.9 Dan, you look tired. Is everything a

r
?10 Your glasses are a

e! Where did 
you get them?

2 Complete the sentences with these words. 
There is one extra word.

break evening made old-fashioned
twice useful weekend

1 I go swimming 
 a week, on 

Wednesdays and Fridays.2 This is a very 
 gadget. I’d really 

like one.
3 I don’t like this bag – it looks 

.
4 Is that bag 

 of plastic?
5 At eleven o’clock our lessons stop because it’s 

 time.6 I often listen to music in the 
.Grammar

3 Choose the correct option.1 Hurry up – I can’t stand to be / being late!
2 George never offers to pay / paying for 

anything.
3 Please be quiet – I’m trying to listen / listening 

to music.
4 My parents allow me to stay up / staying up

late at the weekend.5 It’s OK – I don’t mind to wait / waiting for you.

6 Mike is hoping to go / going to art college.

4 Choose the correct option.1 The boy who / which / where sits next to me in 

class is called Max.2 That’s the park that / which / where we 
sometimes hang out after school. 

3 There’s a new boy in my class, which / that /
who comes from Spain.4 Their house, that / who / which is in the town 

centre, is quite big. 5 Is that the bike who / that / where you got for 
your birthday?6 There’s a boating lake in the park, which /

where / that you can hire boats. 5 Rewrite the sentences adding the information 

in brackets as a non-defining relative clause. 

Add commas where necessary.1 My grandmother is still very active. (is seventy-six)
My 

 active.

2 My uncle works at the main hospital in the city. 

(is a doctor)
My 

 in the city.

3 Bournemouth is on the south coast. 
(my cousins live)Bournemouth south coast.4 His new bike is really light. (he got for his 

birthday)
His new 

 light.

5 Andy suggested going to the pizza restaurant 

in town. (they do really nice pizzas)
Andy 

 really 

nice pizzas.

Writing

6 Complete the sentences with connectors from 

the box. There is one extra word.addition although as well ashowever so too
1         she loves singing, she’s not 

very good at it.2         playing the piano, 
I have guitar lessons        .

3 I want to live near the sea         I 
can swim every day.4 My dream home is big with a garden.  

        , at the moment I am happy 
with my small flat.
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CHECK TIME

Check Time

Check Time Answer Key pages 71 - 72

UNIT 1

UNIT 2

Vocabulary
1 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 Look, it’s a lovely s
 day!

2 Some trees blew down in the strong 
w

.3 We couldn’t see very well because it was
f

.4 It’s quite m
 today, so you don’t 

need a coat.5 Shut the door! It’s f
 cold 

outside!
6 The temperature is twenty-seven 

d
 today.7 It rained for five days and there was 

a f
 in our town.8 Our school building shook during 

the e
.2 Choose the correct option.1 The stars / leaves fall off the trees 

in autumn.2 We found a small path / sky going through 
the forest. 3 We tried to have / make a shelter, but it was 

too difficult.4 Scientists watched / discovered some unusual 

plants near the river.5 This book is completely / really interesting.
6 You won the game? That’s absolutely / very

fantastic!

Grammar

3 Complete the sentences with the Past 
Continuous form of the verbs in brackets.
1 I knew that my dad 

 (not 
watch) the film because his eyes were closed.

2 Lia hurt her knee while she 
 (swim) in the river.

3 They 
 (not chat) when I 

arrived. 
4 A:

 (the sun/shine) when 
you left home?B: Yes, it 

. 5 A:
 (the bears/sleep) when 

you saw them?B: No, they 
. They were 

wide awake!

4 Choose the correct option. 1 I saw / was seeing a really big spider while 
I walked / was walking through the forest.

2 A lot of people skied / were skiing on the 
mountain when the avalanche happened /
was happening.3 We watched / were watching some amazing 

sunsets while we stayed / were staying in 
Scotland.

4 My brother sat / was sitting in the kitchen 
when I got / was getting home.

5 We watched / were watching TV when / while
the hurricane started.5 Complete the dialogue with used to and the 

correct form of the verbs in brackets.
A: I 1

 (work) in that car 
factory. It’s very different today.B: Really? What 2

 it  (be) like?A: It 3

 (be) bigger. They 
4

 (make) more cars. When 
I worked there, they 5

 (not 
have) robots.

Writing

6 Complete the sentences from a travel blog 
entry with these words.

decided last really such walking were1 We visited Lisbon        summer.
2 There         a lot of things to do.
3 In the morning we         to visit the 

bridge.
4 While I was          , I saw a lot of 

restaurants.5 Summers are           hot.
6 You can do outdoor activities         as surfing and trekking.
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Vocabulary
1 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 My phone has no power – I need to find my 
c

.2 This s
s

 is great for 
 is great for 

taking photos of yourself.3 Do you usually s
 photos with your 
 photos with your 

friends online?4 I love music, so I d
 a lot of 

songs.
5 I hate that TV show – it’s a

!
6 It’s really hot and sunny today – it’s a 

p
 day to go to the beach!

7 When I listen to music on the public transport 

I use my e
.

8 I usually t  my parents when I know I’m 

 my parents when I know I’m 
going to be late for dinner.9 Dan, you look tired. Is everything a

r
?10 Your glasses are a

e! Where did 
you get them?

2 Complete the sentences with these words. 
There is one extra word.

break evening made old-fashioned
twice useful weekend

1 I go swimming 
 a week, on 
 a week, on 

Wednesdays and Fridays.2 This is a very 
 gadget. I’d really 

like one.
3 I don’t like this bag – it looks 

.
4 Is that bag 

 of plastic? of plastic?
5 At eleven o’clock our lessons stop because it’s 

 time. time.6 I often listen to music in the 
.Grammar

3 Choose the correct option.1 Hurry up – I can’t stand to be / being late!
2 George never offers to pay / paying for 

anything.
3 Please be quiet – I’m trying to music.

4 Choose the correct option.1 The boy who / which / where sits next to me in 

class is called Max.2 That’s the park that / which / where we 
sometimes hang out after school. 

3 There’s a new boy in my class, which / that /
who comes from Spain.4 Their house, that / who / which is in the town 

centre, is quite big. 5 Is that the bike who / that / where you got for 
your birthday?6 There’s a boating lake in the park, which /

where / that you can hire boats. 
 that you can hire boats. 
 that

5 Rewrite the sentences adding the information 

in brackets as a non-defining relative clause. 

Add commas where necessary.1 My grandmother is still very active. (is seventy-six)
My 

 active. active.

2 My uncle works at the main hospital in the city. 

(is a doctor)
My 

 in the city.
 in the city.

3 Bournemouth is on the south coast. 
(my cousins live)Bournemouth south coast.4 His new bike is really light. (he got for his 

birthday)
His new 

 light. light.

5 Andy suggested going to the pizza restaurant 

in town. (they do really nice pizzas)
Andy 

 really  really 

nice pizzas.

Writing

6 Complete the sentences with connectors from 

the box. There is one extra word.addition although as well ashowever so too
1         she loves singing, she’s not 

CHECK TIME
UNIT 2

Vocabulary
1 Complete the words in the sentences.

1 Look, it’s a lovely s
 day! day!

2 Some trees blew down in the strong 
w

.3 We couldn’t see very well because it was
f

.4 It’s quite m
 today, so you don’t 
 today, so you don’t 

need a coat.5 Shut the door! It’s f
 cold  cold 

outside!
6 The temperature is twenty-seven 

d
 today. today.7 It rained for five days and there was 

a f
 in our town.
 in our town.8 Our school building shook during 

the e
.2 Choose the correct option.1 The stars / leaves fall off the trees 

in autumn.2 We found a small path / sky going through 
path / sky going through 
path / skythe forest. 3 We tried to have / make a shelter, but it was 

too difficult.4 Scientists watched / discovered some unusual 

watched / discovered some unusual 

watched / discoveredplants near the river.5 This book is completely / really interesting.

completely / really interesting.

completely / really
6 You won the game? That’s absolutely / very

fantastic!

Grammar

3 Complete the sentences with the Past 
Continuous form of the verbs in brackets.
1 I knew that my dad 

 (not  (not 
watch) the film because his eyes were closed.

2 Lia hurt her knee while she 

32 Unit 5

1  Look at the pictures and complete the words.

5

VOCABULARY
Sports | Collocations | Sporting events |
Phrasal verbs with up and out

GRAMMAR
The future: will/going to/Present 
Simple and Continuous |
Future Continuous |
First Conditional if/unless

READING
An article about volunteering

WRITING
Messages and requests

32

The big 
match!

2  Read the descriptions. Write the sports.

1 ba d m i n t o n

5 s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

2 i_ _- s_ _ _ _ _ _

6 v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3 g_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7 h_ _ _ _ _ _ _

4 d_ _ _ _ _

8 s_ _ _ _ _ _

1 It’s a really exciting sport. You 
use a paddle to move through 
the water. kayaking

3 I play this sport for my school 
team. You can throw the ball 
to other people or you can 
run and bounce the ball on 
the ground. You score points 
by throwing the ball through 
a hoop. 

2 This is a very relaxing sport. 
You move your body slowly into 
different positions. It’s good 
for stretching your muscles. 

6 I love animals, so this is my 
favourite sport. You have to 
wear a special hat to protect 
your head if you fall off. 

4 You need to be strong to do 
this sport. You use your arms 
to pull yourself up the side of 
a mountain. 

5 The ball you use for this sport 
is very small. You hit it across 
a table. 

5.1 VOCABULARY Talk about sports and sports events
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Gary;From:

Polly;To:

3 WORD FRIENDS Match 1–5 with a–e to make 
sentences.

1 d  I sometimes go
2   I’ve decided to 

take 
3  My brother does
4  I have skiing
5   I sometimes 

play

a karate – he loves 
martial arts!

b volleyball at my school.
c up gymnastics.
d walking with my 

friends.
e lessons in the winter.

4  Choose the correct option.

1 Would you like to play / do yoga?
2 I want to take / get up a new sport this year.
3 A lot of my friends go / play skiing in the winter.
4 Do you have / do a tennis lesson every week?
5 I sometimes go / play handball with my friends.
6 You need to be very fit to do / play gymnastics.

5  Complete the words in the sentences.

1 We get changed in the ch a n g i n g ro o m s
before the game.

2 Our team wears a blue and white k  .
3 I’d love to be a team m t and walk 

onto the pitch with the players.
4 There were over 50,000 people in the 

s m for the big match. 
5 Our s s were right at the front, so we could 

see the players really well.
6 At the end of the game, the s b d

said 12–8 to my team!

6  Complete the dialogue with these words. 
There is one extra word.

fans goal kit match pitch score team

A: Wow! That was a really exciting football 1match! 
I’m glad our 2  won in the end.

B: Yes. I was a bit worried at half time when the 
3  was 1–0 to the other team, but 
then Juan Fernandez scored that amazing 
4  !

A: Yes. That gave our players a lot of confidence. 
And the 5  all got really excited 
when he scored another one!

B: Yeah. A few people tried to run onto the 
6  to celebrate, but of course, you 
aren’t allowed to do that!

7  Complete the email with one 
word in each gap.

Hi Polly,

I can’t believe I’m here at the Olympic 
Games! On Tuesday we watched the 
1table tennis. It’s amazing how hard 
they hit the ball at each other across 
the table! Then we had tickets to watch 
the 2  . I can’t believe 
how high up they are before they drop 
down into the water! 
Our 3  were quite close 
to the pool, so we got a good view. It 
looks really scary, so it isn’t a sport I 
ever want to 4  up. 

On Wednesday we saw a bit of karate. 
It looks like a really fun sport. A few 
of my friends 5  karate 
already, so I might ask them where they 
6  lessons. Maybe I’ll go 
along with them.

Yesterday we watched some 
7  matches. The players 
are amazing – the way they run, 
bouncing the ball on the ground – and 
they can throw it into the hoop from 
the halfway line! I was supporting the 
8  from the USA. I can’t 
remember what the final 
9  was, but I know the 
USA won quite easily. It was great being 
part of a big crowd of sports 
10  . We all cheered when 
one of our players 
11  some more points.

Anyway, I definitely want to do more 
sport when I get back home on Friday. 
Let’s 12  swimming on 
Saturday!

Gary
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My Trips

VOCABULARY
Types of holidays | At the hotel | 
Holiday equipment | Travel phrases | 
Travel: confusing words

GRAMMAR
Modal verbs: obligation, necessity, 
prohibition and advice | Modal verbs: 
speculation 

1 2

7

See the
world!

3 4

5 6 7

86
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7.1 VOCABULARY

Lesson learning objective
Students can talk about holidays and travelling.

UNIT 1 Time for culture

173 

Unit contents

Vocabulary
• Types of holidays
• At the hotel
• Equipment
• Travel phrases (Word Friends)
• Travel: confusing words

Grammar 
• Obligation, necessity, prohibition and advice
• Modal verbs for speculation

Communication skills
• Clarify what I have said and ask for clarification

Basic competences
• Linguistic: page 87 (Exercise 3), page 87 (Exercises 6 

and 8), page 88 (Exercises 2 and 3), page 89 
(Exercise 6), page 90 (Exercise 3), page 91 
(Exercise 7), page 93 (Exercise 5)

• Digital: page 93 (Writing Time), page 97 (Project 
Time)

• Learning to learn: page 95 (Check Time)
• Social and civic: page 92 (Speaking Time), page 97 

(Project Time)
• Initiative and entrepreneurship: pages 87-88 

(And You?), page 92 (Speaking Time), page 93 
(Writing Time), page 97 (Project Time)

• Cultural: page 89 (Exercise 3)

173 

Lead in: review of vocabulary from the previous unit

Put students into two groups. Explain that you are going to 
think of a word or phrase from the previous unit and write 
on the board gaps for each letter. The groups should take 
turns to try to guess the letters. Each time a group guesses 
a letter correctly, they win a point. If a group wants to guess 
the whole word, they should say what they think it is and, 
if they are correct, they win a point for each missing letter. 
For example:
Think of a word (bridegroom) and write gaps for each 
letter: 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Group 1 guesses i, so write the letter and award 1 point: 
_ _ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Group 2 guesses o, so write the letter (x2) and award 
2 points: _ _ i _ _ _ _ o o _
Group 1 guesses; so they get no points.
Group 2 guesses bridegroom, so award them 5 more 
points, so they now have seven points altogether.
After the word has been guessed, elicit the meaning of 
the word.
Ideas for words to use: bridesmaid, go out, laugh at, 
get a job

M08 Real World TB3 Spain 69130 U07.indd   173 19/1/20   12:44
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Make a sentence✃✃

better 

more interesting

funnier

the worst

a few 

the most amazing

not as good as

a lot of

not as scary as

too long

too confusing

not simple enough

By the time 

I had never 

When I arrived, they’d 

Kylie hadn’t 

RESOURCE 50 Unit 4 Grammar
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3
ACTIVE TEACH

WORLD

7 

TEACHER’S BOOK  

• Unit-by-unit teaching notes with audio scripts and answer key
• Interleaved with Students’ Book pages
• Additional activities for dealing with mixed-level classes
• Workbook audio scripts
• Workbook answer key
• Teacher’s Book provides access code to Online Area

CLASS AUDIO 

• Audio material for use in class
• Audio available on the Class CD
• Audio downloadable from the Real World website: 

www.pearsonELT.es/realworldandalucia

TESTS

• The Real World Assessment Package provides a wide range of tests which 
can be used at di� erent points in the course

• Each level has:
- 1 x Placement Test 
- 9 x Unit Tests
- 4 x Review Tests
- 1 x End of Year Test

• All tests are available at three levels of di�  culty to cater for mixed levels 
in the classroom

• Essential Grammar and Vocabulary worksheets are also provided for students 
with more di�  culties

• All tests are provided in PDF and editable format

TEACHER’S RESOURCE FILE

• 120 pages of photocopiable resources with instructions and answer keys
• One page for every lesson
• One extra page for every drama video
• One extra page of Vocabulary, Grammar and Culture activities with every unit
• Available as a printed book or downloadable from the ActiveTeach

ACTIVE TEACH 

• Students’ Book pages with embedded audio and video; interactive activities 
and ‘Show answers’ functionality

• Workbook pages with embedded audio; interactive activities and ‘Show answers’ 
functionality

• Teacher’s Resources, including teaching notes and answer key
• Class and Workbook audio material with audio scripts
• All Students’ Book videos with subtitles which can be switched on and o� 
• Teacher’s tool box for creating personalised vocabulary games, notes and 

adding internet links

WEBSITE

Additional information and support available at
www.pearsonELT.es/realworldandalucia

End of Year Test
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Real World 3 • End of Year Test

Name:                              
                   

                             
                   

Class:                              
                   

Future thoughts by Sally Jansen

Have you thought about what you want to do 

in your future career yet? It’s hard, especially 

if you’re still at school and you don’t really feel 

keen enough on anything you’ve studied there 

to do it for the rest of your life! A number of 

my friends feel like that, although quite a lot 

of others have got very clear ideas about where 

they’re going. One wants to be a teacher, for 

example, and another wants to become a doctor.

However, I think some people have decided 

what they want to do because of their parents’ 

careers. As for my parents, my father is an 

engineer in the car industry, and my mother 

runs her own food business, supplying food for 

parties. Dad works really long hours, and 

they’re both usually really tired by the time they 

get home, so those jobs have never seemed very 

attractive to me.

Recently, though, I’ve started doing more art 

at school. I did well in my last art exam, and 

my teacher’s said some really encouraging 

things about my work. That’s all made me 

wonder whether I could study it at university 

and then earn money as an artist. But, just 

like my parents’ jobs, I know that wouldn’t be 

easy, either – there might be problems �nding 

work sometimes. And at least if you work for 

a company, you get paid every month. But I’d 

rather do something I really enjoy than earn a 

lot of money.

Anyway, my whole class went off on work 

experience a month ago, so I spent two weeks 

helping out in an artists’ studio. It was great! I 

did things like mixing paint, preparing paper 

and even answering the phone when people 

rang asking about buying an art work. The 

artists working there were doing different 

things. One was a painter, and another worked 

with metal, making amazing life-sized shapes 

of horses and tigers. They’re displayed in parks 

and town centres – and our school is even going 

to have one soon, so when it arrives, it’ll be 

absolutely amazing to think that I helped to 

make it!

25

30

35

5

10

15

20

40

READING

5 Read the text and answer right (✓), wrong (✗) or doesn’t say (DS).

✓ ✗ DS

1 Sally thinks choosing a school 

subject to carry on studying can 

cause problems.

                                                               

2 Very few of Sally’s friends have 

decided what they want to do with 

their lives.

                                                               

3 Sally’s parents both earn quite a lot 

of money. 

                           

4 Sally began to consider doing the 

same career as her father at one 

point.

                                                               

5 Sally’s good results at school have 

made her take more interest in one 

subject there. 

                                                               

✓ ✗ DS

6 Sally is already thinking about 

which university to study at.
                           

7 Sally thinks that working as an artist 

might be easier than what her 

parents do.

                                                               

8 Sally would prefer to enjoy her job 

rather than get a lot of money. 
                                                               

9 Her work experience included 

speaking to customers in an artists’ 

studio.

                           

10 Sally’s school is soon going to have 

a big horse made of metal outside 

it.

                                                               

     /10

                             
                   

                             
                   

                             
                   

things about my work. That’s all made me 

wonder whether I could study it at university 

and then earn money as an artist. But, just 

like my parents’ jobs, I know that wouldn’t be 

easy, either – there might be problems �nding 

work sometimes. And at least if you work for 

a company, you get paid every month. But I’d 

rather do something I really enjoy than earn a 

Anyway, my whole class went off on work 

experience a month ago, so I spent two weeks 

helping out in an artists’ studio. It was great! I 

did things like mixing paint, preparing paper 

25

30
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Real World 3 • Review Test

Name:                                                                                                 Class:                                                 

Review Test 3: Units 1–6
VOCABULARY

1 Complete missing letters in the sentences.
0 I’m going c l i m b i n g in the mountains soon.

1 How many g    e    t     are coming to the wedding?

2 The coach says I’ve got to p    a    t    s    
a lot more if I want to join the school football team.

3 You don’t need to wear a jacket – it’s absolutely

b    i    i    g outside today.4 Would you like a drink of fresh l    m    n    d    ?

I made it myself!5 Let’s sit a bit nearer to the s    r    e    , or we won’t 

be able to see the film.6 When my sister gets married in June, I’m going to 

be a b    i    e    m    i    !

      /6
2 Choose the correct option.0 My brother and I have the same sense of ___. We 

laugh at the same things.A argument  B humour   C background

1 The basketball ___ starts at 3 p.m. Do you want to 

watch it on TV?A score   B stadium  C match
2 My mum gets on really well with her ___ and often 

spends time with them outside the office.
A classmates B workmates  C buddies

3 What do the online ___ say about the film?
A reviews   B screens   C effects

4 My dad wants to ___ up golf in the summer.
A pick    B take    C set

5 Don’t try this ___ sauce if you don’t like hot food!

A bland   B spicy   C bitter
6 I was woken by a really ___ noise outside.

A strange  B ugly    C useful
7 Oh no! I’ve left my football ___ at home!

A mascot   B pitch   C kit
8 When there are no clouds, it’s great to watch the 

___ as the sky gets darker.A leaves   B paths   C stars

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with these expressions.

doing yoga downloaded some songs
get stressed hanging out with
kicked the ball set up the court share an interest 

0 Wild animals often get stressed when they live in 

zoos.
1 Amy likes                                         her friends in the 

park.
2 We                                         – we both love making 

videos.
3 I’ve starting                                         – it’s very 

relaxing.
4 Ben’s                                         to his laptop.
5 Let’s                                         for our badminton 

game.
6 Tom                                         hard – and scored!

      /6
GRAMMAR

4 Choose the correct option.0 Kim isn’t enough old / old enough to watch 
thrillers.

1 Are you cold? I’m going to / I’ll switch on the heater.

2 If you’re free / you’ll be free tonight, I’ll come round 

to your house.3 That’s the boy who / which found my purse.

4 If I knew / would know the answer, I would tell you.

5 I can’t stand to watch / watching comedies on TV – 

they’re awful!6 It’s all arranged. We’ll fly / We’re flying to Canada 

next week!
7 This time tomorrow, Zoe will be playing / play in her 

first competitive match.8 Someone stole Nick’s bag while he was taking / 

took some photos.9 I haven’t finished / didn’t finish my homework yet.

10 How long did you live / have you lived in New York, 

before you moved to London?

     /10
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However, I think some people have decided 

what they want to do because of their parents’ 

careers. As for my parents, my father is an 

engineer in the car industry, and my mother 

runs her own food business, supplying food for 

parties. Dad works really long hours, and 

they’re both usually really tired by the time they 

get home, so those jobs have never seemed very 

Recently, though, I’ve started doing more art 

at school. I did well in my last art exam, and 

my teacher’s said some really encouraging 

helping out in an artists’ studio. It was great! I 

did things like mixing paint, preparing paper 

and even answering the phone when people 

rang asking about buying an art work. The 

artists working there were doing different 

things. One was a painter, and another worked 

with metal, making amazing life-sized shapes 

of horses and tigers. They’re displayed in parks 

and town centres – and our school is even going 

to have one soon, so when it arrives, it’ll be 

absolutely amazing to think that I helped to 

make it!

10

15

20

right (right (right ✓✓), wrong ( (✗✗) or) or doesn’t say (DS).
 doesn’t say (DS).
 doesn’t say

✓✓ ✗✗ DSDS

Sally thinks choosing a school 

subject to carry on studying can                                                                

Very few of Sally’s friends have 

decided what they want to do with                                                                

Sally’s parents both earn quite a lot                            

Sally began to consider doing the 

same career as her father at one                                                                

Sally’s good results at school have 

made her take more interest in one                                                                

6 Sally is already thinking about 

which university to study at.

7 Sally thinks that working as an artist 

might be easier than what her 

parents do.

8 Sally would prefer to enjoy her job 

rather than get a lot of money. 

9 Her work experience included 

speaking to customers in an artists’ 

studio.

10 Sally’s school is soon going to have 

a big horse made of metal outside 

it.

did things like mixing paint, preparing paper 

and even answering the phone when people 

rang asking about buying an art work. The 

artists working there were doing different 

things. One was a painter, and another worked 

with metal, making amazing life-sized shapes 

of horses and tigers. They’re displayed in parks 

and town centres – and our school is even going 

to have one soon, so when it arrives, it’ll be 

absolutely amazing to think that I helped to 

35

✓✓

Sally is already thinking about 

which university to study at.
         

Sally thinks that working as an artist 

might be easier than what her                      

Sally would prefer to enjoy her job 

rather than get a lot of money. 

Her work experience included 

speaking to customers in an artists’ 

Sally’s school is soon going to have 

a big horse made of metal outside 
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Would you like a drink of fresh l    m    n    d    ?

I made it myself!5 Let’s sit a bit nearer to the s    r    e    , or we won’t 

be able to see the film.6 When my sister gets married in June, I’m going to 

be a b    i    e    m    i    !

      /6
2 Choose the correct option.0 My brother and I have the same sense of ___. We 

laugh at the same things.A argument  B humour   C background

1 The basketball ___ starts at 3 p.m. Do you want to 

watch it on TV?A score   B stadium  C match
2 My mum gets on really well with her ___ and often 

spends time with them outside the office.
A classmates B workmates  C buddies

3 What do the online ___ say about the film?
A reviews   B screens   C effects

4 My dad wants to ___ up golf in the summer.
A pick    

pick    
pick

B take    C set
5 Don’t try this ___ sauce if you don’t like hot food!

A bland   B spicy   C bitter
6 I was woken by a really ___ noise outside.

A strange  B ugly    C useful
7 Oh no! I’ve left my football ___ at home!

A mascot   B pitch   C kit
8 When there are no clouds, it’s great to watch the 

___ as the sky gets darker.A leaves   B paths   C stars

     /8

   

park.
2 We                                        videos.

3 I’ve starting 
relaxing.

4 Ben’s                                        5 Let’s                                        game.
6 Tom                                        

GRAMMAR
4 Choose the correct option.0 Kim isn’t enough old thrillers.

1 Are you cold? I’m going to 2 If you’re free / you’ll be freeto your house.3 That’s the boy who 4 If I knew / would know5 I can’t stand to watch they’re awful!6 It’s all arranged. We’ll fly next week!
7 This time tomorrow, Zoe first competitive match.8 Someone stole Nick’s bag while he 

took some photos.9 I haven’t finished / didn’t finish
10 How long did you live / have you lived

before you moved to London?
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Real World 3 • Language Test

Name:                                         
         

                                     
            

Class:                                     
             

Language Test: Unit 3

VOCABULARY

1 The words in bold are in the wrong sentence. Put the 

words in the correct sentences.

0 I want to make mistakes a cake for my class to eat.

1 My brother’s made a decision                             in 

the kitchen again!

2 Shall I have water or milk? I can’t make  

a mess                            !

3 I did my time                             in the competition – 

and I won!

4 It’s easy to make a cake                             when 

you’re in a hurry.

5 I must make more best                             to do some 

exercise.
     /5

2 Choose the correct option.

0 You need pineapple / flour / cheese to make 

bread.

1 A glass of lemonade / smoothie / honey is great on 

a hot day.

2 You can use melon / vanilla / garlic to flavour soups 

and sauces.

3 This fruit tree grows delicious bread rolls /  

peaches / lettuce.

4 Let’s use this cucumber / chilli / coconut to make a 

salad.

5 Are you hungry? Do you want a packet of 

mint / crisps / grapes?
     /5

3 Complete the sentences with these words.

bitter bland  rich stale sweet tasty

0 This bread roll is old. It’s stale.

1 This cake is full of cream! It’s really                             .

2 I don’t like black co�ee. It’s so                             .

3 This chilli has very little taste. It’s                             .

4 My tea has four spoons of sugar in it! It’s very  

                             .

5 This pasta dish is delicious. It’s very  

                            !      /5

GRAMMAR

4 Order the words to make sentences and questions.

0 beef / never / have / I / eaten / . 

I have never eaten beef.

1 cooked / you / have / ever / dinner / ? 

                                   
                                   

                                               

2 yet / I / making / haven’t / cake / finished / the / . 

                                   
                                   

                                               

3 Paul  / home / arrived / just / has / . 

                                   
                                   

                                               

4 lunch / I / already / had / have / . 

                                   
                                   

                                               

5 hasn’t / that / yet / Tim / seen / film / . 

                                   
                                   

                                               

6 brother / studied / your / ever / has / cookery / ? 

                                   
                                   

                                               

7 I / already / soup / have / tried / the / . 

                                   
                                   

                                               

8 house / my / bread / made / in / nobody / ever / 

has / ! 

                                   
                                   

                                               

     /8

5 Complete the sentences with these words and 

phrases. 

did you do did you go didn't like ever eaten 

few haven't finished I saw since 

0 I haven't seen you for a few days.

1                                    
           my friend Kate yesterday.

2 Have you                                   
            pizza?

3 I                                  
             the cake my mum gave 

me.

4 We’ve lived in this house                                   
            

2015.

5 When                                   
            to the USA?

6 What                                  
             last night?

7 I                                  
             my project yet.

     /7
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5 64

1 CLASS VOTE Do you take photos with your mobile phone? What 
do you take photos of? People? Places? Other things?

2 Match photos 1–6 with sentences a–f. What do the photos tell you 
about the person’s life?
a sunny01 She’s up to mischief again! 
b jacko999 Friends + chocolate cake #agreatday!
c ninab98 Come on rain! We’ve got the right boots. 1
d singingboy98 Dan’s singing again! ;)
e robbie2 It’s film time … yay! 
f paul13 Ready for our trip!

battery cable charger earphones plug selfie stick speaker tablet

Vocabulary A  Everyday technology P. 148

3 1.14 Listen and repeat the words in the Vocabulary A box. 
Which of these objects can you see in the photos?

4 I KNOW! Can you add more words to the Vocabulary A box?

1

That’s my 
world!

14

Culture video: 
Addicted to screens

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1 32

Vocabulary: everyday technology, 
adjectives of opinion, time

Grammar: verb + -ing, 
verb + to-infinitive, relative 
pronouns, defining and 
non-defining relative clauses

In this unit, you will learn

Read a report about gadgets.

Listen to a radio programme 
about technology.

Make and respond to 
suggestions.

Write a description of your 
dream home and lifestyle.

In order to

Project

A presentation for or against 
smartphones

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology

M01 RW-AND SB3 Spain 71607 U01.indd   14 10/1/20   11:08

Unit 1 15

9 In pairs, ask and answer these questions. 

1 How many instant messages do you send 
and get in a day? 

 I send about ten instant messages in a day 
and I get about twenty.

2 Do you know somebody who reads 
e-books?

3 When do you listen to music?
4 How often do you download songs?
5 Would you like to make a video with friends 

in your school?
6 What games do you play on the 

computer?
7 When do you usually text your parents?
8 What type of photos do you usually 

upload?

all right amazing  awesome awful  boring
brilliant cool disgusting exciting funny
lovely nice noisy OK old-fashioned 
perfect strange terrible useful

Vocabulary B  Adjectives of opinion P. 148

 10 1.18 Study the Vocabulary B box. Copy 
and complete the chart below. There can be 
more than one possible answer. Listen and 
check.

amazing
awesome
(…)
(…)
(…)

cool
funny
(…)
(…)

all right
nice
(…)

boring
noisy
(…)
(…)

awful
disgusting
(…)

 11 Write two things that are:

1 useful
2 awesome
3 old-fashioned
4 strange

5 terrible

5 1.15 Listen to speakers 1–4 and write the 
presents. Use the Vocabulary A box to help you.

Speaker 1: (…)

6 Which object would be the best present for you? 
Why?

I’d like a selfi e stick because my friends and l love 
taking photos.

7 1.16 Read the text. Choose the correct 
option. Listen and check. Is it the same in your 
house? 

8 1.17 WORD FRIENDS Listen to some people 
talking about using technology. Write down the 
expressions you hear from the list.
● chat with friends  ● download songs 
● go online  ● listen to music 
● make/film a video  ● play games 
● read e-books  ●  send/get instant messages 
● share photos  ● text friends/parents 
● upload pictures  ● watch music videos

Discuss with a partner. Who 
in your family uses technology the 
most? What do they use it for?

My brother loves his gadgets. 
He’s older than me and he’s got 
a really good tablet. He shops 
online, watches fi lms and he 
uses it for studying.

YOU
And

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology

I want to listen to music, but I can’t find my 
1 earphones / plugs because my brother is using 
them! ‘They’re better than mine’, he says. ‘It’s OK,’ 
I say. I can use my new 2 battery / speaker that 
plays music really loud. However, when I look 
inside, the 3 plug / battery isn’t there because it’s 
in my brother’s digital camera and guess what? 
His friend’s got it at the moment. In the end, 
I decide to watch a funny film on my 4 cable / 
tablet, but I can’t find it. I look in my brother’s 
bedroom. On his desk there’s a pile of 5 earphones /
cables that are all different lengths. I finally find 
the short black one with the right 6 plug / selfie 
stick on the end of it for my tablet. ‘OK, where is 
it?’ I ask him again. Then I hear Mum’s voice. ‘Are 
you looking for this, love?’ she asks. ‘I’m just buying 
some shoes, but it’s nearly dead. Can you get me 
the 7 battery / charger, please?’

M01 RW-AND SB3 Spain 71607 U01.indd   15 10/1/20   11:08

UNIT 1 Time for culture

8 

UNIT 1 Time for cultureA UNIT OF THE STUDENTS’ BOOK

Clear summary 
of unit contents 

Objective for 
every lesson

Reference to Vocabulary: 
wordlists with translation 
and further vocabulary 
practice at the back of 
the book

BBC Culture videos 
to practise real 
English

BBC Interviews with 
examples of real 
language

Special focus 
on teaching 
collocations 
and chunks of 
vocabulary

Personalisation 
at the end of 
each lesson

Key lexis is placed in 
vocabulary boxes for easy 
reference and to help 
memorisation. All items are 
recorded for students to 
listen and repeat

Group and pair 
work in every 
lesson for real 
exchange of 
information 
and opinions

Drama videos to 
practise grammar 
and speaking in 
real contexts
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Unit 1Unit 1

Now it’s my turn. The next gadget is a tiny controller which you can 
put on your mobile or tablet so that you can play games. It looks 
cool, but I don’t need this to play games on my phone. I prefer to play 
games without it.

I normally take a rucksack to school every day, but today I’m testing a 
Defender bag. It’s a rucksack made of hard plastic that protects what 
you carry inside. I don’t like it because it looks ugly and it’s very heavy. 

Right now, Max is using the Phorce bag. You can use it to charge your 
phone or tablet. I often forget to charge my phone before I leave 
the house, so I think this is a brilliant idea. Max loves it too. It’s our 
favourite gadget. We want to buy it now.

First up is the Briefskate. It’s made of wood, so it looks like a normal 
skateboard, but you can open the top. Inside there’s space for 
books and a mobile or a tablet. In my opinion, it’s useful and fun, 
but Tina and I can’t stand skateboarding, so we can’t test it ...

Next, we’re trying the Sospendo. It’s a strange plastic gadget which 
works like an extra pair of hands to hold your phone or tablet. 
Tina’s wearing it at the moment. She won’t drop her tablet, but 
people are staring at her. I’m sure they’re thinking, ‘What on earth is 
she doing?’. Tina doesn’t like using this gadget!

A

Gadget testers for a day! By Max Stevens and Tina Wallis

Today we’re going to school by bus as usual. We normally leave home at 8 a.m., but we’re 
leaving early because we’re testing some new gadgets for this month’s report. We love trying 
new things! All these gadgets are useful when you’re travelling. So, what have we got?

B

17

1 CLASS VOTE Would you like to test new gadgets 
for teenage students? Why/Why not?

2 1.20 Read the text and match two of the 
gadgets in bold with pictures A and B.

3 Read the article. Choose the correct answer.

1 Max and Tina normally get the bus to school.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
2 Tina is going to school on the Briefskate today. 
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
3 The Sospendo is heavy.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
4 Tina thinks the controller is useful for her.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
5 The Defender bag is very beautiful.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
6 Tina forgot to charge her phone today.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say

4 What is Max and Tina’s opinion of each 
gadget? Use these adjectives to help you.

boring clever cool fun heavy normal
strange ugly unusual useful

They think the Briefskate looks like a normal 
skateboard. 

5 What do you think of the gadgets in the 
report? Which do you like?

I like the Sospendo because it’s useful when 
you travel on the bus or train.

6 In pairs, describe these things. 

something in your bag your favourite gadget

A: It’s made of plastic.
B:  You can use it to charge your phone. 

It’s boring.

1.3 READING Find detail in a report about gadgets

5

10

15

20
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Gadget testers for a day!

Tommo:  Hi, Alisha. Are you busy? 
Alisha:  Yes. I’m trying to finish my homework, but 

it’s taking ages. I’d love to be outside in 
this weather.

Tommo:   Me too, but I’ve got a problem with my 
computer. Dan says you’re good at fixing 
things. 

Alisha: Well, I enjoy trying. What’s up?
Tommo:   I’m making a poster for a competition. 

I prefer using my own photos, but when 
I upload them from my phone to the 
computer, they’re upside down. 

Alisha:  That’s strange.
Tommo:  It’s really annoying. I want to put the 

posters up in town but now I’ve got ten 
photos … upside down! 

Alisha:  Tommo, the problem is your settings. 
Tommo: Oh, so what can I do?
Alisha:   I can’t explain now, but I don’t mind 

coming to your boat later.
Tommo:   OK … but don’t forget to bring a snack. 

It could take a long time.
Alisha: Tommo! 

It’s taking ages. 
They’re upside down. 
It’s really annoying.

OUT
class

of

1 CLASS VOTE Who do you speak to when 
you’ve got a problem with your computer, 
tablet or phone?

parent friend shop assistant teacher

2 1.2 1.19 Watch or listen. Why does 
Tommo want Alisha to help him?

Grammar  Verb + -ing and
  verb + to-infinitive P. 130

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of 
verb + -ing or verb + to-infinitive in the dialogue.

4 Choose the correct option.

1 There’s a concert on TV tonight. I hope 
watching / to watch it when I get home. 

2 Our friends are coming to the park. We enjoy 
meeting / to meet there after school. 

3 My cousin’s learning Chinese and would like 
to visit / visiting China one day.

4 Homemade pizza is amazing, but I’m not 
very good at making / to make it. 

5 Naomi misses to see / seeing her friends from 
her old school. 

5 Complete the advert with the correct form of 
these verbs.

put take come meet do bring 

6 In pairs, write an advert for a new club 
at your school. 

VIDEO IT’S UPSIDE DOWN

1.2 GRAMMAR Use verbs with -ing and to-infi nitives

● Verb + -ing
   After: avoid, can’t stand, enjoy, finish, look 

forward to, (not) mind, miss, practise, stop and 
after prepositions

 I don’t mind coming to your house.
● Verb + to-infinitive
  After: agree, allow, ask, choose, decide, forget, 

hope, learn, offer, plan, try, want, would like/love
 I’d love to be in the park in this weather.
● Verb + -ing or to-infinitive
 After: like, love, hate, prefer, start
  I prefer making my own posters. / I prefer to 

make my own posters.

Are you interested in 1taking better photos?

Then don’t forget 2 (…) to the new photography club. 
It’s the place where you can enjoy 3 (…) something 

different. This week our theme is buildings and 
we want you 4 (…) some of your best 

photos to the club. We hope 5 (…) our 
favourite ones on display in the school 

library. We’re looking forward to 6 (…) you!

School photography CLUB
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1  When do you first look at your phone or use the internet?

a In the evening.
b Probably at lunchtime.
c The minute I wake up.

2 When is it too late to text somebody?

a On a weekday, after 10 p.m.
b At midnight.
c It’s never too late.

3 What do you do when you have a free moment?

a I listen to music.
b I read a book.
c I go online. 

4 How often do you check your text messages?

a Once a day. I don’t get many.
b At school, I check them at break time.
c I check them all the time.c I check them all the time.

QUIZ: Are you internet crazy?

19Unit 1

1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a radio programme about technology

4 In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

1 What’s your favourite mealtime? Why? 
I love lunchtime because I eat with 
my friends.

2 What time do you go to bed at the 
weekend?

3 How many seconds are there in 
five minutes? 

4 What time do you get up on 
a schoolday?

5 What do you normally do at 
break time?

6 What do you do the minute you 
wake up?

5 1.23 Listen to the first 
part of a radio programme. What is 
the programme about? Choose the 
correct answer. 

a The number of families that use 
phones or tablets in their free time.

b How much time families spend on 
their phones or tablets.

6 1.24 Listen to the second 
part of the programme. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

1 Everybody in Gemma’s family has a 
smartphone. 

2 First Gemma gets up and then she 
checks her messages. 

3 Gemma’s mum uses her 
smartphone to read the news. 

4 A phone app helps Gemma’s mum 
when she’s running. 

5 Sometimes Gemma’s brother 
doesn’t hear his mum’s questions. 

6  Gemma’s family often text each 
other.

7 How important is technology in your
life? What technology do you use and 
what do you like doing? Write five 
sentences.

Technology is very important to me. 
It’s useful because I can go online, do my 
homework and chat with friends. In my 
free time, I listen to lots of music …

1 CLASS VOTE Do you think you spend too much time
on your phone or on the computer?

2 Do the quiz and compare with a partner. Then go to
page 168 to read what your answers say about you.

second, 1 minute, hour
6 a.m., 2 (…)
at the weekend/3 (…)/mealtimes/lunchtime
in the morning/afternoon/4 (…)
on a schoolday/5 (…)/Sunday(s)
6 (…)/twice/three times a day/week/month/year

Vocabulary  Time P. 148

3 1.22 Complete the Vocabulary box with words 
from the quiz. Listen and check.
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● We use who or that for people.
● We use which or that for things.
● We use where for places.

Grammar A   Relative pronouns P. 130

1 Study the Grammar A box. Read the puzzle quickly 
and find examples of the relative pronouns.

2 1.21 Read the puzzle again. Who lives in each 
house? Which is the house where nobody lives?

● Defining relative clauses = essential information
 The man who/that moved to Park Street is Frank.
  Molly lives in a house which/that is a hundred years old.
 That’s the café where the children often buy ice cream.
● Non-defining relative clauses = extra information
 Frank, who moved to Park Street, has a cat.
  Molly’s house, which has a tree in the garden, is old.
 There’s a café in the street, where we buy ice cream.

Be careful!
The woman that/who grows flowers is Mrs Morris.
Mrs Morris, that/who grows flowers, is Lucy’s grandma. 

Grammar B   Defining and non-defining 
relative clauses P. 130

3 Study the Grammar B box. Find more examples of 
defining and non-defining relative clauses in the puzzle.

4 Choose the correct option. Which pronouns 
can be replaced with that? 

1 The children who / which are in the park live 
nearby.

2 Here’s the office where / which my mum works.
3 I live in a flat which / who is in the town centre.
4 Frank Jones’s cat, which / who is five years 

old, loves hunting.

5 Combine the sentences with relative pronouns. 

1 Lucy has a good friend. She lives near Park 
Street.

 Lucy has a good friend who lives near Park 
Street. 

2 In Molly’s garden there’s a tree. It’s 100 
years old.

3 That’s the café. Lucy sometimes meets her 
friends there.

4 There’s the park. The children play in it.

6 Rewrite the sentences using non-defining 
relative clauses. 

1 Mrs Morris is sixty-seven. (who/be/Lucy’s 
grandma)

 Mrs Morris, who is Lucy’s grandma, is 
sixty-seven.

2 Paddy uses his bike every day. (which/be/new)
3 Number 24 is a beautiful house. (where/

Molly/live)
4 Frank has a cat. (who/used to work/at the 

hospital)

Lucy Molly Paddy Frank Jones Mr and 
Mrs Morris

PARK STREET PUZZLE
Who lives in these houses?
1 Lucy lives in one of the flats above the café.

2  One of Lucy’s friends lives in a house 
which has a big tree in the garden. 

3  In front of another friend’s house, there is 
a small space where he leaves his bike. 

4  Mr and Mrs Morris, who are Lucy’s 
grandparents, live next door to her.

5  Mrs Morris loves colourful flowers, which 
she grows in window boxes. 

6  Paddy lives in a house which is next to the 
bus stop. 

7  Lucy doesn’t know the man who has just 
moved to the house with a pink roof. 

8  The man’s cat loves the balcony, where it 
can watch the birds. 

1.4 GRAMMAR Be specifi c about people, things and places
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9 

Reference to Grammar: clear 
grammar explanations in Spanish 
and further grammar practice at 
the back of the book

Reasoning skills 
and personalisation 
through a variety of 
tasks

Group and 
pair work for 
real exchange 
of information 
and opinions

Manageable 
texts about 
contemporary 
issues to 
engage 
students’ 
attention

Vocabulary set 
pulled out from 
reading text

One lesson per page 
or opening

Clear grammar tables 
highlight target structures

Reading 
texts in a 
variety of 
genres

Everyday 
phrases and 
expressions 
pulled out 
of the 
presentation

Grammar 
presented 
through 
video
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My Dream Lifestyle

1 CLASS VOTE Which of these would be 
your dream home?

a modern campervan 
a castle in Scotland 
a beach hut on an exotic island 
a terraced house in a small town 
a massive skyscraper 
a villa in Italy
a cottage in the mountains 
a flat in a block of flats

2 Read the text. Which of these things 
does Skye write about in paragraph 1? 
Which are in paragraph 2?

sports 2 home hobbies 
friends  place  daily routine

3 In pairs, find four differences between Skye’s real life 
and her dream lifestyle.

In her real life, Skye lives near Oxford, but in her dream 
lifestyle she lives in Bali.

4 How is your dream lifestyle similar to or different from 
Skye’s?

Skye’s dream lifestyle is a beach hut in Bali, but I’d like to 
live in a castle in Scotland.

Real home and dream home
I live in 1 (…). / My home is in 2 (…).
My dream home is a 3 (…) in 4 (…).
It’s near a beach/a cliff/5 (…).
It’s got 6 (…).
Outside/Inside there is/are 7 (…).
I have a view of 8 (…).

Daily life and dream life 
In real life, I go to 9 (…) School. 
I usually/often/sometimes/never 10 (…).
I 11 (…) on weekdays / at the weekend. 
In my dream lifestyle, I often 12 (…) in the morning. 

Writing  A description of your dream lifestyle

1

2

5 Complete the Writing box with your own ideas.

● Adding similar detail: also, in addition, 1 (…), 2 (…)
● Showing contrast: although, 3 (…), 4 (…)
● Giving reasons: in case, 5 (…), 6 (…) 

Language Connectors

6 Study the Language box. Complete it with more 
examples of connectors from Skye’s description.

7 Complete the sentences with connectors from Exercise 6.

1 As well as playing the violin, I have singing lessons (…).
2 My dream home is small. (…), it’s perfect for me!
3 (…) I love dancing, I’m not very good at it.
4 I want to live near the sea (…) I can swim every day.

by Skye Winter-Fox

21Unit 1

In my everyday life, I live in a terraced house near 
Oxford with my grandma because my parents are 
in New Zealand. But my dream home is a beach 
hut in Bali. The beach hut has got one bedroom 
and a living room. As well as a huge touch screen 
TV, there’s a fast internet connection in case 
I want to share videos with friends! Although 
it’s small, outside there’s a veranda so I have a 
perfect view of the sea.

In real life, I go to Cherwell School on weekdays. 
I usually swim before school and I try to write 
at the weekend. However, in my dream lifestyle, 
I sit outside and write my novel on my laptop every 
morning. Then in the afternoon, I swim and go 
surfing too. Friends often visit me at the weekend 
and we have amazing barbecues on the beach.

WRITING TIME

Task   Write a description of your dream lifestyle for 
a school magazine.

A Use the points 1 – 2  in Skye’s description and in the 
Writing box to help you.

B Use connectors.

C Check your work.

D Write a fi nal draft.

1.7 WRITING Write a description of your dream home and lifestyle

1

2
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1 CLASS VOTE Describe each cat. Which video 
would you like to watch?

Tommo:  Hi, Alisha. Welcome to my canal boat. 
Let’s go in.

Alisha:  This is so cool! So, are you doing your 
poster?

Tommo:  No, not now. I’m filming my cat for 
an online video. Like these.

Alisha:  Aah! I love Ninja Cat! Your cat can be 
famous, too.

Tommo:  You could help me.
Alisha:  OK, cool. Where’s your cat? What’s his 

name?
Tommo: Her name is Hissy. She’s a girl.
Alisha: Oops, sorry! So, where is she?
Tommo:  Er, I don’t know. She usually hides from 

visitors. 
Alisha:  Why don’t we look for her? Maybe she’s 

behind the sofa.
Tommo:  I can’t see her. Oh yes, she’s there, but 

she isn’t coming out.
Alisha: What about putting some food down?
Tommo: Good idea. Dinner time, Hissy!
Alisha:  Look! I can see her eyes. Shall we film 

her there?
Tommo: Yeah, why not? She looks funny.
Hissy:  Hissssss!
Alisha:  What’s up? Oh, she doesn’t like the 

camera.
Tommo:  Hissy! Where are you going? Come 

back!
Alisha:  Don’t worry! You can call the video 

‘Cross Cat’!

This is so cool! Good idea.
Come back.  

OUT
class

of

VIDEO LET’S GO IN

Scary Cat Ninja Cat Wet Cat

2 1.3 1.25 Watch or listen and answer 
the questions.

1 What’s Alisha’s opinion of the canal boat?
2 What’s Tommo doing?
3 How does Hissy react to visitors?
4 Where’s Hissy hiding?

Making suggestions
● You could look online. ● Why don’t you charge it?
● Let’s look for it. ● What about texting her?
● Shall we watch TV?

Accepting or rejecting suggestions
● Yes, great idea./Yes, why not?/OK, cool.
● I’m not sure./I’d rather not.
● What a terrible idea!

Speaking Suggestions

3 Study the Speaking box. Copy and complete the 
box with more examples from the dialogue.  

4 1.26 Listen to six speakers and respond. 
Use the Speaking box to help you. 

5 In pairs, follow the instructions.

Student A: choose a situation from the list.
Student B: respond with a suitable suggestion.

I need some information for my project. 
The teacher’s late. I can’t see the board. 
It’s really cold in here. I can’t swim. 

1.6 SPEAKING Make and respond to suggestions

SPEAKING TIME

Task   In pairs, plan a funny video. Discuss 
what you want to film and where. Choose one of 
these ideas or think of your own. Make suggestions 
and respond.

a dog with a stick – in a park 
my family at dinnertime – at the table
our friends – at school
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SPEAKING

5 Complete the dialogue with these words.

about cool could don’t idea let’s
rather shall sure what

A: 1 (…) we go to the cinema?
B: No, I’d 2 (…) not. What’s on TV tonight? 
A: Er, not much. Why 3 (…) we watch The 

Simpsons?
B:  I’m not 4 (…). What time does it start? 
A: 7.30 p.m.  Oh, it’s 8 p.m. now.
B:  What 5 (…) watching football on 

Channel 3? It starts at 8. 
A: Mmm, I don’t really like football. I know, 

6 (…) watch a film online!
B: Yes, great 7 (…). We 8 (…) watch 

Despicable Me 3.
A: 9 (…) a 10 (…) idea!

DICTATION

6 1.28 Listen. Then listen again 
and write down what you hear. 

VOCABULARY

1 Write the correct word for each definition.

1 You put these in your ears and listen to music.
2 You put this inside a gadget to give it energy.
3 You need this to connect a device to electricity.
4 This can help you take a photo with friends.
5 You use this to listen to music in a room.

2 Write five similar adjectives of opinion next to 
these words.

1  awesome 3  OK 5  awful

2  funny 4  noisy 

GRAMMAR

3 Complete the questions with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

1 Are you planning (…) (go) online later?
2 Are you good at (…) (fix) things?
3 Do you prefer (…) (live) in a village or a town?
4 Do you want (…) (make) a video of your school?
5 Are you looking forward to (…) (see) your little 

brother?
6 Do you want (…) (go) to university?
7 Do you enjoy (…) (get) instant messages?
8 Would you like (…) (be) a photographer?

4 Complete the text with ONE word in each gap. 
Add commas for any non-defining relative clauses.

Revision

You and your ancestors
For every person on the planet, there are two people 1 (…) 
are their biological parents, four grandparents and eight 
great-grandparents. Below is a diagram 2 (…) shows one 
person’s ancestors for four generations. The top row 3 (…) 
has 16 people shows your great-great-grandparents. It’s 
interesting to think of all the different places 4 (…) they 
lived and the people 5 (…) they married. If you go back 200 
years in time to the 19th century, you’ll probably find as 
many as 128 ancestors! So a stranger 6 (…) you pass in the 
street could be your long-lost cousin!

CHECK TIME

I can …

talk about everyday technology.
use verbs with -ing and to-infinitives.
find detail in a report about gadgets.
be specific about people, things and 
places.
identify detail in a radio programme 
about technology.
make and respond to suggestions.
write a description of my dream home 
and lifestyle.

23Unit 1
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   Defining and non-defining relative clauses

●  We use relative clauses to give information about 
people, things and places. We use who to refer to 
people, which to refer to things and where to refer 
to places. 

●  We use defining relative clauses to give essential 
information about people, things and places. 
 I’ve just seen a man who lives on my street. (this 
piece of information is essential to identify the man)

●  Non-defining relative clauses are used to give 
additional information. 
 I’ve just seen Frank Jones, who lives in my 
street. (information not essential to identify who 
I’m talking about) 

●  In defining relative clauses, who and which can be 
replaced with that.

 This is the woman that asked about you.
●  In non-defining relative clauses, we use commas. 

This is Maria Kennel, who is going to work with us.

Verb + -ing and verb + to-infinitive

●  Verbs followed by the -ing form: 
  avoid, can’t stand, enjoy, finish, (not) mind, miss,

practise, stop
I avoid using flash in my camera. 

●  The -ing form is also used after prepositions.
I’m looking forward to seeing my grandpa.

● Verbs followed by the to-infinitive:
  agree, allow, ask, choose, decide, forget, hope,

learn, offer, plan, try, want, would like/love
  I hope to become a good photographer in the 

future.
●  Some verbs can be followed by either the 

to-infinitive or the -ing form:
 like, love, hate, prefer, start
  I love taking photos of cats. / I love to take

photos of cats. 

VOCABULARY

Everyday 
technology
battery
cable
charger
earphones
plug
selfie stick
speaker
tablet

Word friends 
(using technology)
chat with friends
download songs  
go online
listen to music   
make/film a video
play games
read e-books
send/get instant 

messages   
share photos
text friends/parents   
upload pictures   
watch music videos

Adjectives of opinion
all right
amazing
awesome
awful
boring
brilliant  
cool
disgusting
exciting
fun
funny
lovely
nice
noisy
OK  
old-fashioned
perfect
strange
terrible
useful

Time
hour
minute 
second
6 a.m./p.m.  
at the weekend/midnight/

mealtimes/lunchtime
in the morning/afternoon/

evening
on a weekday/schoolday/

Sunday(s)
once/twice/three times + a

day/week/month/year

Language Summary
1.27 GRAMMAR

EXTENSION - Prepositions with technology 
● download songs from the internet
● make/film a video of someone
● share photos with someone
● upload pictures of someone/something

Online 
AreaMy Study Kit Grammar PP. 130-131 Vocabulary P. 148 Pronunciation P. 161
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Every functional 
dialogue is 
presented 
through a 
drama video

Clear lists 
classify 
active 
vocabulary 
in each unit

Regular class 
vote provides 
opportunities 
for group 
work and 
personalisation

Every Revision 
page has a 
dictation on 
the class audio

Self-assessment backed up by activities 
in the Workbook

Speaking Time 
boxes support 
students through a 
carefully staged task

Tables set out 
grammar 
forms clearly 
for reference

Example 
texts provide 
a model for 
students to 
follow in the 
free writing 
task at the 
end of the 
lesson

All key language and functions 
are reviewed in a measurable 
way on this page
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Do smartphones make 
you smarter?

25

EXPLORE MORE

C D

A B

EXPLORE

1 Correct the sentences about the article.

1 All UK teachers believe smartphones are 
bad for students.

2 A recent UK report said that using 
smartphones in school can be positive.

3 Smartphones are banned at all schools 
in the USA.

2 1.4 Watch Part 1 of the video and 
answer the questions.

1 What country can you see in photo A?
2 Why is this country so important?
3 How similar is your country to the one 

in the report?

3 1.4 Complete the sentences 
about South Korea. Then watch again 
and check.

eight a couple of ten eighteen four

1 You can download files ten times 
faster here.

2 Even (…) year-olds spend (…) hours a 
week online.

3 Some teenagers use the internet for (…) 
hours a day.

4 Will your country be like this in (…) years’ 
time?

4 What do you think about the issue of 
internet addiction in South Korea? Could 
this also affect your country in the future? 

5 1.5 Watch Part 2 of the video. 
Match photos B–D with captions 1–3. 

1  Students can interact online to solve 
problems.

2  Reading online isn’t like reading a book.
3  This is part of a big online conversation. 

6 1.5 Watch again. Choose the 
correct option.

1 Now we send /  receive  information via 
connections or hyperlinks.

2 You can watch the angry cat and then 
create your own clip / text.

3 South Korea is the most addicted / 
connected country in the world.

4 It is regularly at the top / bottom of the 
world’s education league tables.

PROJECT TIME
Task  In groups, create a short digital 
presentation either ‘for’ or ‘against’ the 
statement: Smartphones make you smarter.

A CHOOSE AND BRAINSTORM.

• Decide if your group is ‘for’ or ‘against’.
• Think of, at least, 6-8 arguments.
• Think of examples.

B RESEARCH. Use the internet.

• Make notes.
• Find images and video links.

C WRITE. Write your presentation.

• Prepare a slide presentation with images.

• Write bullet points for each argument.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Use the Useful language.

We’d like to present our arguments for/
against the statement. 

First of all, we think ... because ...
In addition, we believe that … For example,
Another advantage/disadvantage is ...
As you can see from the image, …
To sum up, in our opinion ….

Useful language 

E DELIVER. Show your presentation to the class 
or post it online.
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Do smartphones make 
you smarter?

GLOSSARY
minority (n) a small part of a larger group
device (n) a machine or tool
law (n) a system of rules
remove (v) take away
distraction (n) something that takes your 
attention away from what you are doing

24

How do teenagers in the UK and the 
USA use their mobile phones?

More than ninety percent of British teenagers own a mobile phone; a minority
have two or more. These screenagers spend more than twenty-seven hours a week 
online. They can now connect when and where they like with smartphones and 
tablets. Apparently, UK teenagers avoid using smartphones to chat with friends. 
Instead, they choose to watch video clips, play games, share photos and send 
instant messages. As for social media, teens like keeping in touch via Twitter, 
Snapchat or Instagram. They leave Facebook to their mums and dads!

Teenagers may be connected all the time, but there is one place where most 
teenagers can’t use their digital devices: school! In the UK, there is no law about 
phone use in schools, but teachers can remove devices from students if necessary. 
However, not all teachers agree and some even try to use smartphones in class. 

A recent British report said that removing smartphones from schools will give 
students more time for their education. It said that smartphones are a big 
distraction, make students less productive and are bad for learning.

However, in the USA some people do not agree. Recently one school in New 
York decided to allow students to use smartphones at school. They said that 
smartphones can be an excellent resource for the classroom. We carry a lot of 
information in our pockets and this information can be really useful. In this 
New York school, smartphones can definitely make you smarter!

CU
LT
UR
E
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10

15
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BBC culture pages provide fascinating real world information 
and a wider perspective of cultural aspects

Using the 
language, 
knowledge and 
models from 
the lesson, 
students create 
a project about 
their own 
country or 
experience

Comprehension 
activities give the 
opportunity to 
explore the topic 
further

Andalusia has a rich local cuisine,

including many delicious desserts and 

sweets. Many of these come from Arabic 

and medieval traditions. Two popular 

sweets are polvorones and pestiños.

Pestiños
A pestiño is a deep-fried pastry with a flaky and delicate 

texture. After frying, it’s brushed with a sweet glaze made 

from sugar or honey. Pestiños are popular in the south of 

Spain, particularly Andalusia, and they’re frequently eaten 

at Christmas or during Holy Week. However, you can find 

them in bakeries all year round. The dough for the pastry 

is prepared in different ways in various parts of Andalusia, 

but it is always fried in the region’s olive oil and typically 

has sesame seeds. Other ingredients include flour, anise 

seeds, white wine and oil.

Sweet Treats

from Andalusia

1 Read these sentences 

and write polvorones, 

pestiños or both. Then 

read the text to check 

your ideas.

1 Also called mantecados.

2 Often eaten during Holy

Week.

3 Contain sesame seeds.

4 Have a dusty texture.

5 Have a sweet flavour.

2 Read the text. Two of these sentences are incorrect. Correct the 

false statements.

1 Pestiños are baked in the oven.

2 Polvorones and pestiños are different in both texture and flavour.

3 Polvorones are not meant to have a moist texture.

4 The ingredients for polvorones are mixed together at the same time.

PROjECT

Write the recipe for another popular dessert or sweet made 

in Andalusia. You can use the internet to fi nd information. 

Make sure to include a photo.

pastry (n) hojaldre

glaze (n) glaseado

dough (n) masa

lard (n) manteca

Key words

Polvorones

Polvorones (also called mantecados) are 

crumbly biscuits made from lard. They 

have a dry texture and break apart quite 

easily. This explains their name: ‘polvo’, 

the Spanish word for ‘powder’. Polvorones

are traditionally made using a recipe from 

the 17th century, as they were historically 

made in Andalusian monasteries by nuns. 

Today, they are available all year round. The 

biscuits are made from ingredients readily 

available in Andalusia such as almonds, 

oranges, honey and olive oil.

Recipe for polvorones

Ingredients

250 g flour

125 g lard

Method

• Mix the flour and the ground almonds.

•  Put the mixture on a baking tray and

toast it in the oven until it changes colour.

•  Mix the flour and almond mixture with

the sugar and lard and place it in the

fridge.
•  Use a rolling pin and your hands to

create a rectangular block with the

mixture.

•  Cut out the shapes of the polvorones and

put them on a baking tray.

•  Cook until they are golden brown.

75 g icing sugar

60 g ground almonds

Andalusia Time
128

Culture
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ndalusia has a rich local cuisine,

including many delicious desserts and 

sweets. Many of these come from Arabic 

and medieval traditions. Two popular 

sweets are polvorones

 is a deep-fried 

texture. After frying, it’s brushed with a sweet 

from sugar or honey. Pestiños

Spain, particularly Andalusia, and they’re frequently eaten 

at Christmas or during Holy Week. However, you can find 

them in bakeries all year round. The 

is prepared in different ways in various parts of Andalusia, 

but it is always fried in the region’s olive oil and typically 

has sesame seeds. Other ingredients include flour, anise 

seeds, white wine and oil.
seeds, white wine and oil.
seeds, white wine and oil.

Sweet Treats

from Andalusia
from Andalusia

Read these sentences 

and write polvorones, 

pestiños or both. Then 

read the text to check 

your ideas.

 Also called mantecados

2 Often eaten during Holy

Week.

3 Contain sesame seeds.

4 Have a dusty texture.

 Have a sweet flavour.
PROjECT

Write the recipe for another popular dessert or sweet made 

in Andalusia. You can use the internet to fi nd information. 

pastry (n) hojaldre

 (n) glaseado

dough (n) masa

 (n) manteca

Key words

GRAMMAR TIME  

GRAMMAR TIME  

131

UNIT 1 - PRACTICE

Complete all activities in your notebook.
Grammar Time

Relative pronouns | Defining and non-defining 

relative clauses

1 Choose the correct option.

1 He’s the man which / who lives in my street.

2 That’s the restaurant where / which I like.

3 That’s the song which / who I downloaded.

4 This is the woman that / where asked about 

you.

5 That’s the book who / which I read.

6 It’s the town which / where I was born.

2 Complete the sentences with who, which

or where. 

1 That’s the hospital where I was born. 

2 What’s the name of the teacher (…) taught 

you in Year 1? 

3 What’s the title of the film (…) you went to see 

at the cinema? 

4 What’s the name of the person (…) taught 

you to sail? 

5 What’s the name of the park (…) the picnic is 

going to take place? 

3 Combine the sentences using relative 

clauses with who, which or where. Add commas 

where necessary. In which sentences can you 

use that? 

1 At my brother’s wedding, I met a lady. She 

used to know my great-grandmother. 

At my brother's wedding, I met a lady who/

that used to know my great-grandmother.

2 She told me a lot of things. I had no idea 

about them. 

3 My great-grandmother lived in a village 

near Edinburgh. Edinburgh is the capital of 

Scotland. 

4 The lady told me about a house. 

My great-grandmother lived there. 

5 She had Shetland ponies. She often rode 

them. 

4 Write definitions for these places, 

things and people. Use defining relative 

clauses.

1 A theatre
It is a place where you can see plays.

2 A washing machine

3 Bradley Cooper

4 A supermarket

5 Beyoncé

Verb + -ing and verb + to-infinitive

1 Order the words to make sentences.

1 to / hope / a / I / become / nurse / .

I hope to become a nurse.

2 loves / she / music / to / listening / .

3 learning / to / we / play / are / guitar / the / .

4 avoid / my / I / mobile / using / phone / .

5 take care / they / trees / to / love / of / .

6 away / planning / you / are / go / weekend / 

to / this / ?

2 Complete the sentences with the correct 

form of the verbs in brackets. 

1 Martha’s parents often allow her to stay up

(stay up) late at night. 

2 I would love (…) (buy) a new camera. 

3 My boyfriend is crazy about (…) (watch) old 

silent movies. 

4 Why don’t you practise (…) (play) this song 

again?

5 Please, try (…) (stay) calm.

6 Would you mind (…) (help) me with this 

poster? 

3 Choose the correct option. 

A: What are you planning 1  to do  / doing at the 

weekend, Josh? 

B: I don’t know. I want 2 to write / writing the 

French essay. Finish 3 to write / writing it, 

in fact. 

A: That doesn’t sound very exciting!

B: Well, no, it doesn’t. I can’t stand 4 to learn / 

learning French. What about you, Jessica? 

A: Well, I’m trying 5 to earn / earning some 

money for a new camera. My old one is 

broken. I can help my uncle with his garden. 

He is offering 6 to pay / paying me five pounds 

an hour. In fact, he wants me 7 to bring / 

bringing a friend too. We’re planting apple 

trees and there's enough work for two people.  

B: That’s great! I need some cash. And I’m really 

good at 8 to plant / planting trees!

A: Really? I never knew that!

4 Write five sentences about yourself. 

Use the verbs followed by to-infinitive or -ing

in Exercise 1.

I hope to become a lawyer.

I love listening to flamenco.
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Complete all activities in your notebook.
Grammar Time

-infinitive

Order the words to make sentences.

to / hope / a / I / become / nurse / .

I hope to become a nurse.

loves / she / music / to / listening / .

learning / to / we / play / are / guitar / the / .

avoid / my / I / mobile / using / phone / .

take care / they / trees / to / love / of / .

away / planning / you / are / go / weekend / 

Complete the sentences with the correct 

form of the verbs in brackets. 

Martha’s parents often allow her 

(stay up) late at night. 

I would love (…) (buy) a new camera. 

My boyfriend is crazy about (…) (watch) old 

Why don’t you practise (…) (play) this song 

Please, try (…) (stay) calm.

Would you mind (…) (help) me with this 

Choose the correct option. 

What are you planning 

weekend, Josh? 

I don’t know. I want 

French essay. Finish 

That doesn’t sound very exciting!

Well, no, it doesn’t. I can’t stand 

 French. What about you, Jessica? 

Well, I’m trying 5 to earn

money for a new camera. My old one is 

broken. I can help my uncle with his garden. 

He is offering 6 to pay

an hour. In fact, he wants me 

 a friend too. We’re planting apple 

trees and there's enough work for two people.  

That’s great! I need some cash. And I’m really 

to plant

Really? I never knew that!

Write five sentences about yourself. 

Use the verbs followed by 

I hope to become a lawyer.

I love listening to flamenco.

  

1 Match the technology verbs 1–5 with 
the words a–e.

1 share a music videos
2 read b songs 
3 download c e-books
4 chat d photos
5 watch e with friends

2 Choose the odd one out.

1 battery cable hour charger
2 second hour minute tablet
3 all right cool Sunday exciting
4 weekday Sunday schoolday brilliant
5 in the morning go online play games

upload pictures

3 Read the definitions and write the 
correct word.

1 A period of time that is sixty minutes.
Hour

2 This is the time of day when we wake up.
3 A period of time that is 365 days.
4 This is when students don’t go to school.
5 A period of time that is seven days.

4 Complete the sentences with these 
words.

all right disgusting funny noisy
old-fashioned

1 I don’t like that shop. The clothes always 
look so old-fashioned. They don't have 
anything modern. 

2 My cousin is so (…). She tells the best 
jokes and makes everyone laugh.

3 The neighbours complained that our 
party was too (…) and they couldn’t 
sleep.

4 This milk is old and it smells (…). You 
must throw it away.

5 The film wasn’t amazing or terrible, 
it was just (…).

5 Complete the text with no more 
than TWO words in each gap.

My friends and I think technology is 
1 amazing. We love it! My parents bought 
me a computer for my birthday. It’s really 
2 (…) because I can 3 (…) games, 4 (…) 
friends and watch 5 (…). I usually use it 
6 (…) after I finish my homework.

VOCABULARY TIME  

Complete all activities in your notebook.148 Vocabulary Time

Everyday technology
battery batería
cable cable
charger cargador
earphones auriculares
plug enchufe, clavija
selfie stick palo para selfis
speaker altavoz
tablet tableta, tablet

Word friends 
(using technology)
chat with friends chatear con 

los amigos
download songs descargar 

canciones
go online conectarse
listen to music escuchar música
make/film a video hacer/grabar 

un vídeo
play games jugar a videojuegos
read e-books leer libros 

electrónicos
send/get instant messages

enviar/recibir mensajes 
instantáneos

share photos compartir fotos
text friends/parents mandar 

mensajes de texto a los 
amigos/padres

upload pictures subir imágenes
watch music videos ver vídeos 

musicales

Adjectives of opinion
all right bien, nada del otro 

mundo
amazing increíble, 

extraordinario/a
awesome impresionante
awful horrible, espantoso/a
boring (ser) aburrido/a
brilliant brillante, genial
cool guay
disgusting repugnante, 

asqueroso/a
exciting emocionante
fun divertido/a
funny gracioso/a
lovely encantador/a
nice bueno/a, agradable
noisy ruidoso/a
OK bien
old-fashioned anticuado/a, 

pasado/a de moda
perfect perfecto/a
strange extraño/a, raro/a
terrible horrible
useful útil

Time
hour hora
minute minuto
second segundo
6 a.m./p.m. 6 de la mañana/

de la tarde
at the weekend/midnight/

mealtimes/lunchtime el fin de 
semana/a medianoche/
a la hora de comer/a la hora 
de almorzar

in the morning/afternoon/
evening por la mañana/tarde/
noche

on a weekday/schoolday/
Sunday(s) entre semana/
en un día de clases/el(los) 
domingo(s)

once/twice/three times + 
a day/week/month/year
una/dos/tres veces al día/a la 
semana/al mes/al año

UNIT 1 - THAT'S MY WORLD! 1.27
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VOCABULARY TIME  

chatear con 

escuchar música
hacer/grabar 

jugar a videojuegos

compartir fotos
mandar 

subir imágenes
ver vídeos 

Time
hour
minute
second
6 a.m./p.m.

de la tarde
at the weekend/midnight/

mealtimes/lunchtime
semana/a medianoche/
a la hora de comer/a la hora 
de almorzar

in the morning/afternoon/
evening
noche

on a weekday/schoolday/
Sunday(s)
en un día de clases/el(los) 
domingo(s)

once/twice/three times + 
a day/week/month/year

Writing Time160

also, in addition, 
as well as, too

Para unir ideas similares:
As well as a swimming pool, there’s a tennis court.
There’s a big garden, too.

although, but, however
Para unir ideas opuestas:
Although my flat is small, it has a big balcony. 
However, I would prefer to live in a house with a garden.

because, in case, so

Para dar razones y explicar consecuencias: 
I love Spain because the climate is great.
I’ll take an umbrella in case it rains.
Sally wears a hat, so she never gets wet.

boil, chop, fry, mix, slice

Para dar instrucciones en una receta usa imperativos:
First, boil the potatoes. 
Then, slice the onion. 
After that, chop the parsley.

should’ve, isn’t, who’s, 
doesn’t, you’ll, bye, thanks

Para escribir de manera informal usa contracciones y formas abreviadas:Thanks (thank you), Jim. 
You’ll (you will) have a great time. 
Who’s (who is) taking you to the station?

for example, like, such as
Para dar ejemplos:
You can do sports such as golf, hiking and climbing. 
On the coast, you can do sports like surfing and diving.

badly, quickly, happily, well, 
early, fast, hard 

Para describir acciones utiliza adverbios de modo:
We arrived early. 
We worked hard until 1 p.m. 
Then we ate quickly before going home.

Would you mind
Would it be possible
If it is ok
Could you please
Let me know if it’s ok

Para hacer peticiones usa diferentes expresiones:
Would you mind sending me a brochure? 
Could you please send me it by post?

after that, afterwards, 
just then, later, last week, 
next, then

Para ordenar acontecimientos: 
Last week, we went to Chelsea. Afterwards, we had tea. Just then, my friend phoned me; he was in the next street. Later, we met him.

as soon as, before, 
while, when, until

Para indicar momentos concretos en proposiciones temporales:As soon as I know, I will tell you. 
When you phone tonight, I’ll have more information.

for, in order to, so as to, to

Para indicar propósito: 
It is used for making pasta. 
The police searched the area in order to find clues. 
The thieves had cut the power so as to switch off the alarm.

PALABRAS ÚTILESWRITING TIME
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Complete all activities in your notebook.

also, in addition, 
Para unir ideas similares:
As well as
There’s a big garden, 

although, but, however
Para unir ideas opuestas:
Although
However

because, in case, so

Para dar razones y explicar consecuencias: 
I love Spain
I’ll take an umbrella 
Sally wears a hat,

boil, chop, fry, mix, slice

Para dar instrucciones en una receta usa imperativos:

should’ve, isn’t, who’s, 
doesn’t, you’ll, bye, thanks

for example, like, such as

badly, quickly, happily, well, 

Would it be possible

Let me know if it’s ok

after that, afterwards, 
just then, later, last week, 

as soon as, before, 

for, in order to, so as to, to

PALABRAS ÚTILESWRITING TIME
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PRONUNCIATION TIME

Pronunciation Time

The phonetic alphabet
1 3.41 Listen and repeat the consonants, 

vowels and diphthongs.Consonants
Symbol Example

/p/ park
/b/ big
/t/ talk
/d/ dog
/k/

car
/g/ good
/ʧ/ chair
/dʒ/ jump
/f/ fly
/v/ video
/θ/ three
/ð/ they
/s/ swim
/z/ zoo
/ʃ/ shop
/ʒ/ television
/h/ hot
/m/ meet
/n/ new
/ŋ/ sing
/l/ laptop
/r/ room
/j/ yellow

/w/ watch

Vowels
Symbol Example
/ɪ/ insect
/e/ leg

/æ/ ham
/ɒ/ online
/ʌ/ jumper
/ʊ/ put
/iː/ eat

/uː/ boot
/ɑː/ arm
/ɔː/ warm
/ɜː/ work
/і/ dirty
/ə/ answer
/u/ tube

Diphthongs
Symbol Example
/eɪ/ sail
/aɪ/ my
/ɔɪ/ boy

/əʊ/ phone
/aʊ/ now
/ɪə/ hear
/eə/ hair
/ʊə/ tour2 Look at the words in the phonetic alphabet and 

write them in the English alphabet. 1 /ˈkʌbəd/ cupboard 5 /ˈfɑ:mə/2 /ˈɪərɪŋz/
6 /ˈgærɪʤ/3 /ˈʤækɪt/
7 /ˈnɜ:vəs/4 /ʃɒkt/
8 /ˈtɜ:kɪʃ/ 3 Write the words in the phonetic alphabet. Then 

check with a dictionary.1 bathroom /ˈbɑ:θrʊm/ 5 Chinese2 frightened
6 Germany3 hairdresser
7 hoodie4 Portuguese
8 watch

Unit 1 | Three-syllable words

● El énfasis en las palabras trisílabas puede recaer en la 
primera, segunda o tercera sílaba.  FUERTE débil débil (O o o) yesterday  débil FUERTE débil (o O o) decision  débil débil FUERTE (o o O) Portuguese

Las palabras trisílabas

1 3.42 Study the Pronunciation box. Listen 
to the stress in the three-syllable words.2 3.43 Listen to the pronunciation of these 

words. Copy and complete the chart with the 
words.

amazing barbecue bungalow disgustingengineer exciting photograph skyscraper
veranda volunteer

o o o o o o o o oamazing

The /s/ and /z/ sounds
3 3.44 Listen and decide how the letter s is 

pronounced in each word. Copy the chart and 
write each word in the correct column.earphones e-books gadgets helmets hours

novels photos plugs reporters tablets tricks
/s/

/z/
earphones
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Complete all activities in your notebook.

Para unir ideas similares:
As well as
There’s a big garden, 

Para unir ideas opuestas:
Although
However

161
Pronunciation Time

The phonetic alphabet
1 3.41 Listen and repeat the consonants, 

vowels and diphthongs.Consonants
Symbol Example

/p/ park
/b/ big
/t/ talk
/d/ dog
/k/

car
/g/g/ / good
/ʧ/ chair
/dʒ/ jump
/f/ fly
/v/ video
/θ/ three
/ð/ they
/s/ swim
/z/ zoo
/ʃ/ʃ/ /ʃ/ʃ shop
/ʒ/ʒ/ / television
/h/ hot
/m/ meet
/n/ new
/ŋ/ sing
/l/ laptop
/r/ room
/j/ yellow

/w/ watch

Vowels
Symbol Example
/ɪ/ insect
/e/ leg

/æ/ ham
/ɒ/ɒ/ɒ online
/ʌ/ʌ/ / jumper
/ʊ/ʊ/ʊ put
/iː/ eat

/uː/uː/ / boot
/ɑː/ɑː/ / arm
/ɔː/ warm
/ɜː/ɜː/ / work
/і/ dirty
/ə/ answer
/u/u/ / tube

Diphthongs
Symbol Example
/eɪ/ sail
/aɪ/ my
/ɔɪ/ boy

/əʊ/əʊ/əʊ phone
/aʊ/aʊ/ /aʊ/aʊ now
/ɪə/ɪə/ɪə hear
/eə/ hair
/ʊə/ʊə/ʊə tour2 Look at the words in the phonetic alphabet and 

write them in the English alphabet. 1 /ˈkʌbəd/ cupboard 5 /ˈfɑ:mə/2 /ˈɪərɪŋz/
6 /ˈgærɪʤ/3 /ˈʤækɪt/
7 /ˈnɜ:vəs/4 /ʃɒkt/ʃɒkt/ /
8 /ˈtɜ:kɪʃ/ ˈtɜ:kɪʃ/ ˈtɜ:kɪʃ3 Write the words in the phonetic alphabet. Then 

check with a dictionary.1 bathroom /ˈbɑ:θrʊm/ˈbɑ:θrʊm/ˈbɑ:θrʊm 5 Chinese2 frightened
6 Germany3 hairdresser
7 hoodie4 Portuguese
8 watch

Unit 1 | Three-syllable words

● El énfasis en las palabras trisílabas puede recaer en la 
primera, segunda o tercera sílaba.  FUERTE débil débil (O o o) yesyesterdayterday  débil FUERTE débil (o O o) decision  débil débil FUERTE (o o O) Portugueseguese

Las palabras trisílabas

1 3.42 Study the Pronunciation box. Listen 
to the stress in the three-syllable words.2 3.43 Listen to the pronunciation of these 

words. Copy and complete the chart with the 
words.

amazing barbecue bungalow disgustingengineer exciting photograph skyscraper
veranda volunteer

o o o o o o o o oamazing

The /s/ and /z/ sounds
3 3.44 Listen and decide how the letter s is 

pronounced in each word. Copy the chart and 
write each word in the correct column.earphones e-books gadgets helmets hours

novels photos plugs reporters tablets tricks
/s/s/ /

/z/
earphones

Go shopping

REAL
ENGLISH

1
What do you think are the advantages of buying things directly from a shop and not online?

2
1.59 Josh is returning faulty goods to a shop. What is the problem?

3 Make a list of the questions the 
shop assistant asked to deal with 
the problem.

4
1.60 In pairs, practise the 

questions in Exercise 3. Listen and 
repeat.

5 Look at the phrases in blue. How 
do you say them in your language?6  1.59 In pairs, practise 

reading the dialogue in Exercise 2. 
Play, pause and repeat each line.

Shop Assistant: Can I help you?
Josh: 

Hi there. I bought these headphones a few 

days ago and I’m not satisfied with them.

SA: 
Could you tell me what the problem is?

Josh: 
They’re not working properly. I can’t hear 

anything out of the left earphone. 

SA: 
Do you have the receipt?

Josh: 
Yes. Here’s the receipt and the box. What 

are my options?
SA: 

I can replace them with another pair or 

give you a full refund.

Josh: 
I’ll take another pair, please. Do you have 

them in stock?
SA: 

Let me just have a look ... I’m sorry, we 

don’t have them in today. Do you want me 

to order them for you?

Josh: 
How long will that take?

SA: 
Three days, but we have stock in our 

Oxford Street shop. Would you like me to 

reserve them for you?

Josh: 
Yes, please.

SA: 
Just bear with me a moment, please ... 

OK, here’s your reference number. The 

headphones are ready for you to pick up.

Josh: 
That’s great. Thanks for your help.

SA: 
You’re welcome.

•  Shop assistants can order,reserve or replace goods for customers. •  They can sometimes also give refunds if you show a receipt.

OUT!
Watch

48
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REAL WORLD VIDEOS

There are three types of videos in Real World. All videos are available in the Online Area, on the Active Teach and on the 
website. There are more than 35 videos per level!

1 WOODLEY BRIDGE DRAMA SERIES

These are short clips of people fi lmed by the BBC on the streets of 
London, answering questions about their lives and opinions, following 
the topics and themes of the lesson. 
The purpose of this type of video is to provide short, manageable 
chunks of language in a real-life context, which students can use as a 
model for their own speech, thus improving their productive accuracy.
Because the Interviews are unscripted, authentic, spontaneous speech, 
students are exposed to real language uttered by speakers of English 
from around the world. This helps them begin to develop compensation 
strategies for understanding new language. They will hear inaccuracies 
even from native speakers of English, so be prepared to mention and 
explain these mistakes to students. Encourage them not to worry about 
individual words they might not catch (which often happens even 
between native speakers) but to try to get the gist of the speech.

A specially shot, entertaining soap opera-type drama about a group 
of teenagers, their families and friends. Each video presents the key 
language of the lesson for one of the Grammar lessons in each unit. 
All the video episodes are available in audio-only format on the Class 
audio for those classrooms where video is not readily available.
The purpose of this video is to present the target language of the 
lesson in a way that is truly engaging and meaningful. When new 
language is backed up by visual clues and context (the location, the 
action, the body language and facial expression), it transforms the 
learning experience so that language is acquired (in the long-term 
memory) rather than merely learnt (in the short-term memory). This will 
improve students’ receptive fl uency.
Detailed teaching notes for each video are provided in the lesson notes. 

An intriguing, real world view of topic-related culture (e.g. appearance 
and personality, hobbies) which recycles the topics and language of 
the unit. Extracts of high-quality BBC documentary and news footage 
are re-voiced at an appropriate level for the learner. By the end of the 
lesson, students will be able to answer the intriguing question in the 
lesson heading and to explore the topic further if they wish. 
The purpose of this type of high-quality authentic video is to spark 
students’ imagination and curiosity about the real world so that they 
are enthused to pursue their own interests and continue their English 
learning independently. This will improve students’ receptive fl uency as 
well as their overall confi dence as they become accustomed to 
handling and interpreting a wider range of authentic content in English.
To raise students’ interest in the topic of the BBC Culture lesson, a 
suggestion for homework is included in the Writing section of this 
Teacher’s Book.

2  BBC INTERVIEWS  

3  BBC CULTURE VIDEOS

UNIT 1 Time for cultureUNIT 1 Time for cultureKEY FEATURES BEHIND REAL WORLD
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MIXED-LEVEL CLASSES

In creating the wide range of supporting materials for  
Real World, the diversity of most teaching situations today 
has been taken into account throughout. The materials 
have been designed to give both schools and individual 
teachers the maximum flexibility in adapting the course to 
the hours programmed and to the level of students.
Across the components of Real World, you will see  
that the supporting materials have been classified at  
three levels of di�culty, and these are clearly marked with 

 (for weaker learners),  (for standard learners) 
and  (for stronger learners).
These markings can help teachers decide quickly which 
specific materials to use with each specific group, and  
also allow flexibility within the same class to cater for 
mixed-abilities and students who may require more, or 
less, demanding materials at any given moment.
At first glance some of the graded materials may look very 
similar. This is of course intentional, so that within one class 
it becomes possible to simultaneously use di�erent levels 
of worksheets with di�erent students thus making just the 
right demands on each linguistically. Only upon close 
inspection will you note the substantial di�erences  
between them.

 Materials marked with one bullet indicate 
materials the level of which is slightly lower than the 
Students’ Book. These materials reduce the demands 
made on students and any complicated sentence types or 
potential complications or irregularities of the language 
have been avoided as far as possible.

 Materials marked with two bullets indicate 
material which has been carefully graded to follow the 
Students’ Book itself at just the same level. These materials 
can be taken as standard and will include the target 
language and vocabulary from the Students’ Book but 
may avoid any particularly tricky areas.

 Materials marked with three bullets indicate 
material which is slightly higher than the level of the 
Students’ Book itself and should therefore only be used 
with stronger students. Although it is, of course, based on 
the Students’ Book contents, there will be subtle di�erences 
when compared to the other levels. Amongst other things, 
the items used here may be both longer and more 
complex, the vocabulary may go beyond the basics and 
the question types may make more demands on the 
students.
Within the teaching notes in this Teacher’s Book, there are 
a range of extra activities embedded. These are classified 
as either  (for weaker learners) or  (for 
stronger learners). As the material in the Students’ Book 
itself can be considered to be  (for standard 
learners), the aim of these activities is to o�er additional 
support or add an additional challenge. Many of these 
activities can also be used for fast finishers, making sure 
stronger learners in mixed-ability classes are kept busy 
while weaker learners have time to complete the material 
in the Students’ Book itself.

FUTURE SKILLS

Today’s learners require materials that will expose them 
to ideas and ‘real perspectives’ – materials that create 
cultural awareness, materials that will inspire. Real World 
provides students not just with English language skills, 
grammar and vocabulary, but also with the confidence 
they will need to become fully rounded citizens of the  
global community.
The key skills focused on in Real World are: Communication, 
Collaboration, Creativity, Cultural awareness, Critical 
thinking, Digital literacy; Assessment for Learning and 
Autonomy and personal initiative. These key skills and 
competences are listed in the unit contents boxes in the 
teaching notes, with examples of where they occur in the 
lessons. 
As in any good language teaching methodology, the skills 
of Communication, Collaboration and Creativity are 
central guiding principles and are peppered throughout 
the activities in Real World. 
Cultural awareness: in an increasingly globalised world, it 
is important that students gain an understanding of 
di�erent cultures through the medium of English.  
Real World does this via the BBC Culture pages, which 
provide students with a wider perspective of cultural 
aspects and an opportunity to compare a foreign culture 
to their own. In addition, the BBC Interviews videos feature 
people interviewed on the streets of London and expose 
students to a wide variety of native and foreign accents, 
which will develop their sensitivity to other cultures as well 
as listening skills.
Critical thinking: problem solving and reasoning skills are 
developed throughout the course, especially via the  
reading and listening activities. 
Digital literacy: the content, as well as the means of  
delivery of the Real World course, are rooted in today’s 
digital environment and reflect the way today’s teenagers 
already manage their lives: the topics cover up-to-date 
technology and media, while the projects suggested on 
the BBC Culture, Real English and Andalusia Time pages 
encourage the use of digital tools to create their own 
projects. The Online Area or the MyEnglishLab enable 
students to practise what they have learnt in a digital 
environment.
Autonomy and personal initiative: students are  
encouraged to Explore and then Explore More via the 
intriguing content of the BBC Culture pages. In the Project 
Time sections they are given opportunities to choose and 
create their own projects so that they connect personally 
with the topic. A similar strategy is applied in the  
mini projects on the Andalusia Time pages at the back of 
the Students’ Book. Students are prompted to reflect on  
and take responsibility for their own progress through  
the regular Check Time sections in the Students’ Book  
and Workbook.
Assessment for Learning: see section on page 15 .
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FULL DIGITAL SOLUTION

14 

ACTIVE LEARN for students

ACTIVE TEACH PLUS for the teacher

14 

Online Area
The Students’ Book includes 
access to the Online Area 
which provides practice 
and scores recorded in 
the gradebook to help 
students review and recycle 
what they have learned. Vocabulary App

A motivating digital component which helps 
students reinforce the vocabulary presented 
in the course. With this app students can get 
more practice using technology and spend 
more time interacting in English.

WORLD
VOCABULARY APP

world

Fichas

AVANCE 30/79WORLD
VOCABULARY APP

world

Fichas

AVANCE 30/79

We know that there are many di� erent ways to teach 
English, which will be infl uenced by your specifi c teaching 
context and preferred teaching style, the number of 
students in your class, their level and background, amongst 
others. Real World was designed to be easily customised for 
each unique teaching situation. Plus it is designed to make 
it easy and rewarding to integrate digital tools in your 
teaching.
With Real World you have the opportunity to choose from a 
wide range of digital tools including:

ACTIVE TEACH PLUS  provides all the resources needed to 
boost your classes, see where students need improvement 
and personalise their learning journey. The innovative 
ACTIVE LEARN  kit promotes students’ independent 

learning with engaging materials, designed to work on all 
devices including tablets, providing students with 
maximum opportunity to enhance their learning, both in 
school and at home!

Online Area
The Students’ Book includes 
access to the Online Area 
which provides 
and scores recorded in 
the gradebook
students review and recycle 
what they have learned.

Active Teach
Complete interactive version of the 
Students’ Book and Workbook, with 
audio, video, interactive activities 
and photocopiable resources.

Test Generator
A tool to easily create and 
customise your own tests at the 
right level for your students.

Online Gradebook
A digital solution to see where 
students need improvement and 
personalise their learning journey.

3
ACTIVE TEACH

WORLD
Andalusia edition
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THE GLOBAL SCALE OF ENGLISH

Real World is built on the foundation of the Global Scale 
of English. 
The Global Scale of English (GSE) is a standardised, 
granular scale that measures English language profi ciency. 
Using the Global Scale of English, students and teachers 
can now answer three questions accurately:
1 Exactly how good is my English?
2 What progress have I made towards my learning goal?
3 What do I need to do next if I want to improve?
Unlike some other frameworks that measure English 
profi ciency in broad bands, the Global Scale of English 
identifi es what a learner can do at each point on a scale 
from 10 to 90, across each of the four skills (listening, 
reading, speaking and writing) as well as the enabling skills 
of grammar and vocabulary. This allows learners and 
teachers to understand a learner’s exact level of 
profi ciency, what progress they have made and what they 
need to learn next.
Knowing the range of objectives in which your students are 
helps you select course materials with the right level of 
support and challenge for your students to help them 
progress. It does not mean that students need to have 
mastered all the objectives below the range before starting 
the course, or that they will all be ‘at’ the top of the range 
by the end.
For more information about how using the GSE can 
support your planning and teaching, the assessment 
of your learners, and selecting or creating additional 
materials to supplement your core programme, please go 
to www.english.com/gse.

ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING

With the GSE as the solid framework for syllabus design 
and assessment, Real World o� ers a uniquely sound and 
comprehensive Assessment for Learning package. 
Any test can be used either as an assessment of learning 
or an assessment for learning. Assessment of learning 
usually takes place after the learning has happened and 
provides information about what the student is achieving 
by giving a mark or a grade. You can also use tests as 
assessment for learning, by providing specifi c feedback on 
students’ strengths and weaknesses and suggestions for 
improvement as part of the continual learning process. It is 
the combination of both types of assessment which can 
provide a powerful tool for helping your students’ progress.
Assessment for Learning is embedded throughout the 
Real World materials.

In the Students’ Book
Every lesson begins with a clear header so that students 
and teachers know exactly what they are doing and why. 
Every unit has a Revision page which includes a Check 
Time section, followed up in more detail in the Workbook.  

In the Workbook
Every unit has a Check Time page where students can do 
activities checking their knowledge of vocabulary, 
grammar, reading and writing from the unit. The key to 
these exercises is at the end of the Workbook so that 
students can check their answers. This encourages 
students to refl ect on their learning and helps them 
become independent learners.  

In the in-course Assessment Package
There are downloadable tests at three levels of di�  culty to 
cater for mixed levels in the classroom. These tests can be 
used at di� erent points in the course. Each level has:

• Placement test
• Unit tests   /  / 

– Language tests: Vocabulary, Grammar, Speaking 
and Writing

– Skills tests: Dictation, Listening and Reading
• Review tests   /  / 

– Vocabulary, Grammar and Use of English
– Writing 
– Speaking (with Teacher’s notes)

• End of Year Test   /  / 
– Listening, Use of English and Reading
– Writing
– Speaking (with Teacher’s notes)

• Essential grammar worksheets
• Essential vocabulary worksheets

Online Gradebook
The gradebook 
function in the Online 
Area collects all the 
students’ results so 
that teachers can 
diagnose and adjust 
their teaching 
according to each 
individual or class 
performance.

THE PEARSON TEST OF ENGLISH GENERAL

The Real World course can be used as part of the 
preparation for the Pearson Test of English General (PTE).
PTE General is the English language certifi cate that proves 
learners’ English Language ability at any level. The test 
refl ects the type of language that learners will encounter 
in a native speaking environment, using activities that 
students are familiar with from their classes. It integrates
all four skills (listening, reading, speaking and writing)
and focuses on assessing the ability of communicating
in English, rather than test-taking skills. In every unit of the 
Students’ Book there are exercises fl agged ( ) which 
help students to prepare for the exams.
To fi nd out more about PTE General, please visit 
www.pearsonpte.com/pte-general.

UNIT 1 Time for cultureUNIT 1 Time for cultureFURTHER FEATURES OF REAL WORLD
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VOCABULARY GRAMMAR READING GRAMMAR LISTENING SPEAKING WRITING STUDY GUIDE CULTURE AND SKILLS

0
Starter unit
Welcome to
Woodley Bridge

PP.  8–13

VOCABULARY

● Activities and interests  ● Home and furniture  ● Jobs  ● Daily routine  ● Clothes and accessories  
● Countries and languages

GRAMMAR

● There is/are with some/any  ● Possessive adjectives and possessive ‘s  ● Articles  ● Present Simple with adverbs of frequency  ● Present Continuous
● State verbs  ● was/were and there was/were  ● Past Simple: regular and irregular verbs

1
That’s my 
world!

PP.14–25 1 3 42 5 6 7

●  Everyday technology
●  Adjectives of opinion
●  Time

  

●  Verb + -ing
●  Verb + to-infinitive

A report about 
gadgets

●  Relative pronouns
●  Defining and 

non-defining relative 
clauses

A radio 
programme 
about technology

Make and respond 
to suggestions

A description of your dream home 
and lifestyle
●  Connectors

Wordlist and
Grammar P. 22

Revision P. 23

    Do smartphones make you 
smarter?

●  Project: a presentation for or against 
smartphones

2 Wild nature

PP.26–37 1 3 42 5 6 7

●  Weather
● Temperature
● Natural disasters
● In the wild

●  Past Simple and Past 
Continuous

  

An article about 
culture

● used to A conversation 
about camping 
in the wild

Criticise and explain 
when things go 
wrong

  

A travel blog entry
●  Giving examples: for example, 

like, such as

Wordlist and
Grammar P. 34
Revision P. 35

    Nice day, innit?
●  Project: a presentation about the 

weather of a country 

3 The taste test

PP.38–49 1 4 53 6 7

●  Food and drink
●  Flavours
●  Describing food

●  Present Perfect: ever, never, 
just, already and yet

  

An article about a 
TV show

●  Present Perfect: for and 
since

●  Past Simple and Present 
Perfect

Descriptions 
involving food

  

Order food in a café 
or restaurant

An email to a friend
●  Informal style

Wordlist and
Grammar P. 46

Revision P. 47

Real English
● Go shopping
● Return goods

4 Curtain up!

PP.50–61 1 4 53 6 7

●  Types of films
●  Film and TV
●  Compound nouns

  

●  Comparative and superlative 
adjectives

● too/(not) enough
●  (not) as … as

  

An entertainment 
guide

●  Past Perfect
●  Past Simple and Past 

Perfect

An interview 
about a festival

Ask about, express 
and explain 
preferences

A review
● Adverbs of manner

Wordlist and
Grammar P. 58

Revision P. 59

    How do you like to celebrate?
●  Project: a survey about celebrations

5 The big match!

PP.62–73 1 4 53 6 7

●  Sports
●  Sporting events
●  Phrasal verbs with up

●  The future: will, going to and 
Present Continuous

EXTRA

Present Simple for future

An article about 
volunteering

  

●  Future Continuous
●  First Conditional with 

if/unless

  

A conversation 
about a 
sportsperson

Ask and answer 
about plans and 
actions in the future

Messages and make requests Wordlist and
Grammar P.70

Revision P.71

    Where do they toss the 
caber?

●  Project: a magazine article about an 
unusual sport

6
Getting to
know you

PP.74–85 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Phrasal verbs
● Talking about friends
● People at a wedding

●  Second Conditional

  

An article about 
friendship

EXTRA

Third Conditional

A monologue 
about pets

  

Explain who I am 
talking about

A short story Wordlist and
Grammar P. 82

Revision P. 83

Real English
● Talk about yourself
● Understand an entertainment guide

7 See the world!

PP.86–97 1 3 42 5 6 7

● Types of holidays
● At the hotel
● Holiday equipment
● Travel (confusing words)

  

●  Modal verbs for obligation, 
necessity, prohibition and 
advice: must, need to, have to, 
ought to, should

  

An article about 
travelling

● Modal verbs for 
speculation: must, could, 
might, may, can’t

An interview and 
a story about 
trips

Ask for clarifi cation 
and clarify what I 
have said

An email about travel 
arrangements
● Time clauses

Wordlist and
Grammar P.94

Revision P.95

    Can ironing make holidays 
exciting?

●  Project: a presentation about an 
adventure sport

8
No time
for crime

PP.98–109 1 4 53 6 7

● Criminals
● The law
● Action verbs
● Solving crimes

●  The Passive: Present Simple 
and Past Simple

A review of a TV 
series

● have/get something done A monologue 
about a crime

  

Persuade and 
reassure someone

A crime report
●  Connectors of purpose: to, in 

order to, so as to

Wordlist and
Grammar P.106

Revision P.107

    Is chewing gum a crime?
●  Project: a review of a book, film or TV 

series about a crime

9
Think outside
the box

PP.110–121 1 3 42 5 6 7

●  School subjects
● Learning and assessment
● Describing students
● Phrasal verbs

●  Reported statements and 
questions

An article about 
intelligence

●  Reported offers, 
commands, requests and 
suggestions

Dialogues 
about awkward 
moments

  

Exchange personal 
information

An informal letter giving 
information

Wordlist and
Grammar P.118

Revision P.119

Real English
● Meet people
● Ask for and check information

6

KEY COMPETENCES 1 Linguistic 3  Digital 6  Initiative and 
entrepreneurship

2 Maths, Science 
and Technology

5  Social and civic4  Learning to learn 7  Cultural 
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A review of an app
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programme 
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    Do smartphones make you 
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when things go 
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like, such as
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    Where do they toss the 
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A monologue 
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●  Modal verbs for obligation, 
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travelling
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speculation: must, could, 
might, may, can’t
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exciting?
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Persuade and 
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order to, so as to
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    Is chewing gum a crime?
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the box
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●  Reported statements and 
questions
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commands, requests and 
suggestions

Dialogues 
about awkward 
moments

  

Exchange personal 
information

An informal letter giving 
information
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● Meet people
● Ask for and check information
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5 64

1 CLASS VOTE Do you take photos with your mobile phone? What 
do you take photos of? People? Places? Other things?

2 Match photos 1–6 with sentences a–f. What do the photos tell you 
about the person’s life?
a sunny01 She’s up to mischief again! 
b jacko999 Friends + chocolate cake #agreatday!
c ninab98 Come on rain! We’ve got the right boots. 1
d singingboy98 Dan’s singing again! ;)
e robbie2 It’s film time … yay! 
f paul13 Ready for our trip!

battery cable charger earphones plug selfie stick speaker tablet

Vocabulary A  Everyday technology P. 148

3 1.14 Listen and repeat the words in the Vocabulary A box. 
Which of these objects can you see in the photos?

4 I KNOW! Can you add more words to the Vocabulary A box?

1

That’s my 
world!

14

Culture video: 
Addicted to screens

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1 32

Vocabulary: everyday technology, 
adjectives of opinion, time

Grammar: verb + -ing, 
verb + to-infinitive, relative 
pronouns, defining and 
non-defining relative clauses

In this unit, you will learn

Read a report about gadgets.

Listen to a radio programme 
about technology.

Make and respond to 
suggestions.

Write a description of your 
dream home and lifestyle.

In order to

Project

A presentation for or against 
smartphones

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 VOCABULARY

Lesson learning objective
Students can talk about everyday technology.

UNIT 1 Time for culture

 19 

Unit contents

Vocabulary
• Everyday technology
• Adjectives of opinion
• Time

Grammar 
• verb + -ing / verb + to-infinitive
• Relative pronouns
• Defining and non-defining relative clauses

Communication skills
• Make and respond to suggestions

Basic competences
• Linguistic: page 14 (Exercises 3 and 4), page 15 

(Exercises 8 and 10), page 16 (Exercise 3), page 18 
(Exercises 1 and 2), page 19 (Exercise 3), page 20 
(Exercise 3), page 21 (Exercise 6)

• Digital: page 25 (Project Time)
• Learning to learn: page 23 (Check Time)
• Social and civic: page 20 (Speaking Time)
• Initiative and entrepreneurship: page 15 (And You?) 

page 16 (Exercise 6), page 20 (Speaking Time), 
page 21 (Writing Time), page 25 (Project Time)

• Cultural: page 15 (And You?), page 19 (Exercise 5), 
page 21 (Exercise 2), pages 24–25 (Exercises 1–6)

• Maths, science and technology: page 15 (And You?), 
page 17 (Exercise 2), page 19, (Exercise 7)
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Exercise 3  1.14 
When students have finished, ask about details which 
can’t be seen in the photos. For example, What part of the 
tablet are the boys looking at? (the screen) What is the  
cable the cat is playing with attached to? (a plug at one 
end and a computer, a TV or another electrical appliance 
at the other end) What is connected to the boy’s  
earphones? (an MP3 player or a smartphone) What is on 
the end of the selfie stick? (a smartphone or a camera).

Answers:  cable, earphones, selfie stick, tablet

Exercise 4 
Tell students to brainstorm ideas in pairs and then to form 
a group with another pair to compare their ideas. Invite the 
groups to share their ideas with the class.

Possible answers: headphones, smartphone, USB drive,  
MP3 player

Lead in: topic introduction

Write the word TECHNOLOGY vertically on the board. Using 
the first two letters, make the words computer and internet.
     compuTer   
        intErnet 
Put students into pairs and give them a time limit to make 
more words with the other letters of TECHNOLOGY. 
Elicit ideas and write the best ideas on the board. 

Exercise 1 
Before students open their Students’ Books, ask them  
the questions and encourage a class discussion. Invite  
students to talk about the last photo they took on their 
mobile phone and why they took it.

Exercise 2 
Invite students to describe what they can see in each of 
the photos. 
Have a class vote about which photo they like best and 
invite students to give reasons why they like it. 
Check that students understand the phrase be up to 
mischief.

Answers:  a 3 b 6 c 1 d 4 e 2 f 5
Possible answers:  
1  He/She has got new boots.    
2  They like watching films/playing computer games.    
3  He/She’s got a cat.    
4  He likes singing.    
5  They are on holiday.    
6  He/She likes chocolate cake.
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9 In pairs, ask and answer these questions. 

1 How many instant messages do you send 
and get in a day? 

 I send about ten instant messages in a day 
and I get about twenty.

2 Do you know somebody who reads 
e-books?

3 When do you listen to music?
4 How often do you download songs?
5 Would you like to make a video with friends 

in your school?
6 What games do you play on the 

computer?
7 When do you usually text your parents?
8 What type of photos do you usually 

upload?

all right amazing  awesome awful  boring
brilliant cool disgusting exciting funny
lovely nice noisy OK old-fashioned 
perfect strange terrible useful

Vocabulary B  Adjectives of opinion P. 148

 10 1.18 Study the Vocabulary B box. Copy 
and complete the chart below. There can be 
more than one possible answer. Listen and 
check.

amazing
awesome
(…)
(…)
(…)

cool
funny
(…)
(…)

all right
nice
(…)

boring
noisy
(…)
(…)

awful
disgusting
(…)

 11 Write two things that are:

1 useful
2 awesome
3 old-fashioned
4 strange

5 terrible

5 1.15 Listen to speakers 1–4 and write the 
presents. Use the Vocabulary A box to help you.

Speaker 1: (…)

6 Which object would be the best present for you? 
Why?

I’d like a selfi e stick because my friends and l love 
taking photos.

7 1.16 Read the text. Choose the correct 
option. Listen and check. Is it the same in your 
house? 

8 1.17 WORD FRIENDS Listen to some people 
talking about using technology. Write down the 
expressions you hear from the list.
● chat with friends  ● download songs 
● go online  ● listen to music 
● make/film a video  ● play games 
● read e-books  ●  send/get instant messages 
● share photos  ● text friends/parents 
● upload pictures  ● watch music videos

Discuss with a partner. Who 
in your family uses technology the 
most? What do they use it for?

My brother loves his gadgets. 
He’s older than me and he’s got 
a really good tablet. He shops 
online, watches fi lms and he 
uses it for studying.

YOU
And

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology

I want to listen to music, but I can’t find my 
1 earphones / plugs because my brother is using 
them! ‘They’re better than mine’, he says. ‘It’s OK,’ 
I say. I can use my new 2 battery / speaker that 
plays music really loud. However, when I look 
inside, the 3 plug / battery isn’t there because it’s 
in my brother’s digital camera and guess what? 
His friend’s got it at the moment. In the end, 
I decide to watch a funny film on my 4 cable / 
tablet, but I can’t find it. I look in my brother’s 
bedroom. On his desk there’s a pile of 5 earphones /
cables that are all different lengths. I finally find 
the short black one with the right 6 plug / selfie 
stick on the end of it for my tablet. ‘OK, where is 
it?’ I ask him again. Then I hear Mum’s voice. ‘Are 
you looking for this, love?’ she asks. ‘I’m just buying 
some shoes, but it’s nearly dead. Can you get me 
the 7 battery / charger, please?’
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 Exercise 5 1.15    
 Tell students to look at the words in the Vocabulary A box 
and ask which item they think would be the most likely to 
be given as a present.  
 When students have listened to the audio, elicit the 
answers, asking students to explain their answers. 

Answers:  1 charger 2 speakers 3 earphones 4 selfi e stick 

 1.15     

See page 289 .

 Exercise 6  
 Put students into pairs to discuss their ideas. Before inviting 
students to share their ideas with the class, tell each pair 
to imagine that they are going to buy presents for another 
pair of students. They should discuss which of the objects 
each student in the other pair would want as a present 
and then join together with the other pair to say what they 
chose and to fi nd out if they were correct. 

 Exercise 7 1.16  
 Tell students to look at the picture without reading the text 
and to discuss who the people are and what they think is 
happening.  
 Then they should read the text quickly to see how close 
their guesses were before they do the exercise. (It is a 
brother and sister arguing about a pair of earphones.) 

Answers:  2 speaker 3 battery 4 tablet 5 cables 
6 plug 7 charger 

 Exercise 8 1.17    
 Before you play the audio, tell students to read the 
expressions.  
 Have a class vote to fi nd out who in the class does each 
of the activities in the box. 

Answers:  go online, read e-books, share photos, 
listen to music, text friends, watch music videos 

 1.17   

1  Computers can be slow, but you can go online quickly with 
a good phone. 

 2 My new smartphone has a big screen. I can even read 
e-books on it. 

 3 The camera is great on this phone and I can share photos 
with friends.  

 4 The best thing about mobile phones is … you can listen to 
music anywhere. 

 5 I never go out without it. I text friends all the time, especially 
when we’re making plans. 

6 It’s fun on the school bus because we can watch music 
videos together. 

 Exercise 9 
 When students have fi nished, invite them to share their 
answers with the class.  
 Ask follow-up questions, e.g.  What sort of things do you 
write about in your messages?   Do you always read new 
messages immediately, whatever you are doing at the time?

 Exercise 10 1.18  
 Put students into pairs and tell them to imagine that they 
have been to the cinema. The pairs take turns to ask 
How was the fi lm?  and to answer using one of the 
adjectives written in the table with an appropriate 
intonation, e.g. a very enthusiastic intonation if they are 
saying  amazing  or  awesome . Invite di� erent students to 
ask and answer in front of the class to see who can use 
the most dramatic appropriate intonation. 

 Answers: 

exciting, perfect, brilliant      old-fashioned, strange

lovely, useful  terrible                           OK 

 Exercise 11 
 Before students do the exercise, elicit one idea for each 
adjective and write these on the board. They don’t have to 
be related to technology. Encourage students to use these 
ideas to think of more ideas for each adjective. When 
they have fi nished, invite students to say one of their ideas 
without mentioning the adjective. The rest of the class 
should guess which adjective it matches. 

 Possible answers:  
1  a smartphone, a dictionary    4  a photo, a story
2  a theme park, a fi lm    5  an exam, weather
3  clothes, music    

 Before students do the exercise, put them into 
pairs to role-play an interview. The students 

take turns to play the role of the interviewer and the role of 
someone in the street. The interviewer asks if they can ask 
a few questions about technology and, when the other 
student agrees, the interviewer asks the questions from the 
exercise.   Invite pairs to carry out their interviews in front of 
the class.   

1.1 Family and technology

While watching, students should write down one thing said 
by one of the speakers that is also true for them or for 
people in their family. After watching, encourage students 
to share their ideas with the class.

 1.1   

 See page 289. 

 Extra activity  

 Students work in pairs. They should imagine that one 
student has a new gadget and the other student doesn’t 
know much about technology. They should write a 
conversation where the second student asks questions 
about the gadget and why the fi rst student likes it.  
 When they have fi nished, invite pairs to act out their 
conversations in front of the class. 

 Further practice 

• Workbook Andalusia edition pages 8-9
•  Workbook pages 8–9 
• Vocabulary Time page 148
•  Teacher’s Resources  File:

 Resource 1: Unit 1 Lesson 1 Vocabulary – It’s awesome 

    old-fashioned, strange

terrible                           
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9 In pairs, ask and answer these questions. 

1 How many instant messages do you send 
and get in a day? 

 I send about ten instant messages in a day 
and I get about twenty.

2 Do you know somebody who reads 
e-books?

3 When do you listen to music?
4 How often do you download songs?
5 Would you like to make a video with friends 

in your school?
6 What games do you play on the 

computer?
7 When do you usually text your parents?
8 What type of photos do you usually 

upload?

all right amazing  awesome awful  boring
brilliant cool disgusting exciting funny
lovely nice noisy OK old-fashioned 
perfect strange terrible useful

Vocabulary B  Adjectives of opinion P. 148

 10 1.18 Study the Vocabulary B box. Copy 
and complete the chart below. There can be 
more than one possible answer. Listen and 
check.

amazing
awesome
(…)
(…)
(…)

cool
funny
(…)
(…)

all right
nice
(…)

boring
noisy
(…)
(…)

awful
disgusting
(…)

 11 Write two things that are:

1 useful
2 awesome
3 old-fashioned
4 strange

5 terrible

5 1.15 Listen to speakers 1–4 and write the 
presents. Use the Vocabulary A box to help you.

Speaker 1: (…)

6 Which object would be the best present for you? 
Why?

I’d like a selfi e stick because my friends and l love 
taking photos.

7 1.16 Read the text. Choose the correct 
option. Listen and check. Is it the same in your 
house? 

8 1.17 WORD FRIENDS Listen to some people 
talking about using technology. Write down the 
expressions you hear from the list.
● chat with friends  ● download songs 
● go online  ● listen to music 
● make/film a video  ● play games 
● read e-books  ●  send/get instant messages 
● share photos  ● text friends/parents 
● upload pictures  ● watch music videos

Discuss with a partner. Who 
in your family uses technology the 
most? What do they use it for?

My brother loves his gadgets. 
He’s older than me and he’s got 
a really good tablet. He shops 
online, watches fi lms and he 
uses it for studying.

YOU
And

Interviews 

Family and 
technology (1.1)

1.1 VOCABULARY Talk about everyday technology

I want to listen to music, but I can’t find my 
1 earphones / plugs because my brother is using 
them! ‘They’re better than mine’, he says. ‘It’s OK,’ 
I say. I can use my new 2 battery / speaker that 
plays music really loud. However, when I look 
inside, the 3 plug / battery isn’t there because it’s 
in my brother’s digital camera and guess what? 
His friend’s got it at the moment. In the end, 
I decide to watch a funny film on my 4 cable / 
tablet, but I can’t find it. I look in my brother’s 
bedroom. On his desk there’s a pile of 5 earphones /
cables that are all different lengths. I finally find 
the short black one with the right 6 plug / selfie 
stick on the end of it for my tablet. ‘OK, where is 
it?’ I ask him again. Then I hear Mum’s voice. ‘Are 
you looking for this, love?’ she asks. ‘I’m just buying 
some shoes, but it’s nearly dead. Can you get me 
the 7 battery / charger, please?’
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16 Unit 1

Gadget testers for a day!

Tommo:  Hi, Alisha. Are you busy? 
Alisha:  Yes. I’m trying to finish my homework, but 

it’s taking ages. I’d love to be outside in 
this weather.

Tommo:   Me too, but I’ve got a problem with my 
computer. Dan says you’re good at fixing 
things. 

Alisha: Well, I enjoy trying. What’s up?
Tommo:   I’m making a poster for a competition. 

I prefer using my own photos, but when 
I upload them from my phone to the 
computer, they’re upside down. 

Alisha:  That’s strange.
Tommo:  It’s really annoying. I want to put the 

posters up in town but now I’ve got ten 
photos … upside down! 

Alisha:  Tommo, the problem is your settings. 
Tommo: Oh, so what can I do?
Alisha:   I can’t explain now, but I don’t mind 

coming to your boat later.
Tommo:   OK … but don’t forget to bring a snack. 

It could take a long time.
Alisha: Tommo! 

It’s taking ages. 
They’re upside down. 
It’s really annoying.

OUT
class

of

1 CLASS VOTE Who do you speak to when 
you’ve got a problem with your computer, 
tablet or phone?

parent friend shop assistant teacher

2 1.2 1.19 Watch or listen. Why does 
Tommo want Alisha to help him?

Grammar  Verb + -ing and
  verb + to-infinitive P. 130

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of 
verb + -ing or verb + to-infinitive in the dialogue.

4 Choose the correct option.

1 There’s a concert on TV tonight. I hope 
watching / to watch it when I get home. 

2 Our friends are coming to the park. We enjoy 
meeting / to meet there after school. 

3 My cousin’s learning Chinese and would like 
to visit / visiting China one day.

4 Homemade pizza is amazing, but I’m not 
very good at making / to make it. 

5 Naomi misses to see / seeing her friends from 
her old school. 

5 Complete the advert with the correct form of 
these verbs.

put take come meet do bring 

6 In pairs, write an advert for a new club 
at your school. 

VIDEO IT’S UPSIDE DOWN

1.2 GRAMMAR Use verbs with -ing and to-infi nitives

● Verb + -ing
   After: avoid, can’t stand, enjoy, finish, look 

forward to, (not) mind, miss, practise, stop and 
after prepositions

 I don’t mind coming to your house.
● Verb + to-infinitive
  After: agree, allow, ask, choose, decide, forget, 

hope, learn, offer, plan, try, want, would like/love
 I’d love to be in the park in this weather.
● Verb + -ing or to-infinitive
 After: like, love, hate, prefer, start
  I prefer making my own posters. / I prefer to 

make my own posters.

Are you interested in 1taking better photos?

Then don’t forget 2 (…) to the new photography club. 
It’s the place where you can enjoy 3 (…) something 

different. This week our theme is buildings and 
we want you 4 (…) some of your best 

photos to the club. We hope 5 (…) our 
favourite ones on display in the school 

library. We’re looking forward to 6 (…) you!

School photography CLUB
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Gadget testers for a day!

Tommo:  Hi, Alisha. Are you busy? 
Alisha:  Yes. I’m trying to finish my homework, but 

it’s taking ages. I’d love to be outside in 
this weather.

Tommo:   Me too, but I’ve got a problem with my 
computer. Dan says you’re good at fixing 
things. 

Alisha: Well, I enjoy trying. What’s up?
Tommo:   I’m making a poster for a competition. 

I prefer using my own photos, but when 
I upload them from my phone to the 
computer, they’re upside down. 

Alisha:  That’s strange.
Tommo:  It’s really annoying. I want to put the 

posters up in town but now I’ve got ten 
photos … upside down! 

Alisha:  Tommo, the problem is your settings. 
Tommo: Oh, so what can I do?
Alisha:   I can’t explain now, but I don’t mind 

coming to your boat later.
Tommo:   OK … but don’t forget to bring a snack. 

It could take a long time.
Alisha: Tommo! 

It’s taking ages. 
They’re upside down. 
It’s really annoying.

OUT
class

of

1 CLASS VOTE Who do you speak to when 
you’ve got a problem with your computer, 
tablet or phone?

parent friend shop assistant teacher

2 1.2 1.19 Watch or listen. Why does 
Tommo want Alisha to help him?

Grammar  Verb + -ing and
  verb + to-infinitive P. 130

3 Study the Grammar box. Find more examples of 
verb + -ing or verb + to-infinitive in the dialogue.

4 Choose the correct option.

1 There’s a concert on TV tonight. I hope 
watching / to watch it when I get home. 

2 Our friends are coming to the park. We enjoy 
meeting / to meet there after school. 

3 My cousin’s learning Chinese and would like 
to visit / visiting China one day.

4 Homemade pizza is amazing, but I’m not 
very good at making / to make it. 

5 Naomi misses to see / seeing her friends from 
her old school. 

5 Complete the advert with the correct form of 
these verbs.

put take come meet do bring 

6 In pairs, write an advert for a new club 
at your school. 

VIDEO IT’S UPSIDE DOWN

1.2 GRAMMAR Use verbs with -ing and to-infi nitives

● Verb + -ing
   After: avoid, can’t stand, enjoy, finish, look 

forward to, (not) mind, miss, practise, stop and 
after prepositions

 I don’t mind coming to your house.
● Verb + to-infinitive
  After: agree, allow, ask, choose, decide, forget, 

hope, learn, offer, plan, try, want, would like/love
 I’d love to be in the park in this weather.
● Verb + -ing or to-infinitive
 After: like, love, hate, prefer, start
  I prefer making my own posters. / I prefer to 

make my own posters.

Are you interested in 1taking better photos?

Then don’t forget 2 (…) to the new photography club. 
It’s the place where you can enjoy 3 (…) something 

different. This week our theme is buildings and 
we want you 4 (…) some of your best 

photos to the club. We hope 5 (…) our 
favourite ones on display in the school 

library. We’re looking forward to 6 (…) you!

School photography CLUB
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1.2 GRAMMAR

Lesson learning objective
Students can use verbs with -ing and to- infinitives.

Lead in: review of characters

Write the names Alisha and Tommo on the board and 
tell students to copy these characters’ names into their 
notebooks as two headings. Explain that you are going to 
dictate twelve facts about the characters and that they 
should write each fact under the correct name. There are 
six facts for each character. 
When students have finished, they should compare their 
answers in pairs and then together as a class.
The twelve facts: half-Indian (Alisha), lives on a boat  
(Tommo), mother is a nurse (Tommo), has a younger 
brother (Alisha), speaks Hindi (Alisha), hasn’t got any 
brothers or sisters (Tommo), has a cat (Tommo), is into 
computers (Alisha), is fit and strong (Alisha), likes kayaking 
(Tommo), loves drawing (Tommo), likes kickboxing (Alisha)

Exercise 1 
Tell students to keep their Students’ Books closed. Elicit 
di�erent things that can go wrong with a computer or a 
smartphone, e.g. it’s very slow, it can’t connect to the 
internet, it has a virus, etc. Ask students which of these 
things they are able to fix on their own. Then ask the 
question in the rubric.

Exercise 2  1.2  1.19

Tell students to keep their Students’ Books closed. Play the 
video and then ask the question in the rubric. 
After students have given their ideas, tell them to open 
their Students’ Books and to listen to the dialogue once 
more while they read the text. Ask students if they think this 
is a di�cult problem to solve and encourage them to give 
their ideas about how to solve it.

Answer:  
He’s got a problem with his computer and Alisha is good at 
fixing things.

Exercise 3 
Discuss the Grammar box with the class. 
Discuss di�erent verbs which can be followed by an -ing 
form or the to-infinitive. Remind students that love,  
like and hate are usually followed by -ing and it may be 
safer for them to use that structure as this is the form 
expected at this level in exams. Also explain that when  
start is in the continuous form, we don’t follow it with -ing 
because it sounds strange to have two -ing forms together, 
e.g. I am starting to enjoy myself and not I am starting 
enjoying myself.
Find de answers marked up on the Students' Book page.

Answers: 
Verb + ing: enjoy trying, prefer using, don’t mind coming 
Verb + to-infinitive: trying to finish, love to be outside,  
want to put, don’t forget to bring

Exercise 4
When students have finished, ask follow-up questions, e.g. 
Is there anything you hope to watch on TV tonight? Where 
do you enjoy meeting your friends? Which country would you 
like to visit? What food are you good at making? Do you miss 
seeing your friends from primary school?

Answers:  2 meeting 3 to visit 4 making 5 seeing

Exercise 5 
When students have finished, discuss the idea of after- 
school clubs and whether or not they are a good idea.  
Ask if any students go to after-school clubs and  
encourage them to describe what they do at the club. 
Invite students to suggest after-school clubs they would 
like their school to o�er.

Answers:  2 to come 3 doing 4 to bring 5 to put  
6 meeting

Exercise 6
Put students into pairs and tell them to decide on an 
after-school club they would both like their school to o�er. 
Explain that in their adverts they should use at least one 
example each of a verb + ing and a verb + to-infinitive. 
When the pairs have finished, invite them to present their 
adverts to the class. 

Extra activity for fast finishers 

Write these sentence stems on the board. 
1 Do you like …? 
 It’s OK, but I prefer … 
2  What do you want …? 
 Oh, I’d love … 
3  Do you enjoy …? 
 Yes, but I can’t stand …
Put students into pairs and ask them to use the sentence 
stems to make short dialogues. 
Invite pairs to perform their dialogues in front of the class.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 10
• Workbook page 10
• Grammar Time pages 130-131
• Teacher’s Resources File: 

Resource 2: Unit 1 Lesson 2 Grammar – Find someone 
who… 
Resource 3: Unit 1 Lesson 2 Video – It’s upside down
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Now it’s my turn. The next gadget is a tiny controller which you can 
put on your mobile or tablet so that you can play games. It looks 
cool, but I don’t need this to play games on my phone. I prefer to play 
games without it.

I normally take a rucksack to school every day, but today I’m testing a 
Defender bag. It’s a rucksack made of hard plastic that protects what 
you carry inside. I don’t like it because it looks ugly and it’s very heavy. 

Right now, Max is using the Phorce bag. You can use it to charge your 
phone or tablet. I often forget to charge my phone before I leave 
the house, so I think this is a brilliant idea. Max loves it too. It’s our 
favourite gadget. We want to buy it now.

First up is the Briefskate. It’s made of wood, so it looks like a normal 
skateboard, but you can open the top. Inside there’s space for 
books and a mobile or a tablet. In my opinion, it’s useful and fun, 
but Tina and I can’t stand skateboarding, so we can’t test it ...

Next, we’re trying the Sospendo. It’s a strange plastic gadget which 
works like an extra pair of hands to hold your phone or tablet. 
Tina’s wearing it at the moment. She won’t drop her tablet, but 
people are staring at her. I’m sure they’re thinking, ‘What on earth is 
she doing?’. Tina doesn’t like using this gadget!

A

Gadget testers for a day! By Max Stevens and Tina Wallis

Today we’re going to school by bus as usual. We normally leave home at 8 a.m., but we’re 
leaving early because we’re testing some new gadgets for this month’s report. We love trying 
new things! All these gadgets are useful when you’re travelling. So, what have we got?

B

17

1 CLASS VOTE Would you like to test new gadgets 
for teenage students? Why/Why not?

2 1.20 Read the text and match two of the 
gadgets in bold with pictures A and B.

3 Read the article. Choose the correct answer.

1 Max and Tina normally get the bus to school.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
2 Tina is going to school on the Briefskate today. 
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
3 The Sospendo is heavy.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
4 Tina thinks the controller is useful for her.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
5 The Defender bag is very beautiful.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
6 Tina forgot to charge her phone today.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say

4 What is Max and Tina’s opinion of each 
gadget? Use these adjectives to help you.

boring clever cool fun heavy normal
strange ugly unusual useful

They think the Briefskate looks like a normal 
skateboard. 

5 What do you think of the gadgets in the 
report? Which do you like?

I like the Sospendo because it’s useful when 
you travel on the bus or train.

6 In pairs, describe these things. 

something in your bag your favourite gadget

A: It’s made of plastic.
B:  You can use it to charge your phone. 

It’s boring.

1.3 READING Find detail in a report about gadgets

5

10

15

20
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1.3 READING

Lesson learning objective
Students can find detail in a report about gadgets.

Lead in: review of state verbs

Write these cues on the board.
you / like …? 
you / know …? 
you / think …? 
you / understand why …? 
What / you / want / to do …?
Put students into pairs and tell them to make questions 
from the cues. 
When they have finished, join pairs together to form groups 
of four. Pairs take turns to ask their questions and to answer 
the other pair’s questions. 
Invite groups to share some of their questions and answers 
with the class.

Exercise 1
Tell students not to open their Students’ Books yet. Elicit 
what a gadget tester would have to do and have a class 
discussion about the question, asking students to give 
reasons for their answers.

Exercise 2  1.20 
Tell students to open their Students’ Books and to look at 
the two pictures. Discuss what gadget each picture shows 
and why each gadget might be a good (or bad) idea.

Answers:  A Sospendo B Phorce

Exercise 3 
Elicit the answers and the clues in the text for each answer. 

Answers:  
1 a (as usual)    
2  b (Tina can’t stand skateboarding)    
3  c (the text doesn’t mention the weight)    
4  b (Tina says that she doesn’t need it)    
5  b (the Defender bag is ugly)  
6  c (Tina often forgets to charge her phone but the text doesn’t  
 mention that she has forgotten today)

Exercise 4 
When students have finished, put them into groups of three 
and ask them to think of one more adjective of their own 
for each gadget. Elicit ideas and explanations from each 
group.

Possible answers:  
Briefskate: normal, useful, fun 
Sospendo: strange, unusual 
Controller: cool 
Defender: ugly, boring  
Phorce: clever 

Exercise 5
Students should work alone to choose which gadget they 
like best. Then they should work in pairs and take turns to 
say which they gadget they chose, giving reasons why. 
Pairs can rank the gadgets from best to worst. 
Elicit ideas and encourage a class discussion to compare 
students’ opinions.

Exercise 6
Check that students understand: It’s made of + material 
(plastic, metal, paper, wood, etc.).
When the pairs have finished, invite di�erent students to 
describe one of their objects, to see if the rest of the class 
can guess what it is.

Extra activity 

In pairs, students write down the objects/gadgets they 
thought of in Exercise 6 and swap them with another 
pair. Students then have to describe what the new 
objects/gadgets are and give their opinion of them using 
language and adjectives from the page.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 11
• Workbook page 11
• Teacher’s Resources File: 

Resource 4: Unit 1 Lesson 3 Reading – Match and 
create
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Unit 1Unit 1

Now it’s my turn. The next gadget is a tiny controller which you can 
put on your mobile or tablet so that you can play games. It looks 
cool, but I don’t need this to play games on my phone. I prefer to play 
games without it.

I normally take a rucksack to school every day, but today I’m testing a 
Defender bag. It’s a rucksack made of hard plastic that protects what 
you carry inside. I don’t like it because it looks ugly and it’s very heavy. 

Right now, Max is using the Phorce bag. You can use it to charge your 
phone or tablet. I often forget to charge my phone before I leave 
the house, so I think this is a brilliant idea. Max loves it too. It’s our 
favourite gadget. We want to buy it now.

First up is the Briefskate. It’s made of wood, so it looks like a normal 
skateboard, but you can open the top. Inside there’s space for 
books and a mobile or a tablet. In my opinion, it’s useful and fun, 
but Tina and I can’t stand skateboarding, so we can’t test it ...

Next, we’re trying the Sospendo. It’s a strange plastic gadget which 
works like an extra pair of hands to hold your phone or tablet. 
Tina’s wearing it at the moment. She won’t drop her tablet, but 
people are staring at her. I’m sure they’re thinking, ‘What on earth is 
she doing?’. Tina doesn’t like using this gadget!

A

Gadget testers for a day! By Max Stevens and Tina Wallis

Today we’re going to school by bus as usual. We normally leave home at 8 a.m., but we’re 
leaving early because we’re testing some new gadgets for this month’s report. We love trying 
new things! All these gadgets are useful when you’re travelling. So, what have we got?

B

17

1 CLASS VOTE Would you like to test new gadgets 
for teenage students? Why/Why not?

2 1.20 Read the text and match two of the 
gadgets in bold with pictures A and B.

3 Read the article. Choose the correct answer.

1 Max and Tina normally get the bus to school.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
2 Tina is going to school on the Briefskate today. 
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
3 The Sospendo is heavy.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
4 Tina thinks the controller is useful for her.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
5 The Defender bag is very beautiful.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say
6 Tina forgot to charge her phone today.
 a  Right b  Wrong c Doesn’t say

4 What is Max and Tina’s opinion of each 
gadget? Use these adjectives to help you.

boring clever cool fun heavy normal
strange ugly unusual useful

They think the Briefskate looks like a normal 
skateboard. 

5 What do you think of the gadgets in the 
report? Which do you like?

I like the Sospendo because it’s useful when 
you travel on the bus or train.

6 In pairs, describe these things. 

something in your bag your favourite gadget

A: It’s made of plastic.
B:  You can use it to charge your phone. 

It’s boring.

1.3 READING Find detail in a report about gadgets
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20
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18 Unit 1

● We use who or that for people.
● We use which or that for things.
● We use where for places.

Grammar A   Relative pronouns P. 130

1 Study the Grammar A box. Read the puzzle quickly 
and find examples of the relative pronouns.

2 1.21 Read the puzzle again. Who lives in each 
house? Which is the house where nobody lives?

● Defining relative clauses = essential information
 The man who/that moved to Park Street is Frank.
  Molly lives in a house which/that is a hundred years old.
 That’s the café where the children often buy ice cream.
● Non-defining relative clauses = extra information
 Frank, who moved to Park Street, has a cat.
  Molly’s house, which has a tree in the garden, is old.
 There’s a café in the street, where we buy ice cream.

Be careful!
The woman that/who grows flowers is Mrs Morris.
Mrs Morris, that/who grows flowers, is Lucy’s grandma. 

Grammar B   Defining and non-defining 
relative clauses P. 130

3 Study the Grammar B box. Find more examples of 
defining and non-defining relative clauses in the puzzle.

4 Choose the correct option. Which pronouns 
can be replaced with that? 

1 The children who / which are in the park live 
nearby.

2 Here’s the office where / which my mum works.
3 I live in a flat which / who is in the town centre.
4 Frank Jones’s cat, which / who is five years 

old, loves hunting.

5 Combine the sentences with relative pronouns. 

1 Lucy has a good friend. She lives near Park 
Street.

 Lucy has a good friend who lives near Park 
Street. 

2 In Molly’s garden there’s a tree. It’s 100 
years old.

3 That’s the café. Lucy sometimes meets her 
friends there.

4 There’s the park. The children play in it.

6 Rewrite the sentences using non-defining 
relative clauses. 

1 Mrs Morris is sixty-seven. (who/be/Lucy’s 
grandma)

 Mrs Morris, who is Lucy’s grandma, is 
sixty-seven.

2 Paddy uses his bike every day. (which/be/new)
3 Number 24 is a beautiful house. (where/

Molly/live)
4 Frank has a cat. (who/used to work/at the 

hospital)

Lucy Molly Paddy Frank Jones Mr and 
Mrs Morris

PARK STREET PUZZLE
Who lives in these houses?
1 Lucy lives in one of the flats above the café.

2  One of Lucy’s friends lives in a house 
which has a big tree in the garden. 

3  In front of another friend’s house, there is 
a small space where he leaves his bike. 

4  Mr and Mrs Morris, who are Lucy’s 
grandparents, live next door to her.

5  Mrs Morris loves colourful flowers, which 
she grows in window boxes. 

6  Paddy lives in a house which is next to the 
bus stop. 

7  Lucy doesn’t know the man who has just 
moved to the house with a pink roof. 

8  The man’s cat loves the balcony, where it 
can watch the birds. 

1.4 GRAMMAR Be specifi c about people, things and places
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18 Unit 1

● We use who or that for people.
● We use which or that for things.
● We use where for places.

Grammar A   Relative pronouns P. 130

1 Study the Grammar A box. Read the puzzle quickly 
and find examples of the relative pronouns.

2 1.21 Read the puzzle again. Who lives in each 
house? Which is the house where nobody lives?

● Defining relative clauses = essential information
 The man who/that moved to Park Street is Frank.
  Molly lives in a house which/that is a hundred years old.
 That’s the café where the children often buy ice cream.
● Non-defining relative clauses = extra information
 Frank, who moved to Park Street, has a cat.
  Molly’s house, which has a tree in the garden, is old.
 There’s a café in the street, where we buy ice cream.

Be careful!
The woman that/who grows flowers is Mrs Morris.
Mrs Morris, that/who grows flowers, is Lucy’s grandma. 

Grammar B   Defining and non-defining 
relative clauses P. 130

3 Study the Grammar B box. Find more examples of 
defining and non-defining relative clauses in the puzzle.

4 Choose the correct option. Which pronouns 
can be replaced with that? 

1 The children who / which are in the park live 
nearby.

2 Here’s the office where / which my mum works.
3 I live in a flat which / who is in the town centre.
4 Frank Jones’s cat, which / who is five years 

old, loves hunting.

5 Combine the sentences with relative pronouns. 

1 Lucy has a good friend. She lives near Park 
Street.

 Lucy has a good friend who lives near Park 
Street. 

2 In Molly’s garden there’s a tree. It’s 100 
years old.

3 That’s the café. Lucy sometimes meets her 
friends there.

4 There’s the park. The children play in it.

6 Rewrite the sentences using non-defining 
relative clauses. 

1 Mrs Morris is sixty-seven. (who/be/Lucy’s 
grandma)

 Mrs Morris, who is Lucy’s grandma, is 
sixty-seven.

2 Paddy uses his bike every day. (which/be/new)
3 Number 24 is a beautiful house. (where/

Molly/live)
4 Frank has a cat. (who/used to work/at the 

hospital)

Lucy Molly Paddy Frank Jones Mr and 
Mrs Morris

PARK STREET PUZZLE
Who lives in these houses?
1 Lucy lives in one of the flats above the café.

2  One of Lucy’s friends lives in a house 
which has a big tree in the garden. 

3  In front of another friend’s house, there is 
a small space where he leaves his bike. 

4  Mr and Mrs Morris, who are Lucy’s 
grandparents, live next door to her.

5  Mrs Morris loves colourful flowers, which 
she grows in window boxes. 

6  Paddy lives in a house which is next to the 
bus stop. 

7  Lucy doesn’t know the man who has just 
moved to the house with a pink roof. 

8  The man’s cat loves the balcony, where it 
can watch the birds. 

1.4 GRAMMAR Be specifi c about people, things and places
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1.4 GRAMMAR

Lesson learning objective
Students can be specific about people, things and places.

Lead in: review of adjectives of opinion from the 
previous lesson

Invite two students to come to the front of the class. Tell 
them to sit facing the class and not to turn round. Write the 
phrase It’s OK. on the board. The rest of the class, who are 
facing the board, should ask the questions starting: What 
do you think of …? to try to elicit the phrase written on the 
board. When they have succeeded or (given up), invite 
two di�erent students to come to the front of the class and 
write a new phrase on the board, e.g. It’s terrible. Continue 
a few times with di�erent students and di�erent adjectives 
of opinion.

Exercise 1

Answers:  2 which 3 where 4 who 5 which 6 which  
7 who 8 where

Exercise 2  1.21

Point out that there are six houses, but only five sets of  
people, so there will be one house where nobody lives. 
When students have finished, elicit the answers and the key 
words which helped to identify them, e.g. one of the flats 
above the café, window boxes, pink roof, balcony.

Answers:  Lucy: 32 Molly: 24 Paddy: 28 Frank Jones: 26  
Mr and Mrs Morris: 34 Nobody: 30

Exercise 3
Go through the Grammar box with students.

Defining relative clauses
• Use: Defining relative clauses give us information that is 

necessary to make sense of a sentence. If this clause were 
omitted, we wouldn’t be able to determine which person, 
place or thing was being talked about. For example:  
The car which we saw this morning is my teacher’s. Without 
the clause we have: The car is my teacher’s, but we have 
no information about which car is being talked about.

• Form: We use which or that for things, who or that for 
people and where for places. There are no commas 
separating the clause from the rest of the sentence.

Non-defining relative clauses
• Use: Non-defining relative clauses give us extra  

information that is not necessary to make sense of the 
sentence. If this clause were omitted, we would still be 
able to determine which thing, person or place was 
being talked about. For example: I saw our teacher’s car, 
which is red, this morning. Without the clause we have:  
I saw our teacher’s car this morning.

• Form: We don’t use that as a non-defining relative  
pronoun. We use commas to separate the clause from 
the rest of the sentence.

Exercise 4 
Before they do the exercise, students should read out the 
sentences without the relative clauses to see if they make 
sense.

Answers:  1 who (that) 2 where 3 which (that) 4 which 

Exercise 5
Before students do the exercise, write on the board: I’ve got 
a friend. Elicit sentences about the friend, e.g. He lives in 
London. He likes cats. 
Next, write on the board: I’ve got a phone. Elicit sentences 
about it, e.g. It is silver. It cost £100.  
Then write I’ve got a friend who lives in London. and I’ve got  
a phone which is silver on the board to show how the  
sentences can be linked by replacing the pronoun he, she 
or it with a relative pronoun. 
Explain to students that they are going to write similar  
sentences. When they have finished, invite them to read 
out their sentences. 

Answers:  
2  In Molly’s garden there’s a tree which/that is 100 years old.    
3  That’s the café where Lucy sometimes meets her friends.    
4  There’s a park where the children play.

Exercise 6 
Before students do the exercise, write on the board:
My mum Age: 65 Lives: Liverpool Likes: cats
Discuss alternative ways of writing non-defining relative 
clauses about this information. For example:
My mum, who lives in Liverpool, is 65 years old. 
My mum, who likes cats, lives in Liverpool. 
My mum, who is 65 years old, likes cats.
Ask students to do the same. They should write three  
facts about someone and then write three di�erent 
non-defining relative clauses.

Answers:  
2  Paddy uses his bike, which is new, every day. 
3  Number 24, where Molly lives, is a beautiful house.    
4  Frank, who used to work at the hospital, has a cat.

Extra activity 

In groups of three, students write three simple sentences 
about famous people and famous places, e.g. George 
Clooney is an actor. The Ei�el Tower is in Paris. Ask them 
to swap sentences with another group. They should then 
create non-defining relative clauses to add information to 
their new sentences, e.g. George Clooney, who is married 
to a Lebanese lawyer, is an actor. The Ei�el Tower, which is 
France’s most famous tourist attraction, is in Paris.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 12
• Workbook page 12
• Grammar Time pages 130-131
• Teacher’s Resources File:

Resource 5: Unit 1 Lesson 4 Grammar – Match the parts!

Answers:  Find the answers marked up on the Students' Book 
page: defining relative clauses in blue, non-defining relative 
clauses in red. 
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1  When do you first look at your phone or use the internet?

a In the evening.
b Probably at lunchtime.
c The minute I wake up.

2 When is it too late to text somebody?

a On a weekday, after 10 p.m.
b At midnight.
c It’s never too late.

3 What do you do when you have a free moment?

a I listen to music.
b I read a book.
c I go online. 

4 How often do you check your text messages?

a Once a day. I don’t get many.
b At school, I check them at break time.
c I check them all the time.c I check them all the time.

QUIZ: Are you internet crazy?

19Unit 1

1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a radio programme about technology

4 In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

1 What’s your favourite mealtime? Why? 
I love lunchtime because I eat with 
my friends.

2 What time do you go to bed at the 
weekend?

3 How many seconds are there in 
five minutes? 

4 What time do you get up on 
a schoolday?

5 What do you normally do at 
break time?

6 What do you do the minute you 
wake up?

5 1.23 Listen to the first 
part of a radio programme. What is 
the programme about? Choose the 
correct answer. 

a The number of families that use 
phones or tablets in their free time.

b How much time families spend on 
their phones or tablets.

6 1.24 Listen to the second 
part of the programme. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

1 Everybody in Gemma’s family has a 
smartphone. 

2 First Gemma gets up and then she 
checks her messages. 

3 Gemma’s mum uses her 
smartphone to read the news. 

4 A phone app helps Gemma’s mum 
when she’s running. 

5 Sometimes Gemma’s brother 
doesn’t hear his mum’s questions. 

6  Gemma’s family often text each 
other.

7 How important is technology in your
life? What technology do you use and 
what do you like doing? Write five 
sentences.

Technology is very important to me. 
It’s useful because I can go online, do my 
homework and chat with friends. In my 
free time, I listen to lots of music …

1 CLASS VOTE Do you think you spend too much time
on your phone or on the computer?

2 Do the quiz and compare with a partner. Then go to
page 168 to read what your answers say about you.

second, 1 minute, hour
6 a.m., 2 (…)
at the weekend/3 (…)/mealtimes/lunchtime
in the morning/afternoon/4 (…)
on a schoolday/5 (…)/Sunday(s)
6 (…)/twice/three times a day/week/month/year

Vocabulary  Time P. 148

3 1.22 Complete the Vocabulary box with words 
from the quiz. Listen and check.
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1.5 LISTENING

Lesson learning objective
Students can identify detail in a radio programme about technology.

Lead in: review of verb patterns

Tell students to work alone. Dictate some of these  
sentence stems. 
I’m looking forward to …, I don’t mind …, I am planning …, 
Last week I forgot …, I don’t want …, I hate …, I would love …
Students should complete the sentences so that they are 
true for them. They must use a verb with an -ing form or a 
to-infinitive and not just a noun, e.g. I’m looking forward to 
meeting my friends not I’m looking forward to the summer. 
When students have written their sentences, put them into 
pairs. Students take turns to read aloud one of their 
endings (without saying the sentence beginning) while 
their partner guesses the sentence beginning it matches 
with. Give them a time limit. 
Then invite students to share some of their ideas with the 
rest of the class.

Exercise 1 
Tell students to keep their Students’ Books closed. Ask the 
question in the rubric and follow up by asking students how 
much time they think is too much. Talk about the idea of 
parents setting time limits and ask students if they think 
that a time limit is a good or a bad idea.

Exercise 2
Check that students understand the meaning of break 
time. Tell students to complete the quiz on their own. Then 
do the quiz as a class, saying each question and asking 
for a show of hands for each answer: a, b or c.

Extra activity 

Put students into pairs. Each pair should think of two more 
questions about using technology, similar to the questions 
in Exercise 2 with three choices as answers a, b and c. 
When they have done this, students answer the questions 
for themselves and then exchange their quiz questions with 
another pair of students for them to answer. Finally, give 
the pairs of students time to compare their answers with 
each other and report their findings back to the class.

Exercise 3  1.22 
When students have finished, discuss further time  
expressions that are used with in, on or at. For example:
in + months, seasons, years
on + day, with the time of day (e.g. Sunday afternoon), with 
special days (e.g. New Year’s Eve, my birthday, the first day 
of the holiday), dates (e.g. 17 July)
at + time (e.g. seven o’clock), a general holiday period 
(e.g. Christmas, Easter)

Answers: 10 p.m. at midnight; (in) the evening; (on) a 
weekday; once

Exercise 4
When students have finished, ask them to write their answers 
in full sentences in their notebooks, e.g. At the weekend,  
I go to bed at midnight. There are 300 seconds in five  
minutes. On school days, I get up at seven o’clock.

Exercise 5  1.23 
Before you play the audio, put students into pairs and tell 
them to look at the two answers. For each answer, they 
should think of something the presenter could say, e.g.  
75 percent of families use phones or tablets in their free time 
and Most families spend at least two hours a day on their 
phone or tablets. Invite pairs to share their ideas with the 
class.

Answer:  b 

 1.23 

DJ: And hello from Gold Radio … A report today says that 
families are spending less time together because they’re 
always on their phones or tablets. In the studio I’ve got 
Gemma … Now, you live with your mum and older brother. 
So, tell me, Gemma, is this true in your house?

Exercise 6  1.24 
Before you play the audio, tell students to imagine that 
they are being asked the questions. Working in pairs, they 
should take turns to say if they think the sentences are 
true or false for them and their family. (They can ignore 
question 5 if they don’t have a brother or answer it about a 
sister if applicable.)

Answers:  1 Right 2 Wrong 3 Wrong 4 Right  
5 Right 6 Wrong

 1.24 

See page 289.

Exercise 7
Put students into pairs. Give the pairs four minutes (two 
minutes each) to take turns to talk about what the people 
in their families use technology for. 
Students use their notes to write their sentences. This can 
also be done for homework.

Further practice

• Workbook page 13
• Vocabulary Time page 148
• Teacher’s Resources File: 

Resource 6: Unit 1 Lesson 5 Listening – What do you do?
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1  When do you first look at your phone or use the internet?

a In the evening.
b Probably at lunchtime.
c The minute I wake up.

2 When is it too late to text somebody?

a On a weekday, after 10 p.m.
b At midnight.
c It’s never too late.

3 What do you do when you have a free moment?

a I listen to music.
b I read a book.
c I go online. 

4 How often do you check your text messages?

a Once a day. I don’t get many.
b At school, I check them at break time.
c I check them all the time.c I check them all the time.

QUIZ: Are you internet crazy?

19Unit 1

1.5 LISTENING Identify detail in a radio programme about technology

4 In pairs, ask and answer the questions.

1 What’s your favourite mealtime? Why? 
I love lunchtime because I eat with 
my friends.

2 What time do you go to bed at the 
weekend?

3 How many seconds are there in 
five minutes? 

4 What time do you get up on 
a schoolday?

5 What do you normally do at 
break time?

6 What do you do the minute you 
wake up?

5 1.23 Listen to the first 
part of a radio programme. What is 
the programme about? Choose the 
correct answer. 

a The number of families that use 
phones or tablets in their free time.

b How much time families spend on 
their phones or tablets.

6 1.24 Listen to the second 
part of the programme. Answer right, 
wrong or doesn’t say.

1 Everybody in Gemma’s family has a 
smartphone. 

2 First Gemma gets up and then she 
checks her messages. 

3 Gemma’s mum uses her 
smartphone to read the news. 

4 A phone app helps Gemma’s mum 
when she’s running. 

5 Sometimes Gemma’s brother 
doesn’t hear his mum’s questions. 

6  Gemma’s family often text each 
other.

7 How important is technology in your
life? What technology do you use and 
what do you like doing? Write five 
sentences.

Technology is very important to me. 
It’s useful because I can go online, do my 
homework and chat with friends. In my 
free time, I listen to lots of music …

1 CLASS VOTE Do you think you spend too much time
on your phone or on the computer?

2 Do the quiz and compare with a partner. Then go to
page 168 to read what your answers say about you.

second, 1 minute, hour
6 a.m., 2 (…)
at the weekend/3 (…)/mealtimes/lunchtime
in the morning/afternoon/4 (…)
on a schoolday/5 (…)/Sunday(s)
6 (…)/twice/three times a day/week/month/year

Vocabulary  Time P. 148

3 1.22 Complete the Vocabulary box with words 
from the quiz. Listen and check.
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20 Unit 1

1 CLASS VOTE Describe each cat. Which video 
would you like to watch?

Tommo:  Hi, Alisha. Welcome to my canal boat. 
Let’s go in.

Alisha:  This is so cool! So, are you doing your 
poster?

Tommo:  No, not now. I’m filming my cat for 
an online video. Like these.

Alisha:  Aah! I love Ninja Cat! Your cat can be 
famous, too.

Tommo:  You could help me.
Alisha:  OK, cool. Where’s your cat? What’s his 

name?
Tommo: Her name is Hissy. She’s a girl.
Alisha: Oops, sorry! So, where is she?
Tommo:  Er, I don’t know. She usually hides from 

visitors. 
Alisha:  Why don’t we look for her? Maybe she’s 

behind the sofa.
Tommo:  I can’t see her. Oh yes, she’s there, but 

she isn’t coming out.
Alisha: What about putting some food down?
Tommo: Good idea. Dinner time, Hissy!
Alisha:  Look! I can see her eyes. Shall we film 

her there?
Tommo: Yeah, why not? She looks funny.
Hissy:  Hissssss!
Alisha:  What’s up? Oh, she doesn’t like the 

camera.
Tommo:  Hissy! Where are you going? Come 

back!
Alisha:  Don’t worry! You can call the video 

‘Cross Cat’!

This is so cool! Good idea.
Come back.  

OUT
class

of

VIDEO LET’S GO IN

Scary Cat Ninja Cat Wet Cat

2 1.3 1.25 Watch or listen and answer 
the questions.

1 What’s Alisha’s opinion of the canal boat?
2 What’s Tommo doing?
3 How does Hissy react to visitors?
4 Where’s Hissy hiding?

Making suggestions
● You could look online. ● Why don’t you charge it?
● Let’s look for it. ● What about texting her?
● Shall we watch TV?

Accepting or rejecting suggestions
● Yes, great idea./Yes, why not?/OK, cool.
● I’m not sure./I’d rather not.
● What a terrible idea!

Speaking Suggestions

3 Study the Speaking box. Copy and complete the 
box with more examples from the dialogue.  

4 1.26 Listen to six speakers and respond. 
Use the Speaking box to help you. 

5 In pairs, follow the instructions.

Student A: choose a situation from the list.
Student B: respond with a suitable suggestion.

I need some information for my project. 
The teacher’s late. I can’t see the board. 
It’s really cold in here. I can’t swim. 

1.6 SPEAKING Make and respond to suggestions

SPEAKING TIME

Task   In pairs, plan a funny video. Discuss 
what you want to film and where. Choose one of 
these ideas or think of your own. Make suggestions 
and respond.

a dog with a stick – in a park 
my family at dinnertime – at the table
our friends – at school
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1.6 SPEAKING

Lesson learning objective
Students can make and respond to suggestions.

Lead in: review of prepositions of time

Put students into groups of three. Give each group three 
pieces of paper. On one piece of paper they write IN, on 
another they write AT and on the third they write ON.  
They should write the prepositions so that they are big 
enough for you to see them at the front of the class. Tell 
students that you are going to say some time expressions 
and that they should hold up the correct preposition for 
each time expression. Explain that the first group to do this 
will win a point, but that if a group holds up more than one 
preposition then they will lose a point.
Time expressions: seven fifteen (at), the morning (in),  
night (at), the weekend (at), Sundays (on), weekdays (on), 
Sunday evenings (on), July (in), 1987 (in), midnight (at),  
the 17th of July (on).

Exercise 1
Before students open their Students’ Books, have a class 
discussion about cat videos that they have watched  
online. Ask which cat video is their favourite and why. 

Exercise 2  1.3  1.25

Review what happened in the last episode of the video. 
Ask questions to help students remember, e.g. What 
problem did Tommo have? (the photos on his poster were 
upside down) Who is going to help him? (Alisha) Where are 
they going to meet? (on his boat). 
Before you play the video, tell students to read the  
questions and to try and guess the answers.

Answers:  
1  She thinks it’s cool.    
2  He’s filming his cat for an online video.    
3  She usually hides from visitors.    
4  Behind the sofa. 

Exercise 3 
When students have found examples of suggestions in  
the dialogue, tell them to look at the Speaking box once 
more. Elicit which would be a suitable suggestion to give 
in response to I want to know what the weather will be like 
tomorrow or Where can I find a good computer shop near 
here? (You could look online.) 
Put students into pairs and tell them to do the same for the 
other suggestions in the Speaking box. Invite pairs to share 
their ideas with the class.

Answers: 
Find the answers marked up on the Students' Book page: 
making suggestions in blue and accepting or rejecting 
suggestions in red.

Exercise 4  1.26 
Play the audio once while students listen and think about 
what would be the best response. Then play the audio 
again and invite students to give a suggestion in response 
to each situation. More than one suggestion may be  
possible for each situation, so elicit alternative ideas.

Possible answers:  
1  Why don’t you charge it?   4  You could look online.    
2  Let’s look for it.    5  What about texting her?    
3  Shall we watch Friends? 6  OK, cool.

 1.26 

1 My phone isn’t working. 
2 I can’t find my pencil case. 
3 What programme do you want to watch? 
4 I can’t answer this homework question. 
5 My mum is late.  
6 Let’s go for a walk.

Exercise 5
Encourage stronger students to extend the activity by 
rejecting the first suggestion each time, meaning that 
the other student has to o�er a second suggestion. For 
example: 
A:  I need some information for my project. 
B:  Why don’t you look on the internet? 
A:  I can’t. We haven’t got wifi at home at the moment. There’s 

something wrong with our connection. 
B:  You could bring your tablet to my house and use it there. 
A:  OK, cool. Thanks a lot. 
Invite students to share their ideas with the class.

SPEAKING TIME
Discuss the two examples with the students. Build up a 
possible conversation and write it on the board. For  
example:
A:  Let’s make a funny video.
B:  OK, cool. Why don’t we make a film of a dog with a stick in 

the park?
A:  I’m not sure. We haven’t got a dog! What about filming my 

sister at dinnertime at the table? She says some really funny 
things. 

B:  Good idea. Your mum’s a great cook. I’d love to come 
round at dinnertime! 

When the pairs have finished planning their videos, invite 
them to share their ideas with the class. Have a class vote 
to find out which video idea is the most popular.

Extra activity 

Either during the lesson, if students have access to the 
internet, or at home, students should find a funny video 
online. Then they work in groups of three or four to tell one 
another about the video and why they liked it.
Invite the groups to tell the rest of the class about one of 
the videos they discussed.

Further practice

• Workbook page 14
• Teacher’s Resources File: 

Resource 7: Unit 1 Lesson 6 Speaking – Why don’t we …? 
Resource 8: Unit 1 Lesson 6 Video – Let’s go in
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My Dream Lifestyle

1 CLASS VOTE Which of these would be 
your dream home?

a modern campervan 
a castle in Scotland 
a beach hut on an exotic island 
a terraced house in a small town 
a massive skyscraper 
a villa in Italy
a cottage in the mountains 
a flat in a block of flats

2 Read the text. Which of these things 
does Skye write about in paragraph 1? 
Which are in paragraph 2?

sports 2 home hobbies 
friends  place  daily routine

3 In pairs, find four differences between Skye’s real life 
and her dream lifestyle.

In her real life, Skye lives near Oxford, but in her dream 
lifestyle she lives in Bali.

4 How is your dream lifestyle similar to or different from 
Skye’s?

Skye’s dream lifestyle is a beach hut in Bali, but I’d like to 
live in a castle in Scotland.

Real home and dream home
I live in 1 (…). / My home is in 2 (…).
My dream home is a 3 (…) in 4 (…).
It’s near a beach/a cliff/5 (…).
It’s got 6 (…).
Outside/Inside there is/are 7 (…).
I have a view of 8 (…).

Daily life and dream life 
In real life, I go to 9 (…) School. 
I usually/often/sometimes/never 10 (…).
I 11 (…) on weekdays / at the weekend. 
In my dream lifestyle, I often 12 (…) in the morning. 

Writing  A description of your dream lifestyle

1

2

5 Complete the Writing box with your own ideas.

● Adding similar detail: also, in addition, 1 (…), 2 (…)
● Showing contrast: although, 3 (…), 4 (…)
● Giving reasons: in case, 5 (…), 6 (…) 

Language Connectors

6 Study the Language box. Complete it with more 
examples of connectors from Skye’s description.

7 Complete the sentences with connectors from Exercise 6.

1 As well as playing the violin, I have singing lessons (…).
2 My dream home is small. (…), it’s perfect for me!
3 (…) I love dancing, I’m not very good at it.
4 I want to live near the sea (…) I can swim every day.

by Skye Winter-Fox

21Unit 1

In my everyday life, I live in a terraced house near 
Oxford with my grandma because my parents are 
in New Zealand. But my dream home is a beach 
hut in Bali. The beach hut has got one bedroom 
and a living room. As well as a huge touch screen 
TV, there’s a fast internet connection in case 
I want to share videos with friends! Although 
it’s small, outside there’s a veranda so I have a 
perfect view of the sea.

In real life, I go to Cherwell School on weekdays. 
I usually swim before school and I try to write 
at the weekend. However, in my dream lifestyle, 
I sit outside and write my novel on my laptop every 
morning. Then in the afternoon, I swim and go 
surfing too. Friends often visit me at the weekend 
and we have amazing barbecues on the beach.

WRITING TIME

Task   Write a description of your dream lifestyle for 
a school magazine.

A Use the points 1 – 2  in Skye’s description and in the 
Writing box to help you.

B Use connectors.

C Check your work.

D Write a fi nal draft.

1.7 WRITING Write a description of your dream home and lifestyle

1

2
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1.7 WRITING

Lesson learning objective
Students can write a description of their dream home and lifestyle.

Lead in: review of making suggestions

Elicit problems that people can have, e.g. I’m tired, I’m 
lonely, I’m worried about my exams and ask students to 
choose one. Encourage them to take turns telling each 
other their problem and responding with suggestions. Then 
invite individual students to say their problem and the best  
suggestion they received from their classmates.

Exercise 1
Before students open their Students’ Books, elicit the 
names of as many di�erent types of home as possible. 
Write these on the board and add items from Exercise 1. 

Exercise 2
When students have found the answers, elicit examples of 
the things Skye wrote about, e.g. sports – swimming, surfing; 
home – a terraced house, a beach hut, etc.

Answers:  home 1 hobbies 2 friends 2 place 1  
daily routine 2

Exercise 3
Tell students to use the same structure as in the example 
for each sentence.

Possible answers: 
In her real life Skye lives in a terraced house, but in her dream 
lifestyle she lives in a beach hut. 
In her real life she goes to Cherwell School on weekdays, but in her 
dream lifestyle she writes her novel on her laptop every morning. 
In her real life she swims before school, but in her dream lifestyle 
she swims and goes surfing in the afternoon. 
In her real life she probably doesn’t have barbecues very often, 
but in her dream lifestyle she often has barbecues with her 
friends at the weekend.

Exercise 4
Tell students to use the same structure as in the example. 
Invite them to share their ideas with the class.

Exercise 5
Ask students to complete the Writing box.

Exercise 6
Adding similar detail: 
• We use also either in a separate sentence or joined with 

and or as well as, e.g. There’s a huge TV. There is also a 
fast internet connection. / There’s a huge TV and there 
is also a fast internet connection. / As well as a huge TV, 
there is also a fast internet connection.

• We use as well (as) at the beginning of a sentence or 
in the middle of a sentence, e.g. As well as a huge TV, 
there’s a fast internet connection. / There’s a huge TV as 
well as a fast internet connection.

• We use and in the middle of a sentence, e.g. I usually 
swim before school and I try to write at the weekend.

• We use too at the end of the sentence, joined with and  
or as well as, e.g. There’s a huge TV and a fast internet  
connection, too. / As well as a huge TV, there’s a fast  
internet connection, too.

Showing contrast:
• We use although at the beginning of the sentence and 

separate the two clauses with a comma, e.g. Although 
it’s small, outside there’s a veranda.

• We use but between two contrasting clauses, e.g. I live  
in a terraced house, but my dream home is a beach hut  
in Bali. 

• We use however in a new sentence between two  
sentences, e.g. In real life I try to write at the weekend. 
However, in my dream lifestyle, I sit outside and write my 
novel every morning. 

Giving reasons:
• In case means ‘because something might happen’, e.g. 

There’s a fast internet connection in case I want to share 
videos with friends.

• So gives the result of an action or state, whereas 
because gives the reason for an action or state, e.g. 
There’s a veranda so I have a perfect view of the sea.  
I have a perfect view of the sea because there’s a veranda.

Answers:  
Adding similar detail: as well (as), and, too 
Showing contrast: but, however 
Giving reasons: so, because

Exercise 7
Tell students that for each sentence they should decide 
whether they are adding similar detail, showing contrast 
or giving reasons. Also remind them to look closely at the 
sentence structure.

Answers:  1 As well as, too 2 However 3 Although 4 so

WRITING TIME
Tell students to look once more at Skye’s text in Exercise 2. 
Ask how much of the first sentence they think they could 
use in a text about their own dream lifestyle. Write on the 
board: In my everyday life, I live with my … in a … near 
(in)… . Tell students that, when writing their own texts, they 
should try to use the sentence structures and development 
of ideas from Skye’s text where possible but change the 
details to make the text true for themselves. Encourage 
students to look online to find a photo that illustrates their 
idea of a dream home.

Homework

Ask students to read the text on page 24 of the Students’ 
Book. They should look up any words they don’t know and 
translate them into L1. As an additional task, ask students 
to write example sentences for these words: device,  
distraction, law, minority, remove, productive, resource. 

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 13
• Workbook page 15
• Writing Time pages 157-160
• Teacher’s Resources File:
 Resource 9: Unit 1 Lesson 7 Writing – My dream
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and we have amazing barbecues on the beach.
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22 Unit 1

   Defining and non-defining relative clauses

●  We use relative clauses to give information about 
people, things and places. We use who to refer to 
people, which to refer to things and where to refer 
to places. 

●  We use defining relative clauses to give essential 
information about people, things and places. 
 I’ve just seen a man who lives on my street. (this 
piece of information is essential to identify the man)

●  Non-defining relative clauses are used to give 
additional information. 
 I’ve just seen Frank Jones, who lives in my 
street. (information not essential to identify who 
I’m talking about) 

●  In defining relative clauses, who and which can be 
replaced with that.

 This is the woman that asked about you.
●  In non-defining relative clauses, we use commas. 

This is Maria Kennel, who is going to work with us.

Verb + -ing and verb + to-infinitive

●  Verbs followed by the -ing form: 
  avoid, can’t stand, enjoy, finish, (not) mind, miss,

practise, stop
I avoid using flash in my camera. 

●  The -ing form is also used after prepositions.
I’m looking forward to seeing my grandpa.

● Verbs followed by the to-infinitive:
  agree, allow, ask, choose, decide, forget, hope,

learn, offer, plan, try, want, would like/love
  I hope to become a good photographer in the 

future.
●  Some verbs can be followed by either the 

to-infinitive or the -ing form:
 like, love, hate, prefer, start
  I love taking photos of cats. / I love to take

photos of cats. 

VOCABULARY

Everyday 
technology
battery
cable
charger
earphones
plug
selfie stick
speaker
tablet

Word friends 
(using technology)
chat with friends
download songs  
go online
listen to music   
make/film a video
play games
read e-books
send/get instant 

messages   
share photos
text friends/parents   
upload pictures   
watch music videos

Adjectives of opinion
all right
amazing
awesome
awful
boring
brilliant  
cool
disgusting
exciting
fun
funny
lovely
nice
noisy
OK  
old-fashioned
perfect
strange
terrible
useful

Time
hour
minute 
second
6 a.m./p.m.  
at the weekend/midnight/

mealtimes/lunchtime
in the morning/afternoon/

evening
on a weekday/schoolday/

Sunday(s)
once/twice/three times + a

day/week/month/year

Language Summary
1.27 GRAMMAR

EXTENSION - Prepositions with technology 
● download songs from the internet
● make/film a video of someone
● share photos with someone
● upload pictures of someone/something

Online 
AreaMy Study Kit Grammar PP. 130-131 Vocabulary P. 148 Pronunciation P. 161
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Online 
AreaMy Study Kit Grammar PP. 130-131 Vocabulary P. 148 Pronunciation P. 161
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Language Summary

Extra activity 

Ask students What everyday devices do you need to use 
technology? Individually, students use a word or phrase 
from the vocabulary sections Everyday technology and 
Using technology to write down a phrase that answers the 
question. For example, I use earphones to listen to music. 
I use a selfie stick to make videos. Encourage stronger 
students to expand on their phrases by adding more 
detail. For example, I use a selfie stick to make videos.  
Then I go online and upload them.

Vocabulary extension

Exercise 1
Students work in pairs. Write the following statements on 
the board and set a time limit for the students to find the 
correct vocabulary from the wordlists. 
1 three things you can do with a tablet
2 two devices you can use with a mobile phone
3 three positive adjectives
4 three negative adjectives
5 three gadgets

Exercise 2
Write the following statement on the board, I always listen 
to music on my phone when I walk to school in the morning. 
Students write five more sentences about their use of 
use of everyday technology. Remind them to try and 
incorporate as much of the core vocabulary from the 
language summary page as possible in their sentences. 
Set a time limit and then ask for volunteers to share some 
examples.

Exercise 3
Students work in pairs. Write the phrases from the Extension 
box on the board without any prepositions. Ask students to 
write the missing prepositions.

 1.27 

 Audio also downloadable from the Real World website.

 

Grammar extension

Exercise 1
On the board, draw a table of three columns with the 
headings: ‘Verbs + to-infinitive’; ‘Verbs + -ing’ and ‘Both’. 
Have students read through the grammar box. Then, ask 
students to look through the unit in pairs to find as many 
examples of the verbs followed by the to- infinitive and/
or -ing as they can. For example, page 17 ‘I can’t stand 
skateboarding’. Give students a time limit to find as many 
examples as they can before conducting feedback as a 
class to see how many verbs they found in total. For the 
verbs students couldn’t find in the unit, have them invent 
their own sentences and share them with the class.

Exercise 2
Practise defining relative clauses as a class. Write the words 
who, which, where and that on the board. Ask one student 
to come to the front of the class. Show them a word 
which they then have to describe to the rest of the class 
without saying the word. Make sure the words you show are 
objects, places or people so that students can practise 
using the correct pronoun in their defining relative clauses. 
For example, for the word president: ‘this is the person who 
is the leader of a country.’ Remind students to look at the 
board to use the correct relative pronoun when they are 
speaking. 

Further practice

• Teacher’s Book Grammar Time pages 250-251
• Teacher’s Book Vocabulary Time page 268
• Teacher’s Book Pronunciation Time page 281
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SPEAKING

5 Complete the dialogue with these words.

about cool could don’t idea let’s
rather shall sure what

A: 1 (…) we go to the cinema?
B: No, I’d 2 (…) not. What’s on TV tonight? 
A: Er, not much. Why 3 (…) we watch The 

Simpsons?
B:  I’m not 4 (…). What time does it start? 
A: 7.30 p.m.  Oh, it’s 8 p.m. now.
B:  What 5 (…) watching football on 

Channel 3? It starts at 8. 
A: Mmm, I don’t really like football. I know, 

6 (…) watch a film online!
B: Yes, great 7 (…). We 8 (…) watch 

Despicable Me 3.
A: 9 (…) a 10 (…) idea!

DICTATION

6 1.28 Listen. Then listen again 
and write down what you hear. 

VOCABULARY

1 Write the correct word for each definition.

1 You put these in your ears and listen to music.
2 You put this inside a gadget to give it energy.
3 You need this to connect a device to electricity.
4 This can help you take a photo with friends.
5 You use this to listen to music in a room.

2 Write five similar adjectives of opinion next to 
these words.

1  awesome 3  OK 5  awful

2  funny 4  noisy 

GRAMMAR

3 Complete the questions with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

1 Are you planning (…) (go) online later?
2 Are you good at (…) (fix) things?
3 Do you prefer (…) (live) in a village or a town?
4 Do you want (…) (make) a video of your school?
5 Are you looking forward to (…) (see) your little 

brother?
6 Do you want (…) (go) to university?
7 Do you enjoy (…) (get) instant messages?
8 Would you like (…) (be) a photographer?

4 Complete the text with ONE word in each gap. 
Add commas for any non-defining relative clauses.

Revision

You and your ancestors
For every person on the planet, there are two people 1 (…) 
are their biological parents, four grandparents and eight 
great-grandparents. Below is a diagram 2 (…) shows one 
person’s ancestors for four generations. The top row 3 (…) 
has 16 people shows your great-great-grandparents. It’s 
interesting to think of all the different places 4 (…) they 
lived and the people 5 (…) they married. If you go back 200 
years in time to the 19th century, you’ll probably find as 
many as 128 ancestors! So a stranger 6 (…) you pass in the 
street could be your long-lost cousin!

CHECK TIME

I can …

talk about everyday technology.
use verbs with -ing and to-infinitives.
find detail in a report about gadgets.
be specific about people, things and 
places.
identify detail in a radio programme 
about technology.
make and respond to suggestions.
write a description of my dream home 
and lifestyle.

23Unit 1
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Revision

Exercise 1
1 earphones
2 battery
3 plug
4 selfie stick
5 speaker

Exercise 2
1 amazing, brilliant, exciting, perfect
2 cool, fun, lovely, useful
3 all right, normal, OK 
4 boring, old-fashioned, strange
5 disgusting, terrible

Exercise 3
1 to go
2 fixing
3 living
4 to make
5 seeing
6 to go
7 getting
8 to be

Extra activity 

Extend Exercise 3 by putting students into pairs to ask and 
answer the completed questions. Tell students to note 
down what their partner says. When they have finished, 
students write out their partners answers in complete 
sentences in their notebook. For question 5, remind 
students that they can substitute ‘little brother’ for another 
family member or a friend if necessary.

Exercise 4
1 who
2 that/which
3 that
4 where
5 who
6 who

Exercise 5
 1 Shall
 2 rather
 3 don’t
 4 sure
 5 about
 6 let’s
 7 idea
 8 could
 9 What
10 cool

Exercise 6  1.28 

 1.28

I’m looking forward to seeing my grandma next week. I love 
visiting her. She lives in the town where I was born. She’s got an 
amazing house. I would like to live in a house like that when I’m 
older. It’s awesome!

CHECK TIME
Students should work individually on the Revision exercises, 
then check their answers as a class.
Finally, they go through the checklist to find out how well 
or badly they have performed and identify any problems 
within general areas or with concrete items.
Encourage students to be proactive and to re-read and 
study further any weak areas.

Further practice

• Workbook Andalusia edition page 62
• Workbook pages 16-17
• Teacher’s Resources File: 

Resource 10: Unit 1 Vocabulary – Find the words  
Resource 11: Unit 1 Grammar – How about you?

• Assessment Package: 
Language and Skills Tests: Unit 1 / /  
Essential Grammar: Unit 1 
Essential Vocabulary: Unit 1
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SPEAKING

5 Complete the dialogue with these words.
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great-grandparents. Below is a diagram 2 (…) shows one 
person’s ancestors for four generations. The top row 3 (…) 
has 16 people shows your great-great-grandparents. It’s 
interesting to think of all the different places 4 (…) they 
lived and the people 5 (…) they married. If you go back 200 
years in time to the 19th century, you’ll probably find as 
many as 128 ancestors! So a stranger 6 (…) you pass in the 
street could be your long-lost cousin!

CHECK TIME

I can …

talk about everyday technology.
use verbs with -ing and to-infinitives.
find detail in a report about gadgets.
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Do smartphones make 
you smarter?

GLOSSARY
minority (n) a small part of a larger group
device (n) a machine or tool
law (n) a system of rules
remove (v) take away
distraction (n) something that takes your 
attention away from what you are doing

24

How do teenagers in the UK and the 
USA use their mobile phones?

More than ninety percent of British teenagers own a mobile phone; a minority
have two or more. These screenagers spend more than twenty-seven hours a week 
online. They can now connect when and where they like with smartphones and 
tablets. Apparently, UK teenagers avoid using smartphones to chat with friends. 
Instead, they choose to watch video clips, play games, share photos and send 
instant messages. As for social media, teens like keeping in touch via Twitter, 
Snapchat or Instagram. They leave Facebook to their mums and dads!

Teenagers may be connected all the time, but there is one place where most 
teenagers can’t use their digital devices: school! In the UK, there is no law about 
phone use in schools, but teachers can remove devices from students if necessary. 
However, not all teachers agree and some even try to use smartphones in class. 

A recent British report said that removing smartphones from schools will give 
students more time for their education. It said that smartphones are a big 
distraction, make students less productive and are bad for learning.

However, in the USA some people do not agree. Recently one school in New 
York decided to allow students to use smartphones at school. They said that 
smartphones can be an excellent resource for the classroom. We carry a lot of 
information in our pockets and this information can be really useful. In this 
New York school, smartphones can definitely make you smarter!

CU
LT
UR
E

5

10

15
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 CULTURE Do smartphones make you smarter?

 Lead in: topic introduction

Tell students not to open their Students’ Books. Put  
students into groups of four. If you set the homework  
suggestion for the unit, ask the groups to discuss any  
vocabulary they found di�cult and their example  
sentences if you also set the additional task. 
If students haven’t done the homework, ask them to look 
at the glossary on page 24. Students should find the words 
in the text and discuss what they mean in context, e.g. Two 
examples of digital devices are smartphones and tablets.

 1.4 

Addicted to screens

Part 1 
How long do you spend online every day? Is this increasing at 
the moment? And when you’re online, what do you do there – 
chat with friends, listen to music, watch videos, play games, 
send messages? Can you do them all at the same time? The 
internet is transforming our society, too. It has a huge impact on 
culture, politics and business. 
Now there are ‘screenagers’ who live most of their lives in the 
virtual world. Some people spend more time online than with 
their families! 
And this is the country where people are connected more than 
anywhere else in the world: South Korea. Here you can access 
the internet very easily, and it’s really fast. You can download 
files ten times quicker here than in most countries in the world. 
Even young children of three to five years old use the internet 
and spend eight hours a week online. 
Then there are teenagers using the internet for eighteen hours  
a day. Experts say that if you take away the internet from these 
teens, they start to feel anxious and unhappy. So, is Korea 
creating a nation of screen addicts? And will your country be 
like this in just two or three years’ time? 

 1.5 

Part 2
But is internet addiction a bad thing? Think for a moment about 
the information that you receive on screens. It’s certainly not like 
reading a book. Now we receive information via connections or 
hyperlinks. We just click on the link or touch the screen and 
something new appears. 
And what about the videos of pets you watch on YouTube?  
You think it’s funny or superficial, but this is part of a big online 
conversation. You can watch the angry cat and then create 
your own clip or meme with a di�erent cat. Sharing these 
photos and videos is more important than the content itself.  
It allows us to communicate with people in a more creative way. 
So, do smartphones make us smarter or less smart? Let’s return 
to Korea for an answer. There’s good news: Korea is the most 
connected country in the world, but it is also number one for 
education. It is regularly top of the world’s education league 
tables. 
The reason may be that from an early age, Korean children are 
proficient at working together on the internet to solve problems.
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Do smartphones make 
you smarter?

25

EXPLORE MORE

C D

A B

EXPLORE

1 Correct the sentences about the article.

1 All UK teachers believe smartphones are 
bad for students.

2 A recent UK report said that using 
smartphones in school can be positive.

3 Smartphones are banned at all schools 
in the USA.

2 1.4 Watch Part 1 of the video and 
answer the questions.

1 What country can you see in photo A?
2 Why is this country so important?
3 How similar is your country to the one 

in the report?

3 1.4 Complete the sentences 
about South Korea. Then watch again 
and check.

eight a couple of ten eighteen four

1 You can download files ten times 
faster here.

2 Even (…) year-olds spend (…) hours a 
week online.

3 Some teenagers use the internet for (…) 
hours a day.

4 Will your country be like this in (…) years’ 
time?

4 What do you think about the issue of 
internet addiction in South Korea? Could 
this also affect your country in the future? 

5 1.5 Watch Part 2 of the video. 
Match photos B–D with captions 1–3. 

1  Students can interact online to solve 
problems.

2  Reading online isn’t like reading a book.
3  This is part of a big online conversation. 

6 1.5 Watch again. Choose the 
correct option.

1 Now we send /  receive  information via 
connections or hyperlinks.

2 You can watch the angry cat and then 
create your own clip / text.

3 South Korea is the most addicted / 
connected country in the world.

4 It is regularly at the top / bottom of the 
world’s education league tables.

PROJECT TIME
Task  In groups, create a short digital 
presentation either ‘for’ or ‘against’ the 
statement: Smartphones make you smarter.

A CHOOSE AND BRAINSTORM.

• Decide if your group is ‘for’ or ‘against’.
• Think of, at least, 6-8 arguments.
• Think of examples.

B RESEARCH. Use the internet.

• Make notes.
• Find images and video links.

C WRITE. Write your presentation.

• Prepare a slide presentation with images.

• Write bullet points for each argument.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Use the Useful language.

We’d like to present our arguments for/
against the statement. 

First of all, we think ... because ...
In addition, we believe that … For example,
Another advantage/disadvantage is ...
As you can see from the image, …
To sum up, in our opinion ….

Useful language 

E DELIVER. Show your presentation to the class 
or post it online.
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Exercise 1
Get students to work in pairs. They should write the correct 
sentences in full in their notebooks.

Possible answers:  
1  Not all UK teachers believe smartphones are bad for  
 students.    
2  A recent UK report said that removing smartphones from   
 schools would give students more time for their education   
 and that phones are bad for learning.    
3  One school in New York has di�erent ideas about smart  
 phone use in school.

Exercise 2  1.4 
Before students watch Part 1 of the video, tell them to read 
the questions. Discuss the answer to the first question and 
then ask students to guess the answer to the second  
question. After students have watched the video, put them 
into pairs to discuss the third question and then invite pairs 
to share their ideas with the class.

Answers:  
1  South Korea    
2  People in South Korea are connected to the internet more   
 than anywhere else in the world.    
3  Students’ own answers

Exercise 3  1.4 
Students should work in pairs to guess which numbers fit 
in each sentence. Elicit ideas but don’t tell students if their 
answers are correct or not. Explain that the information 
shown in the video may be expressed slightly di�erently to 
the numbers in the box.

Answers:  2 four, eight 3 eighteen 4 a couple of 

Exercise 4
Put students into groups of three to discuss the questions. 
Then invite the groups to share their ideas with the class.

Extra activity 

Put students into pairs. Tell them to imagine that one of 
them is a reporter and the other is a Korean teenager who 
uses the internet eighteen hours a day. The pairs should 
prepare some questions and answers and then role-play 
the interview in front of the class. Encourage students to 
use some verb +ing or to- infinitive structures in their  
role-play.

Exercise 5  1.5  
Before students watch Part 2 of the video, discuss the three 
photos with the class. Ask students to describe what they 
can see in the photos and to explain what aspect of the 
internet they represent. Tell them to guess which sentence 
matches which picture before they watch the video to 
check their ideas.

Answers:  1 D  2 B 3 C

Exercise 6  1.5 
In pairs, students should read the sentences and  
discuss the correct answers before they watch the video 
once more.

Answers:  1 receive 2 clip 3 connected 4 top

PROJECT TIME
Ask students to decide if the report is in favour or against 
the use of the internet and to make a list of the arguments 
given in the video to support this opinion. Encourage 
pairs to share their ideas with another pair and then invite 
groups of four to report back to the class. It 's in favour.
Explain to students that, when supporting one side of an 
argument, it is important to anticipate what people with 
the opposite viewpoint might say. Encourage them to 
consider one or two reasons against their own opinion and 
to find ways in which they can show that they don’t think 
these reasons are correct. For example, if they are arguing 
that smartphones make people smarter, they could say: 
Some people claim that smartphones make us lazy and 
unable to work things out for ourselves. However, there have 
always been ways of looking up information – in books, with 
a calculator, on a map. Smartphones just make it easier for 
us to look things up than in the past.

Further practice

• Teacher’s Resources File:
 Resource 12: Unit 1 Culture Lesson – Smartphones at 

school 
Resource 13: Unit 1 Culture – Two schools
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2 You can watch the angry cat and then 
create your own clip / text.

3 South Korea is the most addicted / 
connected country in the world.
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• Think of examples.

B RESEARCH. Use the internet.

• Make notes.
• Find images and video links.

C WRITE. Write your presentation.

• Prepare a slide presentation with images.

• Write bullet points for each argument.
• Check your work.

D PRACTISE. Use the Useful language.

We’d like to present our arguments for/
against the statement. 

First of all, we think ... because ...
In addition, we believe that … For example,
Another advantage/disadvantage is ...
As you can see from the image, …
To sum up, in our opinion ….

Useful language 

E DELIVER. Show your presentation to the class 
or post it online.
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© Pearson Educación, S.A., 2020 • PHOTOCOPIABLE 11 Real World 3 • Language Test

Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

6 Mr James,                                      lives across the 

street, teaches Maths.

7 My aunt and uncle live in Baston,  

                                     is by the sea.

8 They often have barbecues on the beach  

                                     is near their villa.

     /8

SPEAKING

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Mandy:  Hi, George! How’s it going?

George:  Fine thanks, Mandy. 0 Who / How are you?

Mandy:  I’m OK. I want to make a video with my new 

camera, but I don’t know what to film.

George:  Well, why 1 are you / don’t you record your 

brother’s band?

Mandy:  Playing their instruments? What a 2 terrible / 

great idea. They’d like that!

George:  And you 3 could / will be in the video, too – on 

your guitar!

Mandy:  Mmm, I’m 4 bad idea / not sure. What music 

could I play?

George:  5 Let’s / What about one of your songs? You’re 

brilliant at writing them!

Mandy:  Thanks, George – that’s a nice thing to say. I 

know – 6 why don’t / let’s sing a song together!

George:  What, you and me? Hmm – I’d 7 not sure / rather 

not, thanks!

Mandy:  Why 8 don’t you / not want to? You’ve got an 

awesome singing voice!

George:  Well, thanks! But … 9 shall I / I shall just hold the 

camera? I’d prefer that.

Mandy:  Oh, George! Well, 10 what about / maybe you 

can perform in my next video! 

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with these words and phrases.

Although and As well has However in case 
is near outside  real so

My Dream Lifestyle 
by Hannah Rolf

My dream home 0  is a small cottage quite 
1                                the mountains. It’s high up, and 
2                                it’s quite di�cult to get there. 
3                                the weather is sometimes bad  
4                               , the cottage is always very warm 

and comfortable inside. There is always lots of 

food in the cottage, and it 5                                got 

lots of things to do. 6                                as a big 

smart TV, there is also a computer with games and 

e-books on it, and my tablet with headphones  
7                                I want to listen to music.
8                               , this is all a dream because in 
9                                life, I live in a block of flats in the 

city with my parents and sisters,  
10                                 I go to school every day, just 

like other teenagers my age.

But I can still dream!

     /10

     /50

© Pearson Educación, S.A., 2020 • PHOTOCOPIABLE 10 Real World 3 • Language Test

Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing letters in the sentences.

0 I take my t a b l e t everywhere now – it’s lighter 

than my laptop.

1 I play football every w         k e     d, either on 

Saturday or Sunday.

2 Where’s the c     b     e to attach my laptop to the 

printer?

3 There are sixty m     n     t     s in an hour.

4 My phone b     t     e     y is dead, so I can’t use it.

5 Can I borrow your e     r     h     n     s to listen to my 

music?

     /5

2 Complete the sentences with these expressions.

chatting with my friends go online 
reading e-books share these photos 
text my mum upload my homework

0 I need to go online to check some information.

1 I want to                                            with my friends. 

They’ll love them!

2 I should                                            to tell her I’ll be 

late.

3 I’ve got to                                            to the school 

website by eight o’clock this evening.

4 I really enjoy                                            - I’ve got lots!

5 I’ve just spent all evening                                           . 

We’re meeting up tomorrow, too!

     /5

3 Choose the correct options.

0 My new laptop can do all kinds of fantastic things. 

It’s awesome / all right.

1 On holiday, we stayed in a beautiful hotel on the 

beach. It was perfect / awful.

2 This book made me laugh a lot because it’s so 

strange / funny.

3 My brother plays his music so loudly that I can’t do 

my homework. It’s very old-fashioned / noisy!

4 Everyone said the TV programme was interesting, 

but I thought it was really cool / boring.

5 Matt always helps me carry my books and things 

home from school. He’s so nice / OK.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Choose the correct option, A or B.

0 Do you want ___ to the cinema later?

 A going     B to go

1 I don't mind ___ you with your homework.

 A helping    B to help

2 My dog enjoys ___ for long walks.

 A to go    B going

3 Diego is good ___ tricks on his skateboard!

 A at doing   B at to do

4 I'd love ___ a swim. It's so hot!

 A having    B to have

5 Let's ask mum ___ us into town.

 A to drive    B driving

6 Mum usually agrees ___ me come back late on 

Saturdays. 

 A letting    B to let

7 We decided ___ to the mountains not the beach.

 A going    B to go

     /7

5 Complete the sentences with who, which, or where.

0 This is the house where my grandma lives.

1 That’s the football coach                                      

trains our school team.

2 My grandad’s got a lovely garden,  

                                     has a huge tree in it.

3 This is the café                                      you can buy 

great ice creams.

4 That boy over there is Joe,                                      I 

was telling you about earlier.

5 There’s the park                                      we meet our 

friends on Sunday afternoons.
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6 Mr James,                                      lives across the 

street, teaches Maths.

7 My aunt and uncle live in Baston,  

                                     is by the sea.

8 They often have barbecues on the beach  

                                     is near their villa.

     /8

SPEAKING

6 Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.

Mandy:  Hi, George! How’s it going?

George:  Fine thanks, Mandy. 0 Who / How are you?

Mandy:  I’m OK. I want to make a video with my new 

camera, but I don’t know what to film.

George:  Well, why 1 are you / don’t you record your 

brother’s band?

Mandy:  Playing their instruments? What a 2 terrible / 

great idea. They’d like that!

George:  And you 3 could / will be in the video, too – on 

your guitar!

Mandy:  Mmm, I’m 4 bad idea / not sure. What music 

could I play?

George:  5 Let’s / What about one of your songs? You’re 

brilliant at writing them!

Mandy:  Thanks, George – that’s a nice thing to say. I 

know – 6 why don’t / let’s sing a song together!

George:  What, you and me? Hmm – I’d 7 not sure / rather 

not, thanks!

Mandy:  Why 8 don’t you / not want to? You’ve got an 

awesome singing voice!

George:  Well, thanks! But … 9 shall I / I shall just hold the 

camera? I’d prefer that.

Mandy:  Oh, George! Well, 10 what about / maybe you 

can perform in my next video! 

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with these words and phrases.

Although and As well has However in case 
is near outside  real so

My Dream Lifestyle 
by Hannah Rolf

My dream home 0  is a small cottage quite 
1                                the mountains. It’s high up, and 
2                                it’s quite di�cult to get there. 
3                                the weather is sometimes bad  
4                               , the cottage is always very warm 

and comfortable inside. There is always lots of 

food in the cottage, and it 5                                got 

lots of things to do. 6                                as a big 

smart TV, there is also a computer with games and 

e-books on it, and my tablet with headphones  
7                                I want to listen to music.
8                               , this is all a dream because in 
9                                life, I live in a block of flats in the 

city with my parents and sisters,  
10                                 I go to school every day, just 

like other teenagers my age.

But I can still dream!

     /10

     /50
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing letters in the sentences.

0 I take my t a b l e t everywhere now – it’s lighter 

than my laptop.

1 I play football every w         k e     d, either on 

Saturday or Sunday.

2 Where’s the c     b     e to attach my laptop to the 

printer?

3 There are sixty m     n     t     s in an hour.

4 My phone b     t     e     y is dead, so I can’t use it.

5 Can I borrow your e     r     h     n     s to listen to my 

music?

     /5

2 Complete the sentences with these expressions.

chatting with my friends go online 
reading e-books share these photos 
text my mum upload my homework

0 I need to go online to check some information.

1 I want to                                            with my friends. 

They’ll love them!

2 I should                                            to tell her I’ll be 

late.

3 I’ve got to                                            to the school 

website by eight o’clock this evening.

4 I really enjoy                                            - I’ve got lots!

5 I’ve just spent all evening                                           . 

We’re meeting up tomorrow, too!

     /5

3 Choose the correct options.

0 My new laptop can do all kinds of fantastic things. 

It’s awesome / all right.

1 On holiday, we stayed in a beautiful hotel on the 

beach. It was perfect / awful.

2 This book made me laugh a lot because it’s so 

strange / funny.

3 My brother plays his music so loudly that I can’t do 

my homework. It’s very old-fashioned / noisy!

4 Everyone said the TV programme was interesting, 

but I thought it was really cool / boring.

5 Matt always helps me carry my books and things 

home from school. He’s so nice / OK.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Choose the correct option, A or B.

0 Do you want ___ to the cinema later?

 A going     B to go

1 I don't mind ___ you with your homework.

 A helping    B to help

2 My dog enjoys ___ for long walks.

 A to go    B going

3 Diego is good ___ tricks on his skateboard!

 A at doing   B at to do

4 I'd love ___ a swim. It's so hot!

 A having    B to have

5 Let's ask mum ___ us into town.

 A to drive    B driving

6 Mum usually agrees ___ me come back late on 

Saturdays. 

 A letting    B to let

7 We decided ___ to the mountains not the beach.

 A going    B to go

     /7

5 Complete the sentences with who, which, or where.

0 This is the house where my grandma lives.

1 That’s the football coach                                      

trains our school team.

2 My grandad’s got a lovely garden,  

                                     has a huge tree in it.

3 This is the café                                      you can buy 

great ice creams.

4 That boy over there is Joe,                                      I 

was telling you about earlier.

5 There’s the park                                      we meet our 

friends on Sunday afternoons.
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6 Mr James, who lives across the street, teaches 

Maths. 

                                                                                                                     

7 My aunt and uncle live in Baston, who is by the sea. 

                                                                                                                    

8 They often have barbecues on the beach which is 

near their villa. 

                                                                                                                    

     /8

SPEAKING

6 Match 1-5 with A-G to complete the dialogue. There 
is one extra option.

Mandy:  Hi, George! How’s it going?

George:  0 C
Mandy:  I’m OK. I want to make a video with my new 

camera, but I don’t know what to film.

George:  1          

Mandy:  Playing their instruments? Yes, great idea! 

They’d like that!

George:  2          

Mandy:  Mmm, I’m not sure. What music could I play?

George:  3          

Mandy:  Thanks, George – that’s a nice thing to say! Hey, 

I know – let’s sing a song together!

George:  4          

Mandy:  Why don’t you want to? You’ve got an awesome 

singing voice!

George:  5          

Mandy:  Oh, George! Well, maybe you can perform in my 

next video!

A Well, thanks! But … shall I just hold the camera? I’d 

prefer that.

B And you could be in the video, too – on your guitar!

C Fine thanks, Mandy. How are you?

D OK, let’s practise something.

E What about one of your songs? You’re brilliant at 

writing them!

F Well, why don’t you record your brother’s band?

G What, you and me? Hmm – I’d rather not, thanks!

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with these words and expressions. 
There are three extra words and expressions. Add 
capital letters where necessary.

also although and as well because has 
however  in case  is near outside 
real so view

My Dream Lifestyle 
by Hannah Rolf

My dream home 0 is a small cottage quite 
1                                the mountains. It’s high up, 
2                                it’s quite di�cult to get there. 
3                                the weather is sometimes bad  
4                               ,  the cottage is always very 

warm and comfortable inside. There is always lots 

of food in the cottage, and it  
5                                got lots of things to do.  
6                                as a big smart TV, there is also 

a computer with games and e-books on it, and 

my tablet with headphones 7                                 

I want to listen to music.
8                               , this is all a dream because in 
9                                life, I live in a block of flats in 

the city with my parents and sisters,  
10                                 I go to school every day, just 

like other teenagers my age.

But I can still dream!

     /10

     /50
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words in the sentences.

0 I take my t a b l e t everywhere now – it’s lighter than 

my laptop.

1 I play football every w                        , either on 

Saturday or Sunday.

2 Where’s the c                 to attach my laptop to the 

printer?

3 There are sixty m                         in an hour.

4 My phone b                         is dead, so I can’t use it.

5 Can I borrow your e                                 to listen to 

my music?

     /5

2 Match 1-5 with A-G to make sentences. There is one 
extra option.

0 I need to go          C
1 I want to share these                

2 I should text                   

3 I’ve got to upload                 

4 I really enjoy reading                

5 I’ve just spent all evening chatting with           

A my mum to tell her I’ll be late.

B e-books now – I’ve got lots!

C online to check some information.

D my friends. It was great!

E latest movie starring my favourite actor.

F holiday photos with my friends.

G my homework to the school website.

     /5

3 The words in bold are in the wrong place. Put the 
words in the correct place.

0 My new laptop can do all kinds of fantastic things. 

It’s boring. awesome
1 On holiday, we stayed in a beautiful hotel on the 

beach. It was funny.                           

2 This book made me laugh a lot because it’s  

so nice.                           

3 My brother plays his music so loudly that I can’t do 

my homework. It’s very perfect!                           

4 Everyone said the TV programme was interesting, 

but I thought it was really awesome.                           

5 Matt always helps me carry my books and things 

home from school. He’s so noisy.                           

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

0 Do you want to see (see) if there’s a good film on at 

the cinema?

1  I don’t mind                                (help) you with your 

homework. 

2 My dog enjoys                                (go) for long 

walks. 

3 Diego is good at                                (do) tricks on 

his skateboard! 

4 I’d love                                (have) a swim. It’s so hot! 

5 Let’s ask Mum                                (drive) us into 

town. 

6 Mum usually agrees                                (let) me 

come back late on Saturdays. 

7 We decided                                (go) to the 

mountains not the beach. 

     /7

5 Correct the relative pronouns in these sentences. 
There are three correct sentences.

0 This is the house which my grandma lives. 

This is the house where my grandma lives.
1 That’s the football coach who trains our team. 

                                                                                                                     

2 My grandad’s got a garden, where has a huge tree 

in it! 

                                                                                                                     

3 This is the café who you can buy great ice creams. 

                                                                                                                     

4 That boy over there is Joe, which I was telling you 

about earlier. 

                                                                                                                     

5 There’s the park which we meet our friends on 

Sunday afternoons. 
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6 Mr James, who lives across the street, teaches 

Maths. 

                                                                                                                     

7 My aunt and uncle live in Baston, who is by the sea. 

                                                                                                                    

8 They often have barbecues on the beach which is 

near their villa. 

                                                                                                                    

     /8

SPEAKING

6 Match 1-5 with A-G to complete the dialogue. There 
is one extra option.

Mandy:  Hi, George! How’s it going?

George:  0 C
Mandy:  I’m OK. I want to make a video with my new 

camera, but I don’t know what to film.

George:  1          

Mandy:  Playing their instruments? Yes, great idea! 

They’d like that!

George:  2          

Mandy:  Mmm, I’m not sure. What music could I play?

George:  3          

Mandy:  Thanks, George – that’s a nice thing to say! Hey, 

I know – let’s sing a song together!

George:  4          

Mandy:  Why don’t you want to? You’ve got an awesome 

singing voice!

George:  5          

Mandy:  Oh, George! Well, maybe you can perform in my 

next video!

A Well, thanks! But … shall I just hold the camera? I’d 

prefer that.

B And you could be in the video, too – on your guitar!

C Fine thanks, Mandy. How are you?

D OK, let’s practise something.

E What about one of your songs? You’re brilliant at 

writing them!

F Well, why don’t you record your brother’s band?

G What, you and me? Hmm – I’d rather not, thanks!

     /10

WRITING

7 Complete the text with these words and expressions. 
There are three extra words and expressions. Add 
capital letters where necessary.

also although and as well because has 
however  in case  is near outside 
real so view

My Dream Lifestyle 
by Hannah Rolf

My dream home 0 is a small cottage quite 
1                                the mountains. It’s high up, 
2                                it’s quite di�cult to get there. 
3                                the weather is sometimes bad  
4                               ,  the cottage is always very 

warm and comfortable inside. There is always lots 

of food in the cottage, and it  
5                                got lots of things to do.  
6                                as a big smart TV, there is also 

a computer with games and e-books on it, and 

my tablet with headphones 7                                 

I want to listen to music.
8                               , this is all a dream because in 
9                                life, I live in a block of flats in 

the city with my parents and sisters,  
10                                 I go to school every day, just 

like other teenagers my age.

But I can still dream!

     /10

     /50
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Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words in the sentences.

0 I take my t a b l e t everywhere now – it’s lighter than 

my laptop.

1 I play football every w                        , either on 

Saturday or Sunday.

2 Where’s the c                 to attach my laptop to the 

printer?

3 There are sixty m                         in an hour.

4 My phone b                         is dead, so I can’t use it.

5 Can I borrow your e                                 to listen to 

my music?

     /5

2 Match 1-5 with A-G to make sentences. There is one 
extra option.

0 I need to go          C
1 I want to share these                

2 I should text                   

3 I’ve got to upload                 

4 I really enjoy reading                

5 I’ve just spent all evening chatting with           

A my mum to tell her I’ll be late.

B e-books now – I’ve got lots!

C online to check some information.

D my friends. It was great!

E latest movie starring my favourite actor.

F holiday photos with my friends.

G my homework to the school website.

     /5

3 The words in bold are in the wrong place. Put the 
words in the correct place.

0 My new laptop can do all kinds of fantastic things. 

It’s boring. awesome
1 On holiday, we stayed in a beautiful hotel on the 

beach. It was funny.                           

2 This book made me laugh a lot because it’s  

so nice.                           

3 My brother plays his music so loudly that I can’t do 

my homework. It’s very perfect!                           

4 Everyone said the TV programme was interesting, 

but I thought it was really awesome.                           

5 Matt always helps me carry my books and things 

home from school. He’s so noisy.                           

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

0 Do you want to see (see) if there’s a good film on at 

the cinema?

1  I don’t mind                                (help) you with your 

homework. 

2 My dog enjoys                                (go) for long 

walks. 

3 Diego is good at                                (do) tricks on 

his skateboard! 

4 I’d love                                (have) a swim. It’s so hot! 

5 Let’s ask Mum                                (drive) us into 

town. 

6 Mum usually agrees                                (let) me 

come back late on Saturdays. 

7 We decided                                (go) to the 

mountains not the beach. 

     /7

5 Correct the relative pronouns in these sentences. 
There are three correct sentences.

0 This is the house which my grandma lives. 

This is the house where my grandma lives.
1 That’s the football coach who trains our team. 

                                                                                                                     

2 My grandad’s got a garden, where has a huge tree 

in it! 

                                                                                                                     

3 This is the café who you can buy great ice creams. 

                                                                                                                     

4 That boy over there is Joe, which I was telling you 

about earlier. 

                                                                                                                     

5 There’s the park which we meet our friends on 

Sunday afternoons. 
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SPEAKING

6 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each 
space. Contractions count as one word.

Mandy:  Hi, George! How’s it going?

George:  Fine thanks, Mandy. How are you?

Mandy:  I’m OK. I want to make a video with my new 

camera, but I don’t know what to film.

George:  Well, why 1                                you record your 

brother’s band?

Mandy:  Playing their instruments? What a great  
2                               . They’d like that!

George:  And you 3                                be in the video, too 

– on your guitar!

Mandy:  Mmm, I’m not 4                               . What music 

could I play?

George:  What 5                                one of our songs? 

You’re brilliant at writing them!

Mandy:  Thanks, George – that’s a nice thing to say. I 

know – 6                                sing a song together!

George:  What, you and me? Hmm – I’d  
7                                not, thanks!

Mandy:  Why 8                                you want to? You’ve got 

an awesome singing voice!

George:  Well, thanks! But … 9                                I just hold 

the camera? I’d prefer that.

Mandy:  Oh, George! Well, 10                                you can 

perform in my next video! 

     /10

WRITING

7 The words in bold are all in the wrong places. Put 
the words in the correct places.

My Dream Lifestyle 
by Hannah Rolf

My dream home 1 has                             a small 

cottage quite near the mountains. It’s high up,  
2 because                             it’s quite di�cult to get 

there.
3 However                             the weather is 

sometimes bad 4 in                            , the cottage is 

always very warm and comfortable inside. There is 

always lots of food in the cottage, and it  
5 is                             got lots of things to do.  
6 and                             as a big smart TV, there is 

also a computer with games and e-books on it, 

and my tablet with headphones  
7 outside                             case I want to listen to 

music.
8 Although                             , this is all a dream  
9 so                             in real life, I live in a block of 

flats in the city with my parents and sisters,  
10 As well                             I go to school every day, 

just like other teenagers my age.

But I can still dream!

     /10

     /50
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VOCABULARY

1 Write the correct words to complete the sentences.

1 I play football every                            , either on 

Saturday or Sunday.

2 Where’s the                     to attach my laptop to the 

printer?

3 There are sixty                             in an hour.

4 My phone                             is dead, so I can’t use it.

5 Can I borrow your                                     to listen to 

my music?

     /5

2 Complete the sentences with a ONE word in each 
space.

1 I want to                                            these photos with 

my friends. They’ll love them!

2 I need to go                                            to check 

some information.

3 I’ve got to                                            my homework 

to the school website by eight o’clock this evening.

4 I really enjoy                                            e-books - I’ve 

got lots!

5 I’ve just spent all evening                                            

with my friends. It was great!

     /5

3 Complete the sentences with these adjectives. There 
are two extra adjectives.

all right awesome boring disgusting 
funny nice noisy

1 My new laptop can do all kinds of fantastic things. 

It’s                                     .

2 This book made me laugh a lot because it’s  

so                                     .

3 My brother plays his music so loudly that I can’t do 

my homework. It’s very                                  !

4 Everyone said the TV programme was interesting, 

but I thought it was really                                     .

5 Matt always helps me carry my books and things 

home from school. He’s so                                     .

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Write sentences using the prompts.

1 I / not mind / help / you / with / your homework. 

                                                                                                               

2 My dog / enjoy / go / for long walks. 

                                                                                                                  

3 Diego / good at / do / tricks / on his skateboard! 

                                                                                                                  

4 I’d love / have / a swim. It’s so hot! 

                                                                                                                  

5 Let / ask / Mum / drive / us / into town. 

                                                                                                               

6 Mum / usually / agree / let / me / come back /  

late / Saturdays. 

                                                                                                         

7 We / decide / to meet / for co�ee / Saturday. 

                                                                                                                  

     /7

5 Join the sentences using who, which or where.

1 That’s the football coach. He trains our school 

team. 

                                                                                                                     

2 My grandad’s got a garden. It has a huge tree in it! 

                                                                                                                     

3 This is the café. You can buy great ice creams here. 

                                                                                                                     

4 That boy over there is Joe. I was telling you about 

him earlier. 

                                                                                                                     

5 There’s a park near here. We meet our friends there 

on Sunday afternoons. 

                                                                                                                     

6 Mr James teaches Maths. He lives across the street. 

                                                                                                                     

7 Baston is by the sea. It’s a lovely town. 

                                                                                                                     

8 that is the house. My grangma lives there. 

                                                                                                                     

     /8
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SPEAKING

6 Complete the dialogue with ONE word in each 
space. Contractions count as one word.

Mandy:  Hi, George! How’s it going?

George:  Fine thanks, Mandy. How are you?

Mandy:  I’m OK. I want to make a video with my new 

camera, but I don’t know what to film.

George:  Well, why 1                                you record your 

brother’s band?

Mandy:  Playing their instruments? What a great  
2                               . They’d like that!

George:  And you 3                                be in the video, too 

– on your guitar!

Mandy:  Mmm, I’m not 4                               . What music 

could I play?

George:  What 5                                one of our songs? 

You’re brilliant at writing them!

Mandy:  Thanks, George – that’s a nice thing to say. I 

know – 6                                sing a song together!

George:  What, you and me? Hmm – I’d  
7                                not, thanks!

Mandy:  Why 8                                you want to? You’ve got 

an awesome singing voice!

George:  Well, thanks! But … 9                                I just hold 

the camera? I’d prefer that.

Mandy:  Oh, George! Well, 10                                you can 

perform in my next video! 

     /10

WRITING

7 The words in bold are all in the wrong places. Put 
the words in the correct places.

My Dream Lifestyle 
by Hannah Rolf

My dream home 1 has                             a small 

cottage quite near the mountains. It’s high up,  
2 because                             it’s quite di�cult to get 

there.
3 However                             the weather is 

sometimes bad 4 in                            , the cottage is 

always very warm and comfortable inside. There is 

always lots of food in the cottage, and it  
5 is                             got lots of things to do.  
6 and                             as a big smart TV, there is 

also a computer with games and e-books on it, 

and my tablet with headphones  
7 outside                             case I want to listen to 

music.
8 Although                             , this is all a dream  
9 so                             in real life, I live in a block of 

flats in the city with my parents and sisters,  
10 As well                             I go to school every day, 

just like other teenagers my age.

But I can still dream!

     /10

     /50
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Language Test: Unit 1

VOCABULARY

1 Write the correct words to complete the sentences.

1 I play football every                            , either on 

Saturday or Sunday.

2 Where’s the                     to attach my laptop to the 

printer?

3 There are sixty                             in an hour.

4 My phone                             is dead, so I can’t use it.

5 Can I borrow your                                     to listen to 

my music?

     /5

2 Complete the sentences with a ONE word in each 
space.

1 I want to                                            these photos with 

my friends. They’ll love them!

2 I need to go                                            to check 

some information.

3 I’ve got to                                            my homework 

to the school website by eight o’clock this evening.

4 I really enjoy                                            e-books - I’ve 

got lots!

5 I’ve just spent all evening                                            

with my friends. It was great!

     /5

3 Complete the sentences with these adjectives. There 
are two extra adjectives.

all right awesome boring disgusting 
funny nice noisy

1 My new laptop can do all kinds of fantastic things. 

It’s                                     .

2 This book made me laugh a lot because it’s  

so                                     .

3 My brother plays his music so loudly that I can’t do 

my homework. It’s very                                  !

4 Everyone said the TV programme was interesting, 

but I thought it was really                                     .

5 Matt always helps me carry my books and things 

home from school. He’s so                                     .

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Write sentences using the prompts.

1 I / not mind / help / you / with / your homework. 

                                                                                                               

2 My dog / enjoy / go / for long walks. 

                                                                                                                  

3 Diego / good at / do / tricks / on his skateboard! 

                                                                                                                  

4 I’d love / have / a swim. It’s so hot! 

                                                                                                                  

5 Let / ask / Mum / drive / us / into town. 

                                                                                                               

6 Mum / usually / agree / let / me / come back /  

late / Saturdays. 

                                                                                                         

7 We / decide / to meet / for co�ee / Saturday. 

                                                                                                                  

     /7

5 Join the sentences using who, which or where.

1 That’s the football coach. He trains our school 

team. 

                                                                                                                     

2 My grandad’s got a garden. It has a huge tree in it! 

                                                                                                                     

3 This is the café. You can buy great ice creams here. 

                                                                                                                     

4 That boy over there is Joe. I was telling you about 

him earlier. 

                                                                                                                     

5 There’s a park near here. We meet our friends there 

on Sunday afternoons. 

                                                                                                                     

6 Mr James teaches Maths. He lives across the street. 

                                                                                                                     

7 Baston is by the sea. It’s a lovely town. 

                                                                                                                     

8 that is the house. My grangma lives there. 

                                                                                                                     

     /8
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Name:                                                 

                                                

Class:                                                 

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the text and answer Yes or No.

1 Is there is a competition taking place in Jack’s IT 

class?                    

2 Can the winner of the competition get some 

money?                

3 Does Jack’s Checkit! app tell you what to eat for 

breakfast?                

4 Do Jack’s friends like the idea for the MusicMind

app?                 

5 Can the Trix app help you to improve your 

skateboarding skills?             

6 Does Jack have to build the app for the 

competition?                

7 Has Jack got any pets?                

      /7

     /20

App Competition

Hi everyone! My name’s Jack Mayhew, and I 
want to tell you about an exciting competition 
at my school, in all the English classes – 
including mine! We all need to send in an idea 
for a new app to the school’s website. And the 
prize for the best idea is a mini tablet, worth 
£100!

So I’m busy trying to get some ideas. One 
of my ideas is called Checkit! It’s an app 
that checks you don’t forget anything in 
the mornings. It wakes you up and tells you 
everything you need to do before you go to 
school – you know, have a shower, get dressed, 
have your breakfast. Then it tells you when it’s 
time to leave for school. That way, you’re 
never late!

Another of my ideas is for an app called 
MusicMind that chooses just the right music 
for you to listen to. So, for example, when you 
feel sad, it plays sad music. And when you 
learn a new skateboard trick, it plays happy 
music! And what about the times when you 
just can’t sleep at night? Then the app � nds 
some music to make you feel sleepy. My 
friends all think this app sounds awesome!

My last idea is for an app called Trix that works 
with your skateboard. When you do tricks, it 
can tell you how fast you’re going and things 
like that. And when the trick doesn’t work, or 
you fall, it can tell you why!

We don’t actually have to build the app. Our 
teacher just wants us to write about one, and 
why we think it can be useful. Anyway, the 
truth is, I’d really like an app that can take our 
dog for a walk instead of me – especially when 
it’s raining!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to a radio interview about 
technology and choose the correct option.

1 Serena likes calling / texting her friends to plan 

when to meet.

2 Serena says she can feel bored / sad when her 

friends move away, so they keep in touch through 

technology.

3 Katrina is sending Serena her photos / video clips 

at the moment.

4 Serena’s dad works on a desktop / laptop 

computer in his o�ce.

5 Serena’s grandmother contacts people she knows 

by phone / email.

6 Serena’s grandfather needs help to use  

the internet / email.

     / 6
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Name:                                                 

                                                

Class:                                                 

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the text and answer Yes or No.

1 Is there is a competition taking place in Jack’s IT 

class?                    

2 Can the winner of the competition get some 

money?                

3 Does Jack’s Checkit! app tell you what to eat for 

breakfast?                

4 Do Jack’s friends like the idea for the MusicMind

app?                 

5 Can the Trix app help you to improve your 

skateboarding skills?             

6 Does Jack have to build the app for the 

competition?                

7 Has Jack got any pets?                

      /7

     /20

App Competition

Hi everyone! My name’s Jack Mayhew, and I 
want to tell you about an exciting competition 
at my school, in all the English classes – 
including mine! We all need to send in an idea 
for a new app to the school’s website. And the 
prize for the best idea is a mini tablet, worth 
£100!

So I’m busy trying to get some ideas. One 
of my ideas is called Checkit! It’s an app 
that checks you don’t forget anything in 
the mornings. It wakes you up and tells you 
everything you need to do before you go to 
school – you know, have a shower, get dressed, 
have your breakfast. Then it tells you when it’s 
time to leave for school. That way, you’re 
never late!

Another of my ideas is for an app called 
MusicMind that chooses just the right music 
for you to listen to. So, for example, when you 
feel sad, it plays sad music. And when you 
learn a new skateboard trick, it plays happy 
music! And what about the times when you 
just can’t sleep at night? Then the app � nds 
some music to make you feel sleepy. My 
friends all think this app sounds awesome!

My last idea is for an app called Trix that works 
with your skateboard. When you do tricks, it 
can tell you how fast you’re going and things 
like that. And when the trick doesn’t work, or 
you fall, it can tell you why!

We don’t actually have to build the app. Our 
teacher just wants us to write about one, and 
why we think it can be useful. Anyway, the 
truth is, I’d really like an app that can take our 
dog for a walk instead of me – especially when 
it’s raining!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to a radio interview about 
technology and choose the correct option.

1 Serena likes calling / texting her friends to plan 

when to meet.

2 Serena says she can feel bored / sad when her 

friends move away, so they keep in touch through 

technology.

3 Katrina is sending Serena her photos / video clips 

at the moment.

4 Serena’s dad works on a desktop / laptop 

computer in his o�ce.

5 Serena’s grandmother contacts people she knows 

by phone / email.

6 Serena’s grandfather needs help to use  

the internet / email.

     / 6
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Name:                                                 

                                                

Class:                                                 

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the text and answer right (✓) , wrong (✗) or 
doesn’t say (DS).

✓ ✗ DS

1 There is a competition 
taking place in Jack’s 
English class.

                                                               

2 The winner of the 
competition can get 
some money.

                                                               

3 Jack’s Checkit! App 
tells you what to eat for 
breakfast.

                                                               

4 Jack got the idea for 
MusicMind because he 
sometimes can’t sleep.

                                                               

5 The Trix app can help 
you to improve your 
skateboarding skills.

                                                               

6 Jack is already thinking 
about how to make his 
app.

                                                               

7 Jack would really enjoy 
having an app to help him 
with his dog.

                                                               

      /7

     /20

App Competition

Hi everyone! My name’s Jack Mayhew, and I’d 
like to tell you about a brilliant competition 
at my school, in all the English classes – 
including mine! Everyone has to send in an 
idea for a new app to the school’s website. 
And the prize for the best idea is a mini tablet, 
worth £100!

So I’m busy trying to � nd as many ideas as I 
can. One of my ideas is called Checkit! It’s an 
app that checks you don’t forget anything in 
the mornings. It wakes you up and tells you 
everything you need to do before you go to 
school – you know, have a shower, get dressed, 
have your breakfast. Then it tells you when 
it’s time to leave for school, so you're  never 
late! You'll be able to easily download it to any 
device.

Another of my ideas is for an app called 
MusicMind that chooses just the right music 
for you to listen to. So, for example, when you 
feel sad, it plays sad music. And when you 
learn a new skateboard trick, it plays happy 
music! And what about the times when you 
just can’t sleep at night? Then the app � nds 
some lovely music to make you feel sleepy. My 
friends all think this app sounds awesome!

My last, brilliant idea is for an app called Trix
that works with your skateboard. When you do 
tricks, it can tell you how fast you’re going 
and things like that. And when the trick 
doesn’t work, or you fall, it can tell you why! 
That's really useful.

We don’t actually have to create the app. Our 
teacher just wants us to write about one, and 
why we think it can be useful. Anyway, the 
truth is, I’d really like an app that can take our 
dog for a walk instead of me – especially when 
it’s raining!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to a radio interview about 
technology and complete the sentences with ONE or 
TWO words in each space.

1 Serena likes                                                           her 

friends to plan when to meet.

2 Serena says she can feel  

                                                          when her 

friends move away, so they keep in touch through 

technology.

3 Katrina is sending Serena her  

                                                          at the moment.

4 Serena’s dad works on a  

                                                          in his o�ce.

5 Serena’s grandmother contacts people she knows 

by                                                          .

6 Serena’s grandfather needs help to use 

                                                         .

     / 6
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Name:                                                 

                                                

Class:                                                 

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the text and answer right (✓) , wrong (✗) or 
doesn’t say (DS).

✓ ✗ DS

1 There is a competition 
taking place in Jack’s 
English class.

                                                               

2 The winner of the 
competition can get 
some money.

                                                               

3 Jack’s Checkit! App 
tells you what to eat for 
breakfast.

                                                               

4 Jack got the idea for 
MusicMind because he 
sometimes can’t sleep.

                                                               

5 The Trix app can help 
you to improve your 
skateboarding skills.

                                                               

6 Jack is already thinking 
about how to make his 
app.

                                                               

7 Jack would really enjoy 
having an app to help him 
with his dog.

                                                               

      /7

     /20

App Competition

Hi everyone! My name’s Jack Mayhew, and I’d 
like to tell you about a brilliant competition 
at my school, in all the English classes – 
including mine! Everyone has to send in an 
idea for a new app to the school’s website. 
And the prize for the best idea is a mini tablet, 
worth £100!

So I’m busy trying to � nd as many ideas as I 
can. One of my ideas is called Checkit! It’s an 
app that checks you don’t forget anything in 
the mornings. It wakes you up and tells you 
everything you need to do before you go to 
school – you know, have a shower, get dressed, 
have your breakfast. Then it tells you when 
it’s time to leave for school, so you're  never 
late! You'll be able to easily download it to any 
device.

Another of my ideas is for an app called 
MusicMind that chooses just the right music 
for you to listen to. So, for example, when you 
feel sad, it plays sad music. And when you 
learn a new skateboard trick, it plays happy 
music! And what about the times when you 
just can’t sleep at night? Then the app � nds 
some lovely music to make you feel sleepy. My 
friends all think this app sounds awesome!

My last, brilliant idea is for an app called Trix
that works with your skateboard. When you do 
tricks, it can tell you how fast you’re going 
and things like that. And when the trick 
doesn’t work, or you fall, it can tell you why! 
That's really useful.

We don’t actually have to create the app. Our 
teacher just wants us to write about one, and 
why we think it can be useful. Anyway, the 
truth is, I’d really like an app that can take our 
dog for a walk instead of me – especially when 
it’s raining!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to a radio interview about 
technology and complete the sentences with ONE or 
TWO words in each space.

1 Serena likes                                                           her 

friends to plan when to meet.

2 Serena says she can feel  

                                                          when her 

friends move away, so they keep in touch through 

technology.

3 Katrina is sending Serena her  

                                                          at the moment.

4 Serena’s dad works on a  

                                                          in his o�ce.

5 Serena’s grandmother contacts people she knows 

by                                                          .

6 Serena’s grandfather needs help to use 

                                                         .

     / 6
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Name:                                                 

                                                

Class:                                                 

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the text and answer the questions.

1 How many ideas for apps does Jack have?

                                                                                                            

                                                                                                            

2 Why is Jack excited about the competition?

                                                                                          

                                                                                                                              

3 What two pieces of information does Jack have to 

give about the app? 

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                     

4 Which app idea are Jack’s friends very impressed 

with?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             

5 Which app would you use if you have a bad 

memory?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             

6 Which app can help you improve a skill?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             

7 Which household chore does Jack like least?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                            

      /7

     /20

App Competition

Hi everyone! My name’s Jack Mayhew, and 
I've got some information for you about an 
amazing competition at my school, in all the 
English classes – including mine! If you are 
interested, you need to send in an idea for a 
new app to the school’s website. And the prize 
for the best idea is a mini tablet, worth £100!

So I’m trying to brainstorm some ideas. One 
of my ideas is called Checkit! It’s an app that 
checks you haven't forgotten anything in 
the mornings. It wakes you up and tells you 
everything you need to do before you go to 
school – you know, have a shower, get dressed, 
have your breakfast. Then it decides when 
it’s time to leave for school. It will be easily 
downloadable to any device too. I think it's 
a real advantage because then you’re never 
going to be late!

Another of my ideas is for an app called 
MusicMind that chooses just the perfect music 
for you to listen to. So, for example, when you 
feel sad, it plays sad music. And when you 
learn a new skateboard trick, it plays happy 
music! And what about the times when you 
just can’t sleep at night? Then this useful app 
� nds some music to make you feel sleepy. My 
friends all think this app sounds awesome!

My last idea is for an app called Trix that works 
with your skateboard. When you do tricks, 
it can tell you how quickly you’re going and 
things like that. And when the trick doesn’t 
work, or you fall, it can tell you why!

We don’t actually have to create the app. Our 
teacher just wants us to write about one, and 
why we think it can be useful. Anyway, the 
truth is, I’d really like an app that can take our 
dog for a walk instead of me – especially when 
it’s raining!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to a radio interview about 
technology and answer the questions.

1 Why does Serena text friends rather than call 

them? 

                                                                                          

2 How does Serena feel about her friends who live 

far away? 

                                                                                          

3 What is Katrina doing at the moment? 

                                                                                          

4 What does Serena’s dad use the desktop 

computer in his oce for? 

                                                                                          

5 What technology does Serena’s grandad use? 

                                                                                          

6 What does he use it for? 

                                                                                          

     / 6
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Name:                                                 

                                                

Class:                                                 

Skills Test: Unit 1

READING

3 Read the text and answer the questions.

1 How many ideas for apps does Jack have?

                                                                                                            

                                                                                                            

2 Why is Jack excited about the competition?

                                                                                          

                                                                                                                              

3 What two pieces of information does Jack have to 

give about the app? 

                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                     

4 Which app idea are Jack’s friends very impressed 

with?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             

5 Which app would you use if you have a bad 

memory?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             

6 Which app can help you improve a skill?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                             

7 Which household chore does Jack like least?

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                            

      /7

     /20

App Competition

Hi everyone! My name’s Jack Mayhew, and 
I've got some information for you about an 
amazing competition at my school, in all the 
English classes – including mine! If you are 
interested, you need to send in an idea for a 
new app to the school’s website. And the prize 
for the best idea is a mini tablet, worth £100!

So I’m trying to brainstorm some ideas. One 
of my ideas is called Checkit! It’s an app that 
checks you haven't forgotten anything in 
the mornings. It wakes you up and tells you 
everything you need to do before you go to 
school – you know, have a shower, get dressed, 
have your breakfast. Then it decides when 
it’s time to leave for school. It will be easily 
downloadable to any device too. I think it's 
a real advantage because then you’re never 
going to be late!

Another of my ideas is for an app called 
MusicMind that chooses just the perfect music 
for you to listen to. So, for example, when you 
feel sad, it plays sad music. And when you 
learn a new skateboard trick, it plays happy 
music! And what about the times when you 
just can’t sleep at night? Then this useful app 
� nds some music to make you feel sleepy. My 
friends all think this app sounds awesome!

My last idea is for an app called Trix that works 
with your skateboard. When you do tricks, 
it can tell you how quickly you’re going and 
things like that. And when the trick doesn’t 
work, or you fall, it can tell you why!

We don’t actually have to create the app. Our 
teacher just wants us to write about one, and 
why we think it can be useful. Anyway, the 
truth is, I’d really like an app that can take our 
dog for a walk instead of me – especially when 
it’s raining!
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Skills Test: Unit 1

DICTATION

1  02 Listen and write the sentences that you 
hear, including the punctuation.

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                                

                                                                                               

     /7

LISTENING

2  03 Listen to a radio interview about 
technology and answer the questions.

1 Why does Serena text friends rather than call 

them? 

                                                                                          

2 How does Serena feel about her friends who live 

far away? 

                                                                                          

3 What is Katrina doing at the moment? 

                                                                                          

4 What does Serena’s dad use the desktop 

computer in his oce for? 

                                                                                          

5 What technology does Serena’s grandad use? 

                                                                                          

6 What does he use it for? 

                                                                                          

     / 6
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Review Test 1: Units 1–2

6 My brother thinks that people which / that don’t like 

gadgets are boring!

    /6

6 Complete the text with these verb forms.

didn’t use to be dropped sent used to lose 
was reading were waiting won

I love my tablet, but I nearly 0 dropped it yesterday while 

I 1                                      my e-book on it! This morning, 

my friend and I 2                                   messages to 

each other while we 3                                      for our 

teacher. Then, later on, my brother suggested we use 

it to play an online game. He 4                                  very 

good at those games, so I said ‘yes’. And he 
5                                     ! I was surprised and said ‘You 

always 6                                  !’, but he smiled and said 

‘But I practise more than you now.’

   /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Choose the correct option.

0 Just be / do more careful next time.

1 What / Why did you do that for?

2 I didn’t mean / wasn’t meaning to scare you.

3 Sorry! I thought you are / were my friend Billy.

4 Why don’t you coming / come into town with us?

5 I’d rather to not go / not go out tonight.

6 Take your coat in case / as well as you feel cold.

7 Shall watch we / we watch a film on TV?

8 Although / In addition it was raining, we went to the 

park.

9 What about visiting / to visit Leah at the weekend?

10 Why did you shout at your baby sister? What did 

you think of / were you thinking of  ?

     /10

8 Complete the text with these words and expressons. 

also as dream everyday example for 
outside population temperature there are 
weekdays

In my 0 everyday life, I live in a very ordinary house and 

do very ordinary things. For 1                                  , on  
2                                  , I go to school and do my 

homework in the evenings. At the weekend, I hang out 

with my friends in a café or at the park. But I’ve just 

spent the last week in my 3                                   place, 

and I’d like to tell you all about it.

My family and I went to an island called Giglio, and 

stayed for six days. It’s just off the west coast of Italy 

and has a 4                                   of about 1,500. It’s 

got three great towns – Giglio Porto, Castello and 

Campese. We stayed in Giglio Porto – the main 

harbour. It’s a great place 5                                   eating 

out, as there are so many restaurants.
6                                   Giglio Porto, we decided to 

visit Giglio Castello, which is an entire village that is 

actually inside a mediaeval castle! We had a great 

time just wandering the little streets. It’s quiet because 

no cars are allowed in. 7                                   also 

cultural events held there, too, such 8                                   

the food festival in September.

We 9                                   went on lots of walks, because 

Giglio is a very green island with lots of nature and 

wildlife.  It’s within the Tuscan Archipelago National 

Park, and so the environment is protected. We 

decided to go swimming on the first day we arrived. 

The water was so clear!

The 10                                   in summer reaches about 

30oC, and falls to about 10oC in winter, so it’s never 

really freezing. I can’t wait to go back!

     /10

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing letters in the sentences.

0 I often use my t a b l e t instead of my laptop.

1 I listen to music through my e     r     h     n     s.

2 Some trees blew down in the w     n     yesterday.

3  Ben’s so f     n     y – he always makes us laugh!

4  I want to d     w     l     a     some music to listen to.

5 There was the most beautiful pink and orange  

s        s     t before it got dark last night.

6 An e     r     h     u     k     is when the ground shakes.

     /6

2 Choose the correct option.

0 It’s a really ___ day – let’s go to the beach!

 A nice    B OK

1 My phone’s dead. Can you give me the ___?

 A speaker  B charger

2 Let’s look for ___ in the forest, such as spiders and 

bats!

 A leaves   B wildlife

3 A ___ means that everywhere is under water.

 A drought  B flood

4 The sky is really ___ today.

 A cloudy   B icy

5 This film is so ___. I’m really enjoying it!

 A exciting  B boring

6 Look! It’s ___ sunny outside.

 A being   B getting

7 We built a ___ and spent the night inside it.

 A fire        B shelter

8 I swim on Mondays and Fridays – ___ a week.

 A once   B twice

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with these words.

awesome disgusting freezing mealtimes 
old-fashioned sunny totally 

0 It’s a lovely sunny day today.

1 I can’t eat this cheese – it’s                                          !

2 The film we saw was great – really 

                                          .

3 We’re not allowed to use our phones at  

                                          .

4 It’s really cold outside. It’s                                          !

5 These dresses from the 50s look  

                                          now.

6 These photos of storms are                                          

amazing!

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous, to + infinitive or -ing form of the verbs 
in brackets.

Hello! First of all, I’d like 0 to tell (tell) you a bit about 

my family. My mum is training at the moment 

because she wants 1                                   (become) 

a teacher, and my older brother has decided 
2                                   (take) a year off before university 

to teach English in Peru. My dad is a businessman in a 

big company, and travels abroad a lot. My mum and 

I enjoy 3                                   (visit) him when we can – 

usually in the school holidays. Last year, we  
4                                   (go) to Canada while he  
5                                   (work) there. We didn’t see any 

bears – but I don’t mind 6                                   (miss) 

that experience! I’d love 7                                   (have) 

the chance to travel as part of my job, when I leave 

school. It’s probably a good thing that I’m good at  
8                                   (learn) languages!

    /8

5 Choose the correct option.

0 Do you know Pedro? He’s the boy which / that won 

the swimming competition?

1 We flew to Tegucigalpa, that / which is the capital 

of Honduras.

2 I’ve found a very old coin where / that I think might 

be valuable.

3 We’re going to visit the village which / where my 

grandma grew up.

4 And over there is Mr Sanders, that / who is our Art 

teacher.

5 The couple moved to Madrid, where / who they 

lived for the next fifteen years.
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6 My brother thinks that people which / that don’t like 

gadgets are boring!

    /6

6 Complete the text with these verb forms.

didn’t use to be dropped sent used to lose 
was reading were waiting won

I love my tablet, but I nearly 0 dropped it yesterday while 

I 1                                      my e-book on it! This morning, 

my friend and I 2                                   messages to 

each other while we 3                                      for our 

teacher. Then, later on, my brother suggested we use 

it to play an online game. He 4                                  very 

good at those games, so I said ‘yes’. And he 
5                                     ! I was surprised and said ‘You 

always 6                                  !’, but he smiled and said 

‘But I practise more than you now.’

   /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Choose the correct option.

0 Just be / do more careful next time.

1 What / Why did you do that for?

2 I didn’t mean / wasn’t meaning to scare you.

3 Sorry! I thought you are / were my friend Billy.

4 Why don’t you coming / come into town with us?

5 I’d rather to not go / not go out tonight.

6 Take your coat in case / as well as you feel cold.

7 Shall watch we / we watch a film on TV?

8 Although / In addition it was raining, we went to the 

park.

9 What about visiting / to visit Leah at the weekend?

10 Why did you shout at your baby sister? What did 

you think of / were you thinking of  ?

     /10

8 Complete the text with these words and expressons. 

also as dream everyday example for 
outside population temperature there are 
weekdays

In my 0 everyday life, I live in a very ordinary house and 

do very ordinary things. For 1                                  , on  
2                                  , I go to school and do my 

homework in the evenings. At the weekend, I hang out 

with my friends in a café or at the park. But I’ve just 

spent the last week in my 3                                   place, 

and I’d like to tell you all about it.

My family and I went to an island called Giglio, and 

stayed for six days. It’s just off the west coast of Italy 

and has a 4                                   of about 1,500. It’s 

got three great towns – Giglio Porto, Castello and 

Campese. We stayed in Giglio Porto – the main 

harbour. It’s a great place 5                                   eating 

out, as there are so many restaurants.
6                                   Giglio Porto, we decided to 

visit Giglio Castello, which is an entire village that is 

actually inside a mediaeval castle! We had a great 

time just wandering the little streets. It’s quiet because 

no cars are allowed in. 7                                   also 

cultural events held there, too, such 8                                   

the food festival in September.

We 9                                   went on lots of walks, because 

Giglio is a very green island with lots of nature and 

wildlife.  It’s within the Tuscan Archipelago National 

Park, and so the environment is protected. We 

decided to go swimming on the first day we arrived. 

The water was so clear!

The 10                                   in summer reaches about 

30oC, and falls to about 10oC in winter, so it’s never 

really freezing. I can’t wait to go back!

     /10

     /60
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing letters in the sentences.

0 I often use my t a b l e t instead of my laptop.

1 I listen to music through my e     r     h     n     s.

2 Some trees blew down in the w     n     yesterday.

3  Ben’s so f     n     y – he always makes us laugh!

4  I want to d     w     l     a     some music to listen to.

5 There was the most beautiful pink and orange  

s        s     t before it got dark last night.

6 An e     r     h     u     k     is when the ground shakes.

     /6

2 Choose the correct option.

0 It’s a really ___ day – let’s go to the beach!

 A nice    B OK

1 My phone’s dead. Can you give me the ___?

 A speaker  B charger

2 Let’s look for ___ in the forest, such as spiders and 

bats!

 A leaves   B wildlife

3 A ___ means that everywhere is under water.

 A drought  B flood

4 The sky is really ___ today.

 A cloudy   B icy

5 This film is so ___. I’m really enjoying it!

 A exciting  B boring

6 Look! It’s ___ sunny outside.

 A being   B getting

7 We built a ___ and spent the night inside it.

 A fire        B shelter

8 I swim on Mondays and Fridays – ___ a week.

 A once   B twice

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with these words.

awesome disgusting freezing mealtimes 
old-fashioned sunny totally 

0 It’s a lovely sunny day today.

1 I can’t eat this cheese – it’s                                          !

2 The film we saw was great – really 

                                          .

3 We’re not allowed to use our phones at  

                                          .

4 It’s really cold outside. It’s                                          !

5 These dresses from the 50s look  

                                          now.

6 These photos of storms are                                          

amazing!

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous, to + infinitive or -ing form of the verbs 
in brackets.

Hello! First of all, I’d like 0 to tell (tell) you a bit about 

my family. My mum is training at the moment 

because she wants 1                                   (become) 

a teacher, and my older brother has decided 
2                                   (take) a year off before university 

to teach English in Peru. My dad is a businessman in a 

big company, and travels abroad a lot. My mum and 

I enjoy 3                                   (visit) him when we can – 

usually in the school holidays. Last year, we  
4                                   (go) to Canada while he  
5                                   (work) there. We didn’t see any 

bears – but I don’t mind 6                                   (miss) 

that experience! I’d love 7                                   (have) 

the chance to travel as part of my job, when I leave 

school. It’s probably a good thing that I’m good at  
8                                   (learn) languages!

    /8

5 Choose the correct option.

0 Do you know Pedro? He’s the boy which / that won 

the swimming competition?

1 We flew to Tegucigalpa, that / which is the capital 

of Honduras.

2 I’ve found a very old coin where / that I think might 

be valuable.

3 We’re going to visit the village which / where my 

grandma grew up.

4 And over there is Mr Sanders, that / who is our Art 

teacher.

5 The couple moved to Madrid, where / who they 

lived for the next fifteen years.
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words in the sentences.

0 I often use my t a b l e t instead of my laptop.

1 I listen to music through my e                                .

2 Some trees blew down in the w             yesterday.

3 Ben’s so f                 – he always makes us laugh!

4 I want to d                             some music to listen to.

5 We use d                         to measure temperature.

6 An e                                     is when the ground 

shakes.

     /6

2 Choose the correct option.

0 It’s a really ___ day – let’s go to the beach!

 A nice   B awful  C OK

1 My phone’s dead. Can you give me the ___?

 A battery  B speaker C charger

2 Let’s look for ___ in the forest, such as spiders and 

bats!

 A leaves  B wildlife  C bears

3 A ___ means that everywhere is under water.

 A drought  B flood C hurricane

4 The sky is really ___ today.

 A cloudy  B icy   C foggy

5 This film is so ___. I’m really enjoying it!

 A noisy  B exciting C boring

6 Look! It’s ___ sunny outside.

 A changing B being  C getting

7 We built a ___ and spent the night inside it.

 A fire       B shelter  C path

8 I swim on Mondays and Fridays – ___ a week.

 A once  B twice  C three times

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
words in brackets.

0 It’s a lovely sunny (sun) day today. 

1 I can’t eat this cheese – it’s  

                                           (disgust)! 

2 The film we saw was great – really  

                                           (awe).

3 We’re not allowed to use our phones at  

                                           (meal).

4 It’s really cold outside. It’s                                            

(freeze)! 

5 These dresses from the 50s look  

                                           (fashion) now. 

6 These photos of storms are  

                                           (total) amazing! 

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous, to + infinitive or -ing form of these 
verbs. 

become go have learn miss 
take tell visit work

Hello! First of all, I’d like 0 to tell (tell) you a bit about my 

family. My mum is training at the moment because 

she wants 1                                   a teacher, and my 

older brother has decided 2                                   a year 

off before university to teach English in Peru. My dad is 

a businessman in a big company, and travels abroad 

a lot. My mum and I enjoy 3                                   him 

when we can – usually in the school holidays. Last 

year, we 4                                   to Canada while he  
5                                   there. We didn’t see any bears – 

but I don’t mind 6                                   that experience! 

I’d love 7                                   the chance to travel as 

part of my job, when I leave school. It’s probably a  

good thing that I’m good at 8                                   

languages!

    /8

5 Complete the sentences with who, which, where or 
that. Sometimes more than one answer is correct.

0 Do you know Pedro? He’s the boy who/that won the 

swimming competition?

1 We flew to Tegucigalpa,                                       is the 

capital of Honduras.

2 I’ve found a very old coin                                        

I think might be valuable.

3 We’re going to visit the village                                       

my grandma grew up.

4 And over there is Mr Sanders,                                       

is our Art teacher.
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WRITING

 Write a description of a camping trip you have  
been on.

 In your description, you should write about:

• where you went.

• where you stayed.

• what you did while you were there.

• how you felt at the end of the trip.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 110 and 130 words.

Use these notes to help you:

Last weekend:
- went with my class / into the wild
- travelled on the school bus / camped near a forest
Once there:
1 built shelters
2 collected wood
3 made meal
After dinner:
- looked for wildlife
At night:
- slept outside or chatted
What I learnt about:
- the countryside / surviving in the wild

Write your task here.

Title:                                                                                           

Last weekend I                                                                     

                                         . It was                                                       

                                                                        . We went  

                                                                                                              

and ended up                                                                       

                               . When we first got there, we had 

to                                                                                       so 

that we could                                                                   in 

them. Then we                                                                      

                                      to make a fire, and                        

                                                                   outside. It was 

delicious!

After that, we                                                                       

                                               in the forest, and we learnt 

about the                                                                               

that live there. At night, we                                                   

                       , or stayed up and                                        

                                     , and                                                    

                              the stars.

We had a                                                                                

time, and when I got home, I felt I knew a lot more  

about                                                                                  – 

and how to                                                                          !

     /20
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Review Test 1: Units 1–2

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the missing words in the sentences.

0 I often use my t a b l e t instead of my laptop.

1 I listen to music through my e                                .

2 Some trees blew down in the w             yesterday.

3 Ben’s so f                 – he always makes us laugh!

4 I want to d                             some music to listen to.

5 We use d                         to measure temperature.

6 An e                                     is when the ground 

shakes.

     /6

2 Choose the correct option.

0 It’s a really ___ day – let’s go to the beach!

 A nice   B awful  C OK

1 My phone’s dead. Can you give me the ___?

 A battery  B speaker C charger

2 Let’s look for ___ in the forest, such as spiders and 

bats!

 A leaves  B wildlife  C bears

3 A ___ means that everywhere is under water.

 A drought  B flood C hurricane

4 The sky is really ___ today.

 A cloudy  B icy   C foggy

5 This film is so ___. I’m really enjoying it!

 A noisy  B exciting C boring

6 Look! It’s ___ sunny outside.

 A changing B being  C getting

7 We built a ___ and spent the night inside it.

 A fire       B shelter  C path

8 I swim on Mondays and Fridays – ___ a week.

 A once  B twice  C three times

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
words in brackets.

0 It’s a lovely sunny (sun) day today. 

1 I can’t eat this cheese – it’s  

                                           (disgust)! 

2 The film we saw was great – really  

                                           (awe).

3 We’re not allowed to use our phones at  

                                           (meal).

4 It’s really cold outside. It’s                                            

(freeze)! 

5 These dresses from the 50s look  

                                           (fashion) now. 

6 These photos of storms are  

                                           (total) amazing! 

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous, to + infinitive or -ing form of these 
verbs. 

become go have learn miss 
take tell visit work

Hello! First of all, I’d like 0 to tell (tell) you a bit about my 

family. My mum is training at the moment because 

she wants 1                                   a teacher, and my 

older brother has decided 2                                   a year 

off before university to teach English in Peru. My dad is 

a businessman in a big company, and travels abroad 

a lot. My mum and I enjoy 3                                   him 

when we can – usually in the school holidays. Last 

year, we 4                                   to Canada while he  
5                                   there. We didn’t see any bears – 

but I don’t mind 6                                   that experience! 

I’d love 7                                   the chance to travel as 

part of my job, when I leave school. It’s probably a  

good thing that I’m good at 8                                   

languages!

    /8

5 Complete the sentences with who, which, where or 
that. Sometimes more than one answer is correct.

0 Do you know Pedro? He’s the boy who/that won the 

swimming competition?

1 We flew to Tegucigalpa,                                       is the 

capital of Honduras.

2 I’ve found a very old coin                                        

I think might be valuable.

3 We’re going to visit the village                                       

my grandma grew up.

4 And over there is Mr Sanders,                                       

is our Art teacher.
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WRITING

 Write a description of a camping trip you have  
been on.

 In your description, you should write about:

• where you went.

• where you stayed.

• what you did while you were there.

• how you felt at the end of the trip.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 110 and 130 words.

Use these notes to help you:

Last weekend:
- went with my class / into the wild
- travelled on the school bus / camped near a forest
Once there:
1 built shelters
2 collected wood
3 made meal
After dinner:
- looked for wildlife
At night:
- slept outside or chatted
What I learnt about:
- the countryside / surviving in the wild

Write your task here.

Title:                                                                                           

Last weekend I                                                                     

                                         . It was                                                       

                                                                        . We went  

                                                                                                              

and ended up                                                                       

                               . When we first got there, we had 

to                                                                                       so 

that we could                                                                   in 

them. Then we                                                                      

                                      to make a fire, and                        

                                                                   outside. It was 

delicious!

After that, we                                                                       

                                               in the forest, and we learnt 

about the                                                                               

that live there. At night, we                                                   

                       , or stayed up and                                        

                                     , and                                                    

                              the stars.

We had a                                                                                

time, and when I got home, I felt I knew a lot more  

about                                                                                  – 

and how to                                                                          !

     /20
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

WRITING

 Write a description of a camping trip you have  
been on.

 In your description, you should write about:

• where you went.

• where you stayed.

• what you did while you were there.

• how you felt at the end of the trip.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 110 and 130 words.

Use these notes:

Last weekend:
- went with my class / into the wild
- travelled on the school bus / camped near a forest
Once there:
1 built shelters
2 collected wood
3 made meal
After dinner:
- looked for wildlife
At night:
- slept outside or chatted
What I learnt about:
- the countryside / surviving in the wild

Write your task here.

Title:                                                                                           

Last weekend, I went with my class into the wild. What 

an adventure! We travelled on the school bus and 

ended up near a forest. When we first got there,                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                     

     /20
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5 The couple moved to Madrid,  

                                      they lived for the next fifteen 

years.

6 My brother thinks that people                                       

don’t like gadgets are boring!

    /6

6 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous or used to form of the verbs in brackets.

I love my tablet, but I nearly 0 dropped (drop) it 

yesterday while I 1                                      (read) 

my e-book on it! This morning, my friend and I 
2                                      (send) messages to each other 

while we 3                                      (wait) for our teacher. 

Then, later on, my brother suggested we use it to 

play an online game. He 4                                      (not 

be) very good at those games, so I said ‘yes’. And 

he 5                                      (win)! I was surprised and 

said ‘You always 6                                      (lose)!’, but he 

smiled and said ‘But I practise more than you now.’

      /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Choose the correct option.

0 Just make / do / be more careful next time.

1 What / Because / Why did you do that for?

2 I didn’t mean / didn’t meaning / wasn’t meaning to 

scare you.

3 Sorry! I thought you are / were / was my friend Billy.

4 Why don’t you to come / coming / come into town 

with us?

5 I’d rather to not go / not go / go not out tonight.

6 Take your coat in case / in case of / as well as you 

feel cold.

7 Shall watch we / do we watch / we watch a film on 

TV?

8 However / Although / In addition it was raining, we 

went to the park.

9 What about visiting / to visit / visit Leah at the 

weekend?

10 Why did you shout at your baby sister? What are you 

thinking of / did you think of / were you thinking of  ?

     /10

8 Complete the text with these words and expressions. 
There are five extra words and expressions.

also are as dream everyday example for 
inside outside population such Sundays 
temperature there are to weekdays

In my 0 everyday life, I live in a very ordinary house  

and do very ordinary things. For 1                                     , 

on 2                                              , I go to school and  

do my homework in the evenings. At the weekend,  

I hang out with my friends in a café or at the park.  

But I’ve just spent the last week in my  
3                                               place, and I’d like to tell 

you all about it.

My family and I went to an island called Giglio, and  

stayed for six days. It’s just off the west coast of  

Italy and has a 4                                               of about  

1,500. It’s got three great towns – Giglio Porto, 

Castello and Campese. We stayed in Giglio Porto – 

the main harbour. It’s a great place  
5                                               eating out, as there are so 

many restaurants.
6                                               Giglio Porto, we 

decided to visit Giglio Castello, which is an entire 

village that is actually inside a mediaeval castle! 

We had a great time just wandering the little 

streets. It’s quiet because no cars are allowed in. 
7                                               also cultural events held 

there too, such 8                                               the food 

festival in September.

We 9                                               went on lots of walks, 

because Giglio is a very green island with lots of 

nature and wildlife.  It’s within the Tuscan Archipelago 

National Park, and so the environment is protected. 

We decided to go swimming on the first day we 

arrived. The water was so clear!

The 10                                               in summer reaches 

about 30oC, and falls to about 10oC in winter, so it’s 

never really freezing. I can’t wait to go back!

     /10

     /60
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WRITING

 Write a description of a camping trip you have  
been on.

 In your description, you should write about:

• where you went.

• where you stayed.

• what you did while you were there.

• how you felt at the end of the trip.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 110 and 130 words.

Use these notes:

Last weekend:
- went with my class / into the wild
- travelled on the school bus / camped near a forest
Once there:
1 built shelters
2 collected wood
3 made meal
After dinner:
- looked for wildlife
At night:
- slept outside or chatted
What I learnt about:
- the countryside / surviving in the wild

Write your task here.

Title:                                                                                           

Last weekend, I went with my class into the wild. What 

an adventure! We travelled on the school bus and 

ended up near a forest. When we first got there,                                                                                                                                           
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5 The couple moved to Madrid,  

                                      they lived for the next fifteen 

years.

6 My brother thinks that people                                       

don’t like gadgets are boring!

    /6

6 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous or used to form of the verbs in brackets.

I love my tablet, but I nearly 0 dropped (drop) it 

yesterday while I 1                                      (read) 

my e-book on it! This morning, my friend and I 
2                                      (send) messages to each other 

while we 3                                      (wait) for our teacher. 

Then, later on, my brother suggested we use it to 

play an online game. He 4                                      (not 

be) very good at those games, so I said ‘yes’. And 

he 5                                      (win)! I was surprised and 

said ‘You always 6                                      (lose)!’, but he 

smiled and said ‘But I practise more than you now.’

      /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Choose the correct option.

0 Just make / do / be more careful next time.

1 What / Because / Why did you do that for?

2 I didn’t mean / didn’t meaning / wasn’t meaning to 

scare you.

3 Sorry! I thought you are / were / was my friend Billy.

4 Why don’t you to come / coming / come into town 

with us?

5 I’d rather to not go / not go / go not out tonight.

6 Take your coat in case / in case of / as well as you 

feel cold.

7 Shall watch we / do we watch / we watch a film on 

TV?

8 However / Although / In addition it was raining, we 

went to the park.

9 What about visiting / to visit / visit Leah at the 

weekend?

10 Why did you shout at your baby sister? What are you 

thinking of / did you think of / were you thinking of  ?

     /10

8 Complete the text with these words and expressions. 
There are five extra words and expressions.

also are as dream everyday example for 
inside outside population such Sundays 
temperature there are to weekdays

In my 0 everyday life, I live in a very ordinary house  

and do very ordinary things. For 1                                     , 

on 2                                              , I go to school and  

do my homework in the evenings. At the weekend,  

I hang out with my friends in a café or at the park.  

But I’ve just spent the last week in my  
3                                               place, and I’d like to tell 

you all about it.

My family and I went to an island called Giglio, and  

stayed for six days. It’s just off the west coast of  

Italy and has a 4                                               of about  

1,500. It’s got three great towns – Giglio Porto, 

Castello and Campese. We stayed in Giglio Porto – 

the main harbour. It’s a great place  
5                                               eating out, as there are so 

many restaurants.
6                                               Giglio Porto, we 

decided to visit Giglio Castello, which is an entire 

village that is actually inside a mediaeval castle! 

We had a great time just wandering the little 

streets. It’s quiet because no cars are allowed in. 
7                                               also cultural events held 

there too, such 8                                               the food 

festival in September.

We 9                                               went on lots of walks, 

because Giglio is a very green island with lots of 

nature and wildlife.  It’s within the Tuscan Archipelago 

National Park, and so the environment is protected. 

We decided to go swimming on the first day we 

arrived. The water was so clear!

The 10                                               in summer reaches 

about 30oC, and falls to about 10oC in winter, so it’s 

never really freezing. I can’t wait to go back!

     /10

     /60
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6 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous or used to form of these verbs.

lose not be read send wait win

I love my tablet, but I nearly dropped it yesterday while 

I 1                                      my e-book on it! This morning, 

my friend and I 2                                      messages to 

each other while we 3                                      for our 

teacher. Then, later on, my brother suggested we use it 

to play an online game. He 4                                      very 

good at those games, so I said ‘yes’. And he 
5                                     ! I was surprised and said ‘You 

always 6                                     !’, but he smiled and said 

‘But I practise more than you now.’

      /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Complete these sentences with ONE or TWO words.

1                                            did you do that for?

2 I know you didn’t break the window on purpose,  

but                                            more careful next 

time.

3 Sorry! I thought you                                            my 

friend Billy.

4 Why don’t you                                            into town 

with us?

5 I’d rather                                            out tonight. I’m 

too tired.

6 Take your coat                                            you feel 

cold.

7                                            we watch a film on TV?

8                                            it was raining, we still went 

to the park.

9 What about                                            Leah at the 

weekend, to see her new dog?

10 Why did you shout at your baby sister? What were 

you                                           ?

     /10

8 Expressions 1-10 contain mistakes. Find and correct 
them. Sometimes more than one answer is correct.

In my everyday life, I live in a very ordinary house and 

do very ordinary things. 1 As example, 2 on weekends, 

I go to school and do my homework in the evenings. 

At the weekend, I hang out with my friends in a café 

or at the park. But I’ve just spent the last week 3 in my 

dreamy place, and I’d like to tell you all about it.

My family and I went to an island called Giglio, and 

stayed for six days. It’s just off the west coast of Italy 

and has 4 a people of about 1,500. It’s got three great 

towns – Giglio Porto, Castello and Campese. We 

stayed in Giglio Porto – the main harbour. It’s 5 a great 

place to eating out, as there are so many restaurants.
6 Inside Giglio Porto, we decided to visit Giglio 

Castello, which is an entire village that is actually 

inside a mediaeval castle! We had a great time just 

wandering the little streets. It’s quiet because no 

cars are allowed in. 7 Cultural events are as well held 

there, 8 such than the food festival in September.
9 We in addition went on lots of walks, because Giglio 

is a very green island with lots of nature and wildlife.  

It’s within the Tuscan Archipelago National Park, and 

so the environment is protected. We decided to go 

swimming on the first day we arrived. The water was 

so clear!
10 The population in summer reaches about 30oC, 

and falls to about 10oC in winter, so it’s never really 

freezing. I can’t wait to go back!

1                                                                                          

2                                                                                          

3                                                                                          

4                                                                                          

5                                                                                          

6                                                                                          

7                                                                                          

8                                                                                          

9                                                                                          

10                                                                                          

     /10

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with ONE word in each 
space.

1 I listen to music through my                                  .

2 The heavy                                   last night caused 

some trees to blow down.

3 Ben’s so                                   – he always makes us 

laugh!

4 I want to                                   some music from 

Ricky’s computer onto my phone.

5 There was a beautiful pink and orange  

                                  just before it got dark.

6 An                                   is when the ground shakes.

     /6

2 Complete the sentences with these words. There are 
two extra words.

charger cloudy exciting fire flood foggy 
getting shelter twice wildlife

1 My phone’s dead. I need a                               .

2 Let’s look for                                in the forest, such as 

spiders and bats!

3 A(n)                                means that everywhere is 

under water.

4 The sky is really                                today.

5 This film is so                               . I’m really enjoying it!

6 Look! It’s                                sunny outside.

7 We built a(a)                                and spent the night 

inside it.

8 I swim on Mondays and Fridays –                                

a week.

     /8

3 Complete the missing words in the sentences.

1 I can’t eat this cheese – it’s d                                      !

2 The film we saw was great – really  

a                                      !

3 We’re not allowed to use our phones at dinner – or 

in fact at any m                                      .

4 It’s really cold outside. It’s absolutely  

f                                      , in fact!

5 These dresses from the 50s look really  

o                                       now, but most women used 

to wear them then.

6 It’s a lovely s                                       day. It’s almost 

too bright to see!

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Correct the verbs in bold.

Hello! I’m going to tell you a bit about my family.  

My mum is training at the moment because she  

wants 1 to becoming                                   a teacher,  

and my older brother has decided  
2 taking                                   a year off before university.  

My dad is a businessman, and travels abroad a lot. 

My mum and I enjoy 3 visit                                   him 

when we can. Last year, we 4 were going                                   

to Canada while he 5 worked                                   there.  

We didn’t see any bears – but I don’t mind  
6 to miss                                   that experience! I’d love  
7 that I have                                   the chance to travel 

as part of my job, when I leave school.  

It’s probably a good thing that I’m good at  
8 to learn                                   languages!

      /8

5 Rewrite the sentences with who, which, where or 
that. Sometimes more than one answer is correct.

1 Pedro is in my class. He won the Art competition. 

Pedro is the boy                                                             .

2 We flew to Tegucigalpa. It is in Honduras. 

We flew                                                                            .

3 I found a very old coin. I think it might be valuable. 

I found                                                                             .

4 We’re going to visit a village. My grandma grew up 

there.  

We’re going to visit                                                        .

5 That’s Mr Sanders. He is our English teacher. 

That’s                                                                               .

6 She moved to Paris. She lived there for fifteen years. 

She                                                                                  .

    /6
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6 Complete the text with the Past Simple, Past 
Continuous or used to form of these verbs.

lose not be read send wait win

I love my tablet, but I nearly dropped it yesterday while 

I 1                                      my e-book on it! This morning, 

my friend and I 2                                      messages to 

each other while we 3                                      for our 

teacher. Then, later on, my brother suggested we use it 

to play an online game. He 4                                      very 

good at those games, so I said ‘yes’. And he 
5                                     ! I was surprised and said ‘You 

always 6                                     !’, but he smiled and said 

‘But I practise more than you now.’

      /6

USE OF ENGLISH

7 Complete these sentences with ONE or TWO words.

1                                            did you do that for?

2 I know you didn’t break the window on purpose,  

but                                            more careful next 

time.

3 Sorry! I thought you                                            my 

friend Billy.

4 Why don’t you                                            into town 

with us?

5 I’d rather                                            out tonight. I’m 

too tired.

6 Take your coat                                            you feel 

cold.

7                                            we watch a film on TV?

8                                            it was raining, we still went 

to the park.

9 What about                                            Leah at the 

weekend, to see her new dog?

10 Why did you shout at your baby sister? What were 

you                                           ?

     /10

8 Expressions 1-10 contain mistakes. Find and correct 
them. Sometimes more than one answer is correct.

In my everyday life, I live in a very ordinary house and 

do very ordinary things. 1 As example, 2 on weekends, 

I go to school and do my homework in the evenings. 

At the weekend, I hang out with my friends in a café 

or at the park. But I’ve just spent the last week 3 in my 

dreamy place, and I’d like to tell you all about it.

My family and I went to an island called Giglio, and 

stayed for six days. It’s just off the west coast of Italy 

and has 4 a people of about 1,500. It’s got three great 

towns – Giglio Porto, Castello and Campese. We 

stayed in Giglio Porto – the main harbour. It’s 5 a great 

place to eating out, as there are so many restaurants.
6 Inside Giglio Porto, we decided to visit Giglio 

Castello, which is an entire village that is actually 

inside a mediaeval castle! We had a great time just 

wandering the little streets. It’s quiet because no 

cars are allowed in. 7 Cultural events are as well held 

there, 8 such than the food festival in September.
9 We in addition went on lots of walks, because Giglio 

is a very green island with lots of nature and wildlife.  

It’s within the Tuscan Archipelago National Park, and 

so the environment is protected. We decided to go 

swimming on the first day we arrived. The water was 

so clear!
10 The population in summer reaches about 30oC, 

and falls to about 10oC in winter, so it’s never really 

freezing. I can’t wait to go back!

1                                                                                          

2                                                                                          

3                                                                                          

4                                                                                          

5                                                                                          

6                                                                                          

7                                                                                          

8                                                                                          

9                                                                                          

10                                                                                          

     /10

     /60
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VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with ONE word in each 
space.

1 I listen to music through my                                  .

2 The heavy                                   last night caused 

some trees to blow down.

3 Ben’s so                                   – he always makes us 

laugh!

4 I want to                                   some music from 

Ricky’s computer onto my phone.

5 There was a beautiful pink and orange  

                                  just before it got dark.

6 An                                   is when the ground shakes.

     /6

2 Complete the sentences with these words. There are 
two extra words.

charger cloudy exciting fire flood foggy 
getting shelter twice wildlife

1 My phone’s dead. I need a                               .

2 Let’s look for                                in the forest, such as 

spiders and bats!

3 A(n)                                means that everywhere is 

under water.

4 The sky is really                                today.

5 This film is so                               . I’m really enjoying it!

6 Look! It’s                                sunny outside.

7 We built a(a)                                and spent the night 

inside it.

8 I swim on Mondays and Fridays –                                

a week.

     /8

3 Complete the missing words in the sentences.

1 I can’t eat this cheese – it’s d                                      !

2 The film we saw was great – really  

a                                      !

3 We’re not allowed to use our phones at dinner – or 

in fact at any m                                      .

4 It’s really cold outside. It’s absolutely  

f                                      , in fact!

5 These dresses from the 50s look really  

o                                       now, but most women used 

to wear them then.

6 It’s a lovely s                                       day. It’s almost 

too bright to see!

     /6

GRAMMAR

4 Correct the verbs in bold.

Hello! I’m going to tell you a bit about my family.  

My mum is training at the moment because she  

wants 1 to becoming                                   a teacher,  

and my older brother has decided  
2 taking                                   a year off before university.  

My dad is a businessman, and travels abroad a lot. 

My mum and I enjoy 3 visit                                   him 

when we can. Last year, we 4 were going                                   

to Canada while he 5 worked                                   there.  

We didn’t see any bears – but I don’t mind  
6 to miss                                   that experience! I’d love  
7 that I have                                   the chance to travel 

as part of my job, when I leave school.  

It’s probably a good thing that I’m good at  
8 to learn                                   languages!

      /8

5 Rewrite the sentences with who, which, where or 
that. Sometimes more than one answer is correct.

1 Pedro is in my class. He won the Art competition. 

Pedro is the boy                                                             .

2 We flew to Tegucigalpa. It is in Honduras. 

We flew                                                                            .

3 I found a very old coin. I think it might be valuable. 

I found                                                                             .

4 We’re going to visit a village. My grandma grew up 

there.  

We’re going to visit                                                        .

5 That’s Mr Sanders. He is our English teacher. 

That’s                                                                               .

6 She moved to Paris. She lived there for fifteen years. 

She                                                                                  .

    /6
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SPEAKING – Student A

1 Work with Student B. Look at the list of di�erent 
ways of using technology.

1 calling someone on a mobile phone

2  listening to music on a tablet or phone

3  using a selfie stick to take a photo

4  sending an email

5  playing a computer game

6  sending a text on a phone

 Now talk together.

• Which of these do you often do?

• Which do you think is the most useful to you?

     /10

2 Look at the photo and describe it to Student B.

• Who is this person and what do you think he is 

doing?

• Why do you think he is doing this?

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

WRITING

 Imagine you have been on a camping trip. Write a 
description of it in the next column.

 In your description, you should write about:

• where you went.

• where you stayed.

• what you did while you were there.

• how you felt at the end of the trip.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 110 and 130 words.

You can use this space for notes:

Write your task here.

Title:                                                                                           
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Review Test 1: Units 1–2

SPEAKING – Student A

1 Work with Student B. Look at the list of di�erent 
ways of using technology.

1 calling someone on a mobile phone

2  listening to music on a tablet or phone

3  using a selfie stick to take a photo

4  sending an email

5  playing a computer game

6  sending a text on a phone

 Now talk together.

• Which of these do you often do?

• Which do you think is the most useful to you?

     /10

2 Look at the photo and describe it to Student B.

• Who is this person and what do you think he is 

doing?

• Why do you think he is doing this?

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Review Test 1: Units 1–2

WRITING

 Imagine you have been on a camping trip. Write a 
description of it in the next column.

 In your description, you should write about:

• where you went.

• where you stayed.

• what you did while you were there.

• how you felt at the end of the trip.

 Write as much as you can about each of these 
things in your description.

 Write between 110 and 130 words.

You can use this space for notes:

Write your task here.

Title:                                                                                           
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Class:                                                  

Essential Grammar: Unit 1

VERB + -ING AND VERB + TO – INFINITIVE

1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

0 Do you want to watch (watch) a music show on TV 

later?

1 I enjoy                                      (buy) new clothes at 

the weekend!

2 Tom plans                                      (visit) us soon.

3 I miss                                      (see) my friends when 

I’m away from home.

4 My sister always offers                                      (help) 

me with my homework.

5 I’ve decided                                      (study) Maths at 

university.

6 I can’t stand                                      (listen) to pop 

music. I like rock!

7 Do you mind                                      (open) the 

window? It’s hot in here!

8 I always avoid                                      (travel) by bus 

when it’s busy.

2 Complete the second sentence so that it means the 
same as the first. Use a maximun of TWO words.

0 I don’t travel by bus because I don’t like it. 

I don’t enjoy travelling by bus.

1 Can you help me with my laptop please? 

Do you mind                                              with my 

laptop, please?

2 How about going to the cinema this evening?

 Would you like                                              to the 

cinema this evening?

3 It’s hard to write in English. My teacher says I need 

to practise!

 My teacher says I need to                                              

in English.

4 I can make amazing cakes!

 I’m really good at                                              

amazing cakes!

5 Please ring me tonight – don’t forget!

  Don’t forget                                              me tonight!

6 I really want to see my cousins when they come 

next week!

 I’m really looking forward                                              

my cousins when they come next week.

7 Mum usually says I can go to concerts in the 

afternoons.

 Mum usually allows me                                              to 

concerts in the afternoons.

DEFINING AND NON-DEFINING RELATIVE 
CLAUSES

3 Choose the correct option.

0 That’s the man which / who lives next door to us.

1 Do you know a shop in town that / who sells 

magazines?

2 The house which / where we live is ten years old.

3 My sister has a friend who / which plays in a band.

4 Which is the house that / who is for sale?

5 What’s the name of the sports teacher which / who 

has just come to our school?

6 This is the park where / which we play tennis.

7 Jackson’s is a great shop in town that / where sells 

sports equipment.

8 We don’t know the family that / where have just 

moved in next door.

4 Complete the sentences with who, which or where.

0 Our old house in Scotland, where I was born, isn’t 

there any more.

1 Our neighbour,                       grows fantastic 

flowers, once worked as a gardener.

2 My favourite place in town is the pool,                       I 

go swimming every Saturday.

3 I need to finish my homework,                       is about 

verbs in Spanish.

4 James,                       is my cousin, often comes to 

visit my older brother.

5 This chocolate cake,                       I made for my 

mum’s birthday, tastes absolutely delicious!

6 My friend Sarah,                       has lived in the same 

house all her life, has to move soon.

7 Our school has a big canteen with a garden,  

                      students enjoy eating their lunch.
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Review Test 1: Units 1–2

SPEAKING – Student B

1 Work with Student A. Look at the list of di�erent 
ways of using technology.

1 calling someone on a mobile phone

2  listening to music on a tablet or phone

3  using a selfie stick to take a photo

4 sending an email

5  playing a computer game

6  sending a text on a phone

 Now talk together.

• Which of these do you often do?

• Which do you think is the most useful to you?

     /10

2 Look at the photo and describe it to Student A.

• Who is this person and what do you think she is 

doing?

• Why do you think she is doing this?

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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Essential Grammar: Unit 1

VERB + -ING AND VERB + TO – INFINITIVE

1 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs in brackets.

0 Do you want to watch (watch) a music show on TV 

later?

1 I enjoy                                      (buy) new clothes at 

the weekend!

2 Tom plans                                      (visit) us soon.

3 I miss                                      (see) my friends when 

I’m away from home.

4 My sister always offers                                      (help) 

me with my homework.

5 I’ve decided                                      (study) Maths at 

university.

6 I can’t stand                                      (listen) to pop 

music. I like rock!

7 Do you mind                                      (open) the 

window? It’s hot in here!

8 I always avoid                                      (travel) by bus 

when it’s busy.

2 Complete the second sentence so that it means the 
same as the first. Use a maximun of TWO words.

0 I don’t travel by bus because I don’t like it. 

I don’t enjoy travelling by bus.

1 Can you help me with my laptop please? 

Do you mind                                              with my 

laptop, please?

2 How about going to the cinema this evening?

 Would you like                                              to the 

cinema this evening?

3 It’s hard to write in English. My teacher says I need 

to practise!

 My teacher says I need to                                              

in English.

4 I can make amazing cakes!

 I’m really good at                                              

amazing cakes!

5 Please ring me tonight – don’t forget!

  Don’t forget                                              me tonight!

6 I really want to see my cousins when they come 

next week!

 I’m really looking forward                                              

my cousins when they come next week.

7 Mum usually says I can go to concerts in the 

afternoons.

 Mum usually allows me                                              to 

concerts in the afternoons.

DEFINING AND NON-DEFINING RELATIVE 
CLAUSES

3 Choose the correct option.

0 That’s the man which / who lives next door to us.

1 Do you know a shop in town that / who sells 

magazines?

2 The house which / where we live is ten years old.

3 My sister has a friend who / which plays in a band.

4 Which is the house that / who is for sale?

5 What’s the name of the sports teacher which / who 

has just come to our school?

6 This is the park where / which we play tennis.

7 Jackson’s is a great shop in town that / where sells 

sports equipment.

8 We don’t know the family that / where have just 

moved in next door.

4 Complete the sentences with who, which or where.

0 Our old house in Scotland, where I was born, isn’t 

there any more.

1 Our neighbour,                       grows fantastic 

flowers, once worked as a gardener.

2 My favourite place in town is the pool,                       I 

go swimming every Saturday.

3 I need to finish my homework,                       is about 

verbs in Spanish.

4 James,                       is my cousin, often comes to 

visit my older brother.

5 This chocolate cake,                       I made for my 

mum’s birthday, tastes absolutely delicious!

6 My friend Sarah,                       has lived in the same 

house all her life, has to move soon.

7 Our school has a big canteen with a garden,  

                      students enjoy eating their lunch.
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

Review Test 1: Units 1–2

SPEAKING – Student B

1 Work with Student A. Look at the list of di�erent 
ways of using technology.

1 calling someone on a mobile phone

2  listening to music on a tablet or phone

3  using a selfie stick to take a photo

4 sending an email

5  playing a computer game

6  sending a text on a phone

 Now talk together.

• Which of these do you often do?

• Which do you think is the most useful to you?

     /10

2 Look at the photo and describe it to Student A.

• Who is this person and what do you think she is 

doing?

• Why do you think she is doing this?

 Then answer the questions from your teacher.

     /10

     /20
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It’s awesome

C F I L

✃

a TV show
It’s all right.

a �lm
It’s amazing.

a game
It’s awesome.

a music video
It’s boring.

a book
It’s interesting.

a website
It’s brilliant.

a shop
It’s cool.

a place
It’s exciting.

an online 
video

It’s funny.

a present
It was lovely.

an item of  
clothing
It’s nice.

a person
He/She is 

noisy.

a sport
It’s OK.

a song
It’s awful.

a holiday
It was perfect.

a blog
It’s useful.

a gadget
It’s strange.

something in  
my bedroom

It’s old-fashioned.

something you 
once ate

It’s disgusting.

a radio show
It’s terrible.
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Name:                                                  

                                                 

Class:                                                  

EVERYDAY TECHNOLOGY

1 Complete the missing letters in the sentences.

0 You can take photos with a  t a b l e t. It’s great!

1 When your b                     y is dead, your phone 

doesn’t work.

2 You can use a c             e to connect two devices.

3 You can listen to music through e                             s.

4 Use this s                 e s             k to take photos of us.

5 You can play loud music through a s                     r.

6 My phone is out of battery, so I’ll need to use the  

c                     r before I make another call.

USING TECHNOLOGY

2 Match A with B to make sentences. 

A B

0 I really enjoy 

chatting

1 Many people 

go

2 I always share

3 I’m going to 

download

4 You can watch

5 I don’t like 

reading

a) music videos on your 

phone.

b) some songs to listen 

to.

c) online to do their 

shopping.

d) with friends online.

e) my photos with my 

sister.

f) e-books. I prefer 

paper!

ADJECTIVES OF OPINION

3 Choose the correct option.

0 My brother’s a great skateboarder – he can do 

really awesome / boring tricks!

1 The weather is funny / awful today. It’s still raining.

2 This book is exactly what I want. It’s terrible / 

perfect.

3 This is a fantastic film about people driving fast 

cars. It’s useful / exciting!

4 I always put my money in my bag, but now it’s not 

there. That’s brilliant / strange.

5 This is not the best cake I’ve ever eaten, but I guess 

it’s amazing / all right.

6 My grandma made me this sweater, but I don’t 

really like it – it’s a bit disgusting / old-fashioned.

TIME

4 Complete the sentences with at, in, on  
or — (nothing).

0 My grandfather gets up at 7 a.m. every day.

1 18.00 hours is the same as six o’clock                 the 

evening.

2 We have football practice                 twice a week.

3 You should go to bed early                 a weekday.

4 There’s a cat that always visits us                      

mealtimes.

5 Our aunt and uncle visit us                 Sundays.

6 The clock stopped                 midnight.

5 Complete the crossword.

 Across

1 My friends enjoy it when I u                          photos to 

the internet.

4 Have you seen the new movie? It was great! And 

the actors were a                          !

5 I always t                          my friends and parents to 

say hello.

6 My favourite class is Biology. It is really f                    !
 Down

2 I didn’t like the cake. The taste was d                         !

3 I like to m                          videos with my friends.

1 2

3

4

5

6

Essential Vocabulary: Unit 1
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It’s upside down✃

1  Look at the photos and write answers to the questions.

fold here

1  Who is this?     

               

2  What is he doing?    

               

3  How does he feel?    

              

4  What is his problem? 

               

    

1  Who is this?     

               

2  What is she doing?    

               

3  How does she feel?   

              

4  How can she help? 

               

    

2  Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in the box.  
 Then watch the video to check your answers.

 be bring come finish fix put try use 

 1 I’m trying  my homework.

 2  I’d love  outside.

 3  You’re good at  things.

 4  I enjoy  to fix things.

 5  I prefer  my own photos.

 6  I want  the poster up in town.

 7  I don’t mind  to your boat later.

 8  Don’t forget  a snack.
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RESOURCE 2 Unit 1 Lesson 2 Grammar

Find someone who …

Do a class survey to find out about your classmates. Ask questions and write the names.

Find someone who: Name

 1 loves listening to heavy metal music

 2 likes to wear old T-shirts

 3 avoids making his/her bed

 4 prefers reading traditional paper books

 5 hates tidying his/her room

 6 would like to do more sport after school

 7 doesn’t mind studying at the weekend

 8 wants to live abroad one day

 9 can’t stand reading blogs

10 hopes to be famous one day

11 enjoys making cakes

12 plans to make a lot of money

13 stops talking when they are nervous

14 prefers not to go to university

15 is good at fixing things
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Match the parts! ✃

She’s  the actress which has a population  
of almost one million, It’s an app

that had a gun. won the school prize for 
literature.

The criminal, It’s a place lives in Australia.

is the UK’s second  
largest city. This is the shop Calpe,

The building on the left, you can meet other people 
and take part in activities.

which has over a billion 
users,

It’s a book that YouTube,

which is now a museum. contains thousands of  
telephone numbers.

won several Oscars in the 
1960s. Birmingham, has got two beaches.

I have a cousin you can buy vintage bags. David,

who robbed the bank, uploaded its �rst video  
in 2005.

gives you weather  
forecasts from all  
around the globe.

where whose sister is in my class, where

where we always  
go on holiday, which was built in 1770, who
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RESOURCE 4 Unit 1 Lesson 3 Reading 

Match and create

1 Match the sentence beginnings to the correct endings.  
 There are two endings for each sentence beginning.

 a small computer a table awesome brilliant it’s beautiful it’s very useful   
 metal plastic play games with it wear it on your head 

 1  It’s made of   /  .

 2  You can   /  .

 3  It looks like / works like   /  .

 4  It looks / It’s   /  .

 5  I like it because   /  .

2  Now create your own gadget. Complete the sentences to describe your gadget.

Our gadget:                  

 1  It’s made of  .

 2  You can use it to  .

 3  It looks like  .

 4  It works like  .

 5  It looks  .

 6  In our opinion, it’s  and  .

 7  We like it because it’s  .
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 There are two endings for each sentence beginning.
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 metal plastic play games with it wear it on your head 
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Why don’t we …?✃

Situation 1 

Student B
You and your friend are planning a party together 
because your birthdays are on the same day.
Make these suggestions.
• make a playlist of music for dancing on your  

tablet or phone
• invite about fifteen close friends
• rent a room for the party
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 1 

Student A
You and your friend are planning a party together 
because your birthdays are on the same day.
Make these suggestions.
• hire a DJ
• invite everyone in your class
• have the party outside
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 2 

Student B
You and your friend are planning to go camping 
together.
Make these suggestions.
• go to the beach
• have a relaxing, lazy time 
• eat takeaway food all weekend
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 2 

Student A
You and your friend are planning to go camping 
together.
Make these suggestions.
• go to the mountains
• do lots of walking 
• take food from home to save money
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 3 

Student B
You and your friend are planning to buy new  
smartphones.
Make these suggestions.
• go shopping on Saturday
• find a cheap but nice-looking phone 
• buy it and start using it
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 3 

Student A
You and your friend are planning to buy new  
smartphones.
Make these suggestions.
• read reviews on the internet
• compare prices in every shop in town 
• think about the decision carefully
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 4 

Student B
You and your friend have been chosen to buy a 
present for your class teacher.
Make these suggestions.
• ask other students for ideas
• buy something that looks nice 
• keep some of the money for a big card
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.

Situation 4 

Student A
You and your friend have been chosen to buy a 
present for your class teacher.
Make these suggestions.
• ask other teachers for ideas
• buy something useful 
• keep some of the money for flowers
Listen and respond to your partner’s suggestions. 
Try to come to an agreement.
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RESOURCE 6 Unit 1 Lesson 5 Listening 

What do you do?✃

Section A 

Complete the questions with prepositions. 
Then ask your partner the questions and 
note down their answers.

What do you do …

 1    the summer?

                       

 2   ten o’clock on Monday mornings?

                      

 3   the morning before you go   
  to school?

                     

 4   Saturday afternoons?

                      

 5   your birthday?

                       

 6   the evenings after you finish   
  your homework?

                       

 7   lunchtime at the weekend?

                       

 8  Once a week?

                       

 9  Twice a day?

                       

10   three o’clock in the afternoon   
  on schooldays?

  

Section B:  
1 on 2 on 3 in 4 at 5 on 6 at 7 at 10 at 

Section B 

Complete the questions with prepositions. 
Then ask your partner the questions and 
note down their answers.

What do you do …

 1    the first day of the summer  
  holidays?

                       

 2   Saturday mornings?

                    

 3   the afternoon before you start   
  doing your homework?

                       

 4   the weekend?

                    

 5   Sundays?

                       

 6   eleven o’clock on Thursday  
  mornings?

                       

 7   lunchtime on school days?

                       

 8  Once a year?

                       

 9  Three times a week?

                       

10   eight o’clock in the morning on   
  schooldays?

  

Section A:  
1 in 2 at 3 in 4 on 5 on 6 in 7 at 10 at 
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  mornings?

                       

 7   lunchtime on school days?

                       

 8  Once a year?

                       

 9  Three times a week?

                       

10   eight o’clock in the morning on   
  schooldays?

  

Section A:  
1 in 2 at 3 in 4 on 5 on 6 in 7 at 10 at 
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Place
1   by the sea
2  in a big city
3  in a small town
4  in the mountains
5  in the desert
6  near a forest

Outside there’s a …
1   big garden
2  barbecue area
3  swimming pool
4  tennis court
5  skatepark
6  mini zoo

I go to …
1   a boarding school
2  a talent school
3  an art school
4  a hi-tech school
5  an exam-free school
6  a private tutor

In the evenings I …
1   play computer games
2  watch TV
3  chat to friends
4  listen to music
5  play sports
6  go to extra classes

Kind of home
1   a palace
2  a castle
3  a villa
4  a beach hut
5  an apartment
6  a terraced house

Inside there’s a …
1   gym
2  TV room
3  music studio
4  library
5  sauna
6  jacuzzi

There’s a view of …
1   a sports stadium
2  the sea
3  the mountains
4  a factory
5  my school
6  an island

At the weekend I …
1   play sports
2  hang out with friends
3  shop for clothes
4  visit famous cities
5  go to concert
6  sleep all day

RESOURCE 9 Unit 1 Lesson 7 Writing

My dream✃

Throw
 3 or 11

Throw
 5

Throw
 7

Throw
 9

Throw
 2 or 12

Throw
 4 or 10

Throw
 6

Throw
 8
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RESOURCE 8 Unit 1 Lesson 6 Video

Let’s go in

1  Listen to the first part of the video. Draw what you think Alisha can see.

 

2  Write the events in the order in which they take place in the video.  
 There are two additional events not shown in the video.

 a Alisha arrives. 

 b They look for Hissy. 

 c Hissy eats her dinner. 

 d Tommo shows Alisha a video. 

 e Hissy runs away. 

 f Tommo gets his camera. 

 g Alisha has an idea for the title of Tommo’s video.    

 h They find Hissy under the sofa. 

 i Hissy gets angry and hisses. 

 j Alisha takes a photo of Hissy. 

 k Tommo puts Hissy’s food near the sofa.

3  What do you think happens next? Do Tommo and Alisha find Hissy?  
 Do they make a video? Use your imagination to continue the story.

 
 
 
 

1                  

2                  

3                  

4                  

5                  

6                  

7                  

8                  

9    

Alisha arrives
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RESOURCE 8 Unit 1 Lesson 6 Video
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How about you?

RESOURCE 11 Unit 1 Revision Grammar

Tick the sentences which are grammatically correct. Put a cross for the sentences  
which are not grammatically correct. Correct the mistakes.

Then write down the number of points (1–10) that you want to play for.  
If you are correct, you will gain these points. If you are wrong, you will lose these points.

Sentence Correct 
or not?

Correct sentence Points 

 1 I am not understanding you.            
                                             

 2 She prefers to make her own bread.                  

 3 The man, who lives next door, is mad.                  

 4 We don’t mind coming early.                  

 5 Are you wanting to talk to me?                  

 6 That’s the restaurant which we had 
frogs legs.                  

 7 Do you enjoy to do exams?                  

 8 Frank’s house, which has four floors, is 
very large.                  

 9 We decided to go home after the 
concert.                  

10 That’s the place where I saw the 
snake.                  

11 The hope watching the game on TV.                  

12 There’s a little bench in the park, 
where we sometimes sit.                  

13 She’s good at translating English into 
Spanish.                  

14 Would you like to buy some flowers?                  

15 It’s a tool who is used to make holes.                  

TOTAL
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RESOURCE 10 Unit 1 Revision Vocabulary

Find the words

Find the words in the word search and write them in the correct category.

1  four negative adjectives:  ,  ,  ,       

2  three time expressions used with the following prepositions:

 at  , in the  , on 

3  three things which can help give power to a gadget:  ,  ,         

4  three things you can do with photos:  ,  ,    

M I D N I G H T I W A D

A B A T T E R Y S U T I

X W E D V I L L M P O S

C A S T I S E I O L M G

A W F U L H B O R O C U

R C A L L A O F N A O S

A A B B A R R T I D T T

V B T A K E I O N E T I

A L E M S I N K G O A N

N E S T O D G P L U G G

I T E R R I B L E T E O

S U S C H O O L D A Y S

      

               

   

midnight
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Two schools

RESOURCE 13 Unit 1 Culture

✃

Text A 
Complete the text with the words in the box.

 cutting e�ective looks necessary parents surprising teachers using 

The Waldorf School of the Peninsula in the USA

Many of the 1  of children at this school work in the technology industry for 
companies such as Apple, IBM and Google. So, it may be 2  that the school 
doesn’t allow any technology in the classroom. It doesn’t even like the students  
3  technology at home.

Parents say that good teachers and good teaching methods are much more  
4  than apps and programs on different gadgets. The school 5  
traditional, with blackboards, desks, paper, books and pens, but students can have fun 
during the lessons. They ‘learn by doing’, for example learning how to divide in Maths by  
6  a cake into equal pieces. The most important thing, according to  
parents and children, is for interesting 7  to plan interesting lessons. The  
Waldorf schools aren’t cheap, but they are very popular and very successful, so maybe 
they are right that technology isn’t 8  for education.

Text B 
Complete the text with the words in the box.

 believes future gadgets library looking progress rules school 

The IPACA school in England

The IPACA school in Portland, England, really 1  in the importance of  
technology in the education process. According to their website, technology can help to 
assess students’ 2  and help students to learn in a way which is best for them. 
Even students as young as four use smartwatches or other 3  to research  
information. The school has a 4  , but all the books are online. In a world  
where up-to-date information is vital, teachers at the 5  think it is strange to  
rely on textbooks which may be several years old. The school does have 6  
about using technology. Anyone using a gadget in class has to leave it switched on and 
visible to the teacher, so that they can see exactly what the students are 7   
at. The school is very popular and very successful and parents believe that going to this 
school will make it easier for their children to find employment in the 8  .   
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Smartphones at school✃
RESOURCE 12 Unit 1 Culture

ART
Good or bad?
▶ Students use graphics tablets to draw on 

a computer.
▶ Students look at famous works of art on the 

computer.
▶ Students create their own online gallery by 

uploading their own artwork.

Other uses of smartphones or the internet in this 
school subject:

▶ 

▶ 

▶ 

PE
Good or bad?
▶ Students check how far they have run.
▶ Students play online sports when the weather 

is bad.
▶ Students check the rules of di� erent sports 

before they play them.

Other uses of smartphones or the internet in this 
school subject:

▶ 

▶ 

▶ 

HISTORY
Good or bad?
▶ Students research famous people or events 

online.
▶ Students use smartphones in exams so they 

don’t have to remember dates.
▶ Students watch fi lms based on historical 

events.

Other uses of smartphones or the internet in this 
school subject:

▶  

▶

▶

GEOGRAPHY
Good or bad?
▶ Students learn how to read maps by using 

online maps.
▶ Students research di� erent countries and give 

presentations about them.
▶ Students play online Geography quizzes

Other uses of smartphones or the internet in this 
school subject:

▶ 

▶            

▶            

ENGLISH
Good or bad?
▶ Students use online translation to help them 

write in English.
▶ Students chat to students in other countries 

in English.
▶ Students watch videos about English customs 

and places.

Other uses of smartphones or the internet in this 
school subject:

▶ 

▶            

▶            

MATHS
Good or bad?
▶ Students use the calculator to do simple tasks 

to save time.
▶ Students watch videos of teachers explaining 

the subject.
▶ Students check their answers when they have 

fi nished a task.

Other uses of smartphones or the internet in this 
school subject:

▶  

▶            

▶            
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with the correct word.

1 Some people like to eat chips with 

m                                    , while others prefer ketchup.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really 

b                                    !

3 Our teacher takes the r                                 every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s b                                 .

5 Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   .

6 My uncle is a professional c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a 

m                                    .

     /7

2 Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 
gap.

1 A: What 1                                                        do people 

in Japan speak?

B: Oh, they speak 2                                                       .

2 A: I want to 3                                                        friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

B: Why don’t you 4                                                        a 

party and invite them all?

3 A: I’d love to play the electric 5                                    

like some of those great rock musicians.

B: Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                   

to music than to play it.

4 A: Do you do any 7                                                    , 

such as aerobics or cycling?.

B: No, but there’s a new running 8                                

near the sports centre that I might try.

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

1 I remember when I                                      my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

2 My favourite subject at school is Information 

                                       .

3 Nigel is an amazing actor. When he stands on the 

                                     in the theatre, you can’t take 

your eyes o� him.

4 Santiago                                      a goal in nearly 

every match he plays!

5 We                                      our match 3–0 last 

Saturday. Let’s hope we do better next Saturday.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct a�rmative 
or negative form of these verbs. Use contractions if 
possible.

be be enjoy hate meet see try watch

1 We 1                                                                      a film 

right now, but I 2                                                          it.

2 There 3                                                               any food 

that I liked at the party last night, but there 
4                                                    lots of people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5                                                                   

her boyfriend on Saturdays, but she
6                                                                       him today 

– she’s on holiday.

4 He 7                                                                     noodles 

at the Chinese restaurant yesterday, but he 
8                                                                       them.

     /8

5 Complete the sentences with ONE or TWO words in 
each gap. Use contractions if possible.

1 I can play the guitar but not the piano – it isn’t 

as                                               as the guitar!

2 There isn’t                                milk in the fridge – we 

need to buy some more.

3 I                                judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much                                interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby                                £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she

                               talking to him at the moment.
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

Complete the sentences with the correct word.

Some people like to eat chips with 

, while others prefer ketchup.

I need to find something to do – I’m really 

                                 every 

morning to check who’s at school.

b                                 .

Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   

c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

Each person in the winning team receives a 

     /7

Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 

                                                       do people 

                                                      

                                              friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

                                                      

party and invite them all?

I’d love to play the electric 5                                    

like some of those great rock musicians.

Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                   

                                             

such as aerobics or cycling?.

No, but there’s a new running 8                                

near the sports centre that I might try.

Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

                                     my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

My favourite subject at school is Information 
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Real World 1 • Language Test

Name:                                                 
                                                Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    . I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 
I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it!A play   B do
4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day.

A study   B get up5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the park.
A works   B exercises   

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed.
A browses  B prefers7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
morning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
the weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London.

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock.
(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                

2 I watch TV in the evening.(TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                             
3 My best friend comes from Italy.(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)                                                                                                   

4 My sister goes to school by bus.(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)
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Name:                                                 
                                                Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I oftenoften go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    . I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

 goes shopping with his 
friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 

I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)
8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it!A play   B do
I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day.

A study   B get upLaura ___ every day – she goes running in the park.
A works   B exercises   

A

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed.
A browses  B prefers7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t playmorning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usuallythe weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London.

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?
 Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock.

(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                
2 I watch TV in the evening.(TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                             

3 My best friend comes from Italy.(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)                                                                                                   
4 My sister goes to school by bus.(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)

End of Year Test
Name:                                                                                                 

Class:                                                         
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USE OF ENGLISH1 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.
Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, 

Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she 

makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I 

know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get 

very 6 ___ homework, not like me.
Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the 

moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.

I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of 

my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!0 A about   B around   C of

1 A is    B were   C was

2 A old    B ago    C past

3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest

4 A do    B make   C know

5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

6 A many   B much   C any

7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making

8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to

9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have

10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

2 Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.

don’t agree either I’m using it no problem of 

course please Pleased to Thanks for What a

1 What would you like to 
eat?

A burger, please.

2 I can’t stand Maths.
I don’t like it,                          .

3 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!

4 I think we need to do all 
we can to help animals.

Sorry, but I                             .

5 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .

6 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet 
you.

     /5

3 Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.

0 These are the words that you 
know in a language.

v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or 
other food between two pieces 

of bread.
s      d         

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.
a            o     

3 A teacher uses this to show 
things to all the pupils.

p      j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

s      t      n

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.
t    u        m       

     /5
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Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Complete the sentences with the correct word.

1 Some people like to eat chips with  

m                                    , while others prefer ketchup.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really  

b                                    !

3 Our teacher takes the r                                  every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s b                                 .

5 Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   .

6 My uncle is a professional c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a  

m                                    .

     /7

2 Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 
gap.

1 A:  What 1                                                        do people 

in Japan speak?

 B: Oh, they speak 2                                                       .

2 A:  I want to 3                                                        friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

 B:  Why don’t you 4                                                        a 

party and invite them all?

3 A:  I’d love to play the electric 5                                     

like some of those great rock musicians.

 B:  Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                    

to music than to play it.

4 A:  Do you do any 7                                                    , 

such as aerobics or cycling?.

 B:  No, but there’s a new running 8                                 

near the sports centre that I might try.

     /8

3 Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

1 I remember when I                                      my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

2 My favourite subject at school is Information  

                                       .

3 Nigel is an amazing actor. When he stands on the  

                                     in the theatre, you can’t take 

your eyes o� him.

4 Santiago                                      a goal in nearly 

every match he plays!

5 We                                      our match 3–0 last 

Saturday. Let’s hope we do better next Saturday.

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Complete the sentences with the correct a�rmative 
or negative form of these verbs. Use contractions if 
possible.

be be enjoy hate meet see try watch

1 We 1                                                                        a film 

right now, but I 2                                                          it.

2 There 3                                                               any food  

that I liked at the party last night, but there  
4                                                    lots of people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5                                                                       

her boyfriend on Saturdays, but she 
6                                                                       him today 

– she’s on holiday.

4 He 7                                                                     noodles  

at the Chinese restaurant yesterday, but he  
8                                                                       them.

     /8

5 Complete the sentences with ONE or TWO words in 
each gap. Use contractions if possible.

1 I can play the guitar but not the piano – it isn’t  

as                                               as the guitar!

2 There isn’t                                milk in the fridge – we 

need to buy some more.

3 I                                judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much                                interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby                                £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she 

                               talking to him at the moment.
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Complete the sentences with the correct word.

Some people like to eat chips with 

, while others prefer ketchup.

I need to find something to do – I’m really 

                                 every 

morning to check who’s at school.

b                                 .

Marcela plays the cello in an o                                   

c                                        , 

so he has a really expensive racing bike.

Each person in the winning team receives a 

     /7

Complete the mini-dialogues with ONE word in each 

                                                       do people 

                                                      

                                              friends 

with my new classmates. What can I do?

                                                      

party and invite them all?

I’d love to play the electric 5                                    

like some of those great rock musicians.

Yes, but I definitely prefer to 6                                   

                                             

such as aerobics or cycling?.

No, but there’s a new running 8                                

near the sports centre that I might try.

Complete the sentences with a suitable noun or verb.

                                     my best 

friend for the first time – we were four!

My favourite subject at school is Information 
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Real World 1 • Language Test

Name:                                                                                                   Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    .  I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the  e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has  a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so  
I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning. A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning. A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day. A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it! A play   B do
4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day. 

A study   B get up5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the park. 
A works   B exercises    

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed. 
A browses  B prefers7  My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework. A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
morning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
the weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London. 

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock. 
(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                 

2 I watch TV in the evening. (TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                                                
3 My best friend comes from Italy. (Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)

                                                                                                                
4 My sister goes to school by bus. (to / your sister / go / school / does / How) 
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Name:                                                 
                                                Class:                                                         

Language Test: Unit 3
VOCABULARY
1 Reorder the letters in brackets and complete the 

sentences.
0 I oftenoften go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)
1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)
2 I wake up early in the m                                    . I really like breakfast! (nomring)3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the e                              . (negvein)4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)
5 My sister is very e                                    . She has a new cat! (dtecixe)6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 
I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. (essimotem)

     /82 Choose the correct option.0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.A works       B does1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.A chats   B listens2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.A goes   B has3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with their friends – they love it!A play   B do
I ___ and do my homework for an hour after school every day.

A study   B get upLaura ___ every day – she goes running in the park.
A works   B exercises   

A

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 
to bed.
A browses  B prefers7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.A make   B do

     /7GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the present simple.0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.
2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on Saturdays?

3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelette.4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.
6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the evening?

7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t play with her dog in the 
 doesn’t playmorning.

8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usually at 
 you do relax usuallythe weekend?

     /84 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
with the answers.
0 I live in London.

(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?
 Where do you live?1 I get up at 7 o’clock.

(up / get / What / time / you / do)                                                                                                                
2 I watch TV in the evening.(TV / do / watch / When / you)                                                                                             

3 My best friend comes from Italy.(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)                                                                                                   
4 My sister goes to school by bus.(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)

End of Year Test
Name:                                                  

 
                                                

Class:                                                         
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USE OF ENGLISH1 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.
Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, 

Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she 

makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I 

know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get 

very 6 ___ homework, not like me.
Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the 

moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.

I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of 

my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my 

family – there are too many of them!0 A about   B around   C of

1 A is    B were   C was

2 A old    B ago    C past

3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest

4 A do    B make   C know

5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

6 A many   B much   C any

7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making

8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to

9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have

10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

2 Complete the short dialogues with these words. 

There are three expressions you do not need.

don’t agree either I’m using it no problem of 

course please Pleased to Thanks for What a

1 What would you like to 
eat?

A burger, please.

2 I can’t stand Maths.
I don’t like it,                          .

3 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!

4 I think we need to do all 
we can to help animals.

Sorry, but I                             .

5 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .

6 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet 
you.

     /5

3 Complete the definitions. Some letters are given.

0 These are the words that you 
know in a language.

v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or 
other food between two pieces 

of bread.
s       d            

2 The time between the morning 

and the evening.
a                o      

3 A teacher uses this to show 
things to all the pupils.

p       j    c         

4 A place where you can catch a 

bus or train.

s       t       n

5 A competition, usually with lots 

of matches in it.
t    u          m         

     /5
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Name:                                                 
                                                

Class:                                                 

Language Test: Unit 3VOCABULARY1 Reorder the letters to make words.

0 I often go to the cinema – I go three times a week. 

(netfo)1 I like to go to the gym and do e                                 ! 

(sxcieree)2 I wake up early in the m                                    . 

I really like breakfast! (nomring)

3 Most people have dinner at six o’clock in the 

e                              . (negvein)

4 I’m b                               – this film isn’t interesting. 

(drobe)5 My sister is very e                                    . She has 

a new cat! (dtecixe)
6 Hans n                                     goes shopping with his 

friends – he hates it. (renve)
7 I’ve got a really di�cult Maths exam tomorrow, so 

I feel very w                                     about it. (drewiro)

8 I                                      do my homework on 

Saturdays, but I usually do it on Sundays. 

(essimotem)

     /8

2 Choose the correct option.
0 Lauren ___ in a café every Saturday morning.

A works       B does
1 Ursula ___ to the radio every morning.

A chats   B listens
2 My grandad ___ breakfast in bed every day.

A goes   B has
3 Pablo and Sebastián quite often ___ cards with 

their friends – they love it!
A play   B do4 I ___ and do my homework for an hour after 

school every day.A study   B get up
5 Laura ___ every day – she goes running in the 

park.
A works   B exercises   

6 Luke ___ the internet in the evening before he goes 

to bed.
A browses  B prefers

7 My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

help them ___ the housework.
A make   B do

     /7

GRAMMAR
3 Choose the correct form of the Present Simple.

0 Danny’s mum makes / make bread every weekend.

1 Katriona meet / meets her friends every weekend.

2 What time do you wake up / wake you up on 

Saturdays?3 Carlos isn’t like / doesn’t like omelettes.

4 David usually finish / finishes work at 6 p.m.

5 My parents don’t listen / not listen to the radio.

6 Do / Does your dad sometimes watch TV in the 

evening?7 Esther don’t plays / doesn’t play with her dog in the 

morning.8 How do you usually relax / you do relax usually at 

the weekend?

     /8

4 Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 

with the answers.0 I live in London.(you / live / do / Where) Where do you live?

1 I get up at 7 o’clock.(up / get / What / time / you / do) 

                                                                                                               

2 I watch TV in the evening.
(TV / do / watch / When / you)

                                                                                             

3 My best friend comes from Italy.

(Where / your / from / best friend / come / does)

                                                                                                   

4 My sister goes to school by bus.
(to / your sister / go / school / does / How)

                                                                                                         

5 I have a party for my birthday.
(party / have / do / a / When / you)
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My parents sometimes ask me and my brother to 

     /7
Choose the correct form of the Present Simple. bread every weekend.

 her friends every weekend.
 on 

 to the radio.

 your dad sometimes watch TV in the 

 with her dog in the 

 at 

     /8

Order the words in brackets to make questions to go 
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USE OF ENGLISH
3 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.

Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get very 6 ___ homework, not like me.Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my family – there are too many of them!

0 A about   B around   C of1 A is    B were   C was2 A old    B ago    C past3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest4 A do    B make   C know5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t6 A many   B much   C any7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

4 Complete the short dialogues with these words 
and expressions. There are three extra words and 
expressions.
don’t agree either I’m using it no problemof course please Pleased to Thanks for What a
0 What would you like to eat? A burger, please.

1 I can’t stand Maths. I don’t like it,
                          .

2 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!3 I think we need to do all we can to help animals.
Sorry, but 
I                             .

4 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .5 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet you.

     /55 Read the definitions and complete the words.
0 These are the words that you know in a language. v o c a b u l a r y

1 A meal made with cheese or other food between two pieces of bread. s      d         

2 The time between the morning and the evening. a            o     
3 A teacher uses this to show things to all the pupils. p      j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a bus or train. s      t      n
5 A competition, usually with lots of matches in it. t    u        m       

     /5
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USE OF ENGLISH
3 Choose the correct option to complete the blog 

entry.

Today I want to tell you all 0 ___ my little sister, Madeleine. She 1 ___ born eight years 2 ___ and she makes me laugh. In fact, I think she’s 3 ___ person I know! I help her to 4 ___ her homework – she 5 ___ get very 6 ___ homework, not like me.Madeleine loves helping Mum in the kitchen. At the moment, they 7 ___ a cake together for my birthday.I 8 ___ be fifteen tomorrow. I 9 ___ a party with some of my friends at my house, but I 10 ___ invite the rest of my family – there are too many of them!

0 A about   B around   C of1 A is    B were   C was2 A old    B ago    C past3 A the funnier  B funnier than C the funniest4 A do    B make   C know5 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t6 A many   B much   C any7 A ‘s making  B make   C ‘re making8 A ‘m going to B ‘m go to  C go to9 A have   B ’m having  C go to have10 A doesn’t   B don’t   C didn’t

     /10

   

4 Complete the short dialogues with these words 
and expressions. There are three extra words and 
expressions.
don’t agree either I’m using it no problemof course pleaseplease Pleased to Thanks for What a
0 What would you like to eat? A burger, pleaseplease.

1 I can’t stand Maths. I don’t like it,
                          .

2 Let’s go to the cinema.                        good idea!3 I think we need to do all we can to help animals.
Sorry, but 
I                             .

4 Can I borrow your book? Sorry,                             .5 This is my friend Hattie.                              meet you.

     /55 Read the definitions and complete the words.
0 These are the words that you know in a language. v o c a b u l a r yy

1 A meal made with cheese or other food between two pieces of bread. s      d         

2 The time between the morning and the evening. a            o     
3 A teacher uses this to show things to all the pupils. p      j    c       

4 A place where you can catch a bus or train. s      t      n
5 A competition, usually with lots of matches in it. t    u        m       

     /5
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Name: 

Class: 

Review Test 3: Units 1–6

VOCABULARY

1 Choose the correct option.

0 Monika’s wearing a really nice trainers / skirt today.

1 Some people like to eat chips with mayonnaise / 

cereal.

2 I need to find something to do – I’m really excited / 

bored.

3 Our teacher takes the register / poster every 

morning to check who’s at school.

4 I love country music – it’s brilliant / terrible.

5 Marcela plays the cello in an audience / orchestra.

6 My uncle is a professional swimming / cyclist.

7 Each person in the winning team receives a medal 

/ league.

     /7

2 Complete the missing letters in the dialogues.

0 A: What do you want to cook the onions in?

 B: A 0 f r y i n g pan.

1 A:  What 1 l     n         a     e do people in Japan 

speak?

 B: Oh, they speak 2     a         n     s    .

2 A:  I want to 3 m         e friends with my new 

classmates. What can I do?

B:  Why don’t you 4 h         e a party and invite them 

all?

3 A:  Can you play the 5 g     i     a     or any other 

musical instrument?

B:  No, I prefer to 6 l         t     n to music than to play 

it.

4 A:  Do you do any 7 e     e     c     s    , such as 

aerobics or cycling?

B:  No, but there’s a new running 8 t     a     k near the 

sports centre, so I might try that.

     /8

3 Choose the correct option.

0 Do you want some salt and ___ on your food? 

A pepper   B celery

1 I remember when I ___ my best friend for the first 

time – we were four!. 

A knew   B met

2 My favourite subject at school is Information ___. 

A Chemistry  B Technology

3 We went to see a great ___ yesterday. 

A concert  B flute

4 Santiago ___ a goal for his team in nearly every 

game he plays! 

A scores   B does

5 We ___ our match 3-0 last Saturday. 

A watched  B lost

     /5

GRAMMAR

4 Choose the correct option to complete the 
sentences.

0 Carmen 0 loves / is loving living in England, but 

she 00 isn’t liking / doesn’t like the weather there.

1 We 1 watch / ’re watching a film right now, but  

I 2 ’m not enjoying / don’t enjoy it.

2 There 3 wasn’t / didn’t be any food that I liked at 

the party last night, but there 4 was / were lots of 

people I knew.

3 Jade usually 5 is seeing / sees her boyfriend on 

Saturdays, but she 6 isn’t meeting / doesn’t meet 

him today – she’s on holiday.

4 He 7 tries / tried noodles at the Chinese restaurant 

yesterday, but he 8 hated / is hating them.

     /8

5 Choose the correct option to complete the 
sentences.

0 There aren’t many / some sweets left in the bag – 

only two.

1 I never go to the swimming pool – I don’t can / 

can’t swim!

2 A guitar isn’t as heavy as / as heavy that a piano.

3 I did / did do judo every day last week.

4 I think hip-hop is much most / more interesting 

than pop.

5 Ruby found / finds £10 in the street yesterday – 

lucky girl!

6 Laura had an argument with Mark so she doesn’t / 

isn’t talking to him at the moment.
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